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Teresa Tumminello Brader

High Heat
How could she have forgotten her shirt? The question nagged as she surveyed
the desert-like expanse. In the wasteland of her nightmares, resembling the
landscape of the old Westerns Jay fell asleep to, she anticipated her uncovered
skin boiling, her skeleton picked clean by buzzards. The pain would be
protracted and horrific.
She plucked at the lightweight fabric covering her sweaty legs. Wearing
shorts was no longer an option. A blast of wind rattled the rickety stall. Her
skin creeped as she envisioned her shelter collapsing and the bumps spreading
over her bare arms. Evilly, the sun found any spot sunscreen missed.
She scooted her chair farther back, could barely make out the words of her
book, and removed her sunglasses. If only she could find the underground
sorority of vampires described in its pages. She must’ve dozed then awoke
when a head popped up at the edge of the table and just as quickly was gone.
She’d had a distinct impression of white cloth atop a head as small as a child’s.
Maybe the turbaned being had the bumps too. Rumors about children
having sun sickness were new and she’d noticed mothers carrying swaddled
infants, their tiny faces shielded with visors. When her own mother had
forced her outside to roam their unshaded backyard, she’d taken a book with
her, playacting she was the poor Little Match Girl, or Little Nell fleeing her
hideous predator. Whomever she pretended to be, it was someone small and
death was in the air.
The face she’d glimpsed was the color and texture of a shelled pecan. Her
own olive-toned face, protected under yellow-tinted foundation for years,
had escaped the itchy eruptions that plagued the rest of her. The skin clinic
said the bumps had developed because she—and her mother, she accused
silently—had never screened the rest of her.
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She picked up her water bottle. Across the wide span of concrete, where
a few customers shimmered in the heat and moved as slowly as the sun, was
the restroom. Reluctantly, she lowered the bottle. The IBS clinic told her
walking and drinking lots of water was the best remedy for the syndromes
they treated. By the time she got home from post-sunset walks and
rehydrated, it was bedtime. Kept awake by irritation throughout her pelvic
organs, she warred with the sheets between bathroom trips. When the pale
sun peeked through the blinds, she fell asleep from exhaustion, dreaming of
the frigid streets the Little Match Girl died in.
Now she daydreamed of dark clouds covering the sun, a burst of rain,
making it home safely before the clouds parted and the sun beat down again.
It hadn’t rained during the day in a long time. Dangerous rainfall occurred
at night, thwarting many of her planned walks. Summer was difficult and
it seemed to be summer all the time. When it was technically still winter, a
meteorologist on another edge of the country wondered if the people on her
edge lived on Jupiter. His joke sounded like blame.
Shifting her chair again, she glimpsed a hazy movement and looked
toward the table: nothing except the sunlit emptiness. Her heart beat fast.
Had the sun sickness affected her eyes? She’d not heard of that being a
symptom, or a consequence. But the government, pushing for permanent
DST, suppressed information, dismissing the bumps as a fairy tale, saying
the condition didn’t formerly exist, so how could it now? Doctors who
championed the cause were no longer practicing.
She sprinkled water on the eggplant, as if that would perk up its wrinkly
hide. This season their garden hadn’t yielded the coveted tomatoes and she
wondered if it would again. Satsumas came like a blessing every third year
and this was not the year. When Jay was home, he weeded the plants in the
backyard. He cut the grass in the front, trimmed the trees, and painted the
exterior of the house for the absentee landlord. When he could no longer see
a hand in front of his face, he showered and went to bed, sleeping the sleep
of the well-exercised.
If the cloth-topped creature was a child, maybe it would play with her.
She reprimanded herself for calling a person an it; that was a government
trick. She ripped a page from her receipts book, drew a tic-tac-toe grid on
the back and an X in one of the squares. She pushed the page to the far
corner of the table, the pen on top. She took up her book and waited. The
relentless sun pounded the flimsy roof covering.
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Her head snapped up. The piece of paper had moved. Not wanting to
scare them away, she froze. An O wobbled in the center of the grid. She slid
her fingers to the edge of the table, pulled the paper and pen toward her,
marked another X, shuffled it all back.
She sipped her water without averting her eyes. They felt heavy and her
mind was overwhelmed with snow and ice. In the space of a blink, a ball
rolled across the table and into her lap. It shone like a gemstone, though it
wasn’t hard or rough to her touch, but smooth as silk. She twirled the ball
and it changed colors—blue in the shade, pink in the light.
An infectious giggle rang out. Smiling, she ventured into the sunlight,
shaded her eyes with her hand, shouted to the nearest table. “Did you see
someone?” The vendor, sitting in a quiet daze, a flask in his hand, glanced
her way and said nothing. She retreated.
Forget them, she thought; her more pressing concern was walking home
without long sleeves. Other hawkers were packing up. Facilitators had
arrived to break down the stalls. Even if she could convince them to leave
hers intact, it was dangerous to wait for sunset alone. She bit into a banana
pepper; it tasted of nothing.
She scrutinized the ball. It wasn’t shimmering; it was a dull, ugly purple.
Made of rubber, it likely had been rolled and bounced by the wind. And
the wobbly O in the center of the tic-tac-toe grid must be a condensation
ring from her water bottle. Gloom descended upon her, like a black cloud
blocking the sun, though that would’ve made her happy.
She was tempted to throw the ball, to see what would happen. Perhaps
they would jump out from their hiding place to claim it. But she knew she
wouldn’t. She’d be reported and the proof would be on someone’s phone.
She packed her withered produce into the wagon Jay had freshened with red
paint. The vegetables would make a lonely dinner; they wouldn’t keep.
Dust swirled in the intensifying gale. Her sun hat was ripped from her
head. The hat ran away, somersaulting like tumbleweed. She dashed through
the sun’s destructive rays and, during a lapse in the wind’s fury, pounced. She
slapped the hat back on her head, kept her hand atop as the wind picked up
again. The sun beat down on the exposed hand. Before she could swap hands
or return to her stand, the wind blew off its roof. She stood in the middle of
the market square: a target.
She ran to her stall and finished packing. After donning her sun-gloves
and glasses, she took up the wagon’s handle. It’d be quicker to go straight
3
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across, but she decided to skirt the perimeter, hoping for bits of shade,
sporadic relief. She stopped in the shadow of the neighboring stall to secure
her possessions.
“What are you doing?” The man glared at her. His words were slurred
and suspicious, as if she were a thief, or a spy.
“Staying out of the sun.”
He turned to dismantle the temporary edifice and the shade was gone.
He was probably one of those who believed the sun sickness wasn’t real.
Jay must’ve thought that, too, when she was first given her diagnosis.
Unspoken words had floated in Jay’s silence, echoing the ones blasted on the
government-friendly news programs on his phone. She walked as fast as she
could, but each structure fell as she approached, as if a godlike finger had
launched a colossal domino line.
The pavement sizzled upward, waves of heat hitting the backs of her
arms, her elbows. Even through her glove, the wagon handle was hot. Her
skin wouldn’t erupt into clustered fiery pinpoints until hours later, but she
thought she already felt an intense itch on her forearms. She removed her
gloves and slathered more sunscreen on her arms and upper chest, knowing
the sun would melt it before she could apply more. It was impossible to
keep in the race; the sun always won. She tugged the short sleeves of her
T-shirt downward, slipped her gloves back on, and resettled her hat. She
threw her rucksack on top of the wagon and took the fastest route, across
the unshaded concrete.
The sun showed no mercy, beating down and reflecting up. She could
last ten minutes without acquiring any bad effects, and it took that long to
maneuver around the other departing vendors and their makeshift carts. She
glimpsed a man putting away a sign touting Creole tomatoes. She longed to
stop and ask if he had any to barter, but time was of the essence. The longer
she stayed out, the worse it would be, and the longer the healing. Once,
during her first bewilderment, oozing blisters had materialized; if they
reoccurred, the clinic insisted she return for a biopsy. She was determined
to not let that happen.
Away from the market, sprawling oak trees lined the sidewalks, but she
couldn’t get her wagon over the buckles and slopes created by their snaky
roots. She stayed in the street.
“Hey, chickee,” shouted a voice from the opposite sidewalk. She waved
with her free hand and kept walking. Jerry, the neighborhood chatterbox,
was ready at any moment to indulge in whatever gossip he could find. He
4
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was as harmless as a house spider, but once he entrapped her it’d be hard to
get away. “Slow down, chickee, where’s the fire?” Jerry used the endearment,
stretching the word to its utmost, on everyone.
She halted as he drew near. “Me. I’m on fire.”
“Sure, sure, I know your deal.” A finger tapping his upper lip, he appraised
her. “Your skin’s a little red, but it’s so clear. You got great skin. Come to
Molly’s. Have a beer.”
That meant buy him a beer. “I can’t. I made nothing today. Absolutely
nothing.” Now go away, she thought.
“That’s okay, chickee. Come anyway, at least it’s cooler inside.”
“Is Max working? You know he doesn’t allow that.”
“C’mon,” The last syllable was stressed as if it were two, the ‘O’ elongated,
the ‘N’ a mere breath. “Someone’ll buy you a drink.”
Too tired to disagree, she followed Jerry as he swayed across the street.
She removed her dark glasses and nodded to the regulars who’d turned at
the sun’s brief passage through the opened door. Jerry tucked her wagon in
a corner, next to a huge backpack and a child’s bike. The place smelled of
mold and mildew; the floors were slick. But it was dim and cool, a balm to
her body if not her soul. Her hot skin relaxed.
The patrons returned to their drinks and, behind Max’s back, she slunk
to the restroom. She splashed water on her face, gave up trying to see it in
the glazed mirror high above the sink, and patted it dry with the bottom of
her sweaty shirt. All the paper towels lay trampled on the floor. She yearned
for home, the shower Jay had tiled and to nurse her wounds in front of a
streaming baseball game.
Jerry spotted her before she could regain her possessions and sneak out.
“Hey, chickee, come meet Bruce.” Sitting sideways at the bar, an empty mug
in front of him, Jerry tossed a ball back and forth between his cupped hands.
As the ball swung under the neon light, its color shifted from blue to pink
and back again.
She grabbed Jerry’s wrist. “Where’d you get that?” She glanced toward
her wagon.
“From chickee—I mean, Bruce.” He nodded to the man sitting next to
him. “Chickee got it from a little old lady. Isn’t it beautiful?”
She turned to Bruce. “What did she look like?” The two men, Jerry in his
thrift-store gaudiness and Bruce in his old-fashioned three-piece suit, stared
at her. She must’ve sounded desperate. “I have a reason for asking.” And that
sounded defensive, she thought.
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“Well, she was short, shorter than you, even. But older.” Bruce spoke as if
he were examining each word before letting it leave his mouth. “Much older.
Or at least I think so. Hard to tell. Dark complexion, from the sun, or born
that way—not sure, hard to tell.”
“Was she wearing a white something-or-other on her head?”
“Why, yes. Yes, she was. How did you know that?”
She took the ball from Jerry’s stilled hands. It looked exactly like hers.
She handed it back and went to the wagon. She rummaged in her bag, in the
wagon bed. She strode back to the men. “I had one just like it. It’s gone.” She
wondered if that sounded accusatory; maybe it was.
Jerry cozied up to Bruce and whispered in his ear. Bruce signaled to the
bartender and cocked his head at her. “You want something?” She wanted
the ball, but she knew how unreasonable that would sound, like a pouting
child. She felt bereft, as if that same child had lost her favorite stuffed animal.
“No thanks. I got to go.” She couldn’t buy a round and, even if Max
would’ve let her, she had no desire to stay until sunset, still several hours
away. She turned to leave.
“Hey,” Bruce called to her. She waited impatiently, wishing for a string to
pull the words out of his mouth. “You want it?” He bounced the ball toward
her—as slow as he talked was as fast as he’d thrown it. She flailed and missed. It
rolled under a high-top table and into a corner. “Sorry.” Bruce laughed. He didn’t
sound sorry and she wasn’t going to crawl under the table while he watched.
Retrieving her wagon, she glanced toward the corner. No light penetrated
it; the ball had become one with the dust. She exited into the hot street and
moved slower this time—what did it matter, what did anything matter.
At a white, green-trimmed house, set back from the avenue and its shade
trees, she stowed the wagon under the wide front steps and gathered her
belongings. At the door to their flat, she juggled her bags and fished the key
from her pocket. Inside, on the floor of the threshold, lay a crisp linen shirt,
its long sleeves splayed like a drunkard.
She pressed the button on the window unit, relished the initial blast of
refrigerated air. She clicked on the TV and found the network. When she
passed through the front room again, after stripping off her sweaty clothes,
she saw the ominous, joking words on the silent screen stating nothing was
wrong, but the network didn’t have permission to broadcast the game. The
league wanted her to take a five-hour drive, wasting fuel in a car she didn’t
own, to watch a game in the flesh.
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She clicked it off. She’d use the electricity to run the washer. So much for
anticipating the start of the season. So much for thinking it shouldn’t be this
hot in April. The month of hope and expectation had turned into August,
the month of monotony and inertness—a month that’d last through eternity,
or at least January. She might as well live on Jupiter.
As she heaped dirty towels into the machine’s running water, her mind
flitted from Jupiter to possible life in other parts of the universe to the little
brown-faced woman. If any intelligent life arrived one day, by the time they
got here, it would be too hot for them. She wondered where the woman was
from: the Sahara; Latin America; Tremé—the old Tremé. The past.
Slamming down the lid, she remembered a painting of a young woman in
a collection on Royal Street, the stark white of the Creole’s off-the-shoulder
blouse in sharp contrast to her brown arms. One dark curl peeked out of her
vivid red headdress and a caption explained the law decreeing free women
of color wear tignon. Before her sun issues, when she was much younger,
she’d resembled the woman of the painting.
She finished unpacking, upended her rucksack—one last time, she
thought. Out bounced a ball. The ball. On the next bounce she corralled it,
tensing her fingers, willing it to not disappear. She looked around the room
as if searching for the stranger.
Sitting in front of the disappointing TV, she closed her eyes. So-called
stress balls never worked for her, but this firmer ball was comforting, and
cool. With her eyes still closed, she rolled the ball over her arms, across her
upper chest. With the ball in her hand, she slumbered. When she awoke,
unlike after her usual fitful sleep, she felt refreshed. Her skin had calmed.
She opened her eyes.
***
“Hey, chickee, hear about our neighbor? No, not him. Wren. Kinda quiet,
snobby even, works in the market. Chickee went outside in a tank top and
shorts—c’mon, she has that sun thing no one believes in, she used to talk
about it enough. Anyway, she went outside, dressed in practically nothing,
to the back of the house, where no one could see her. Her boyfriend, you
know him, right, chickee? Jay’s his name. I think she changed hers a long
time ago to match his. Creepy, huh? He works offshore or something—he’s
hardly around, maybe he’s got another girlfriend, I don’t know. Yeah, him—
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rides his bike all over, nice-looking chickee, older for sure, but tan and fit.
Anyway, he found her in the backyard, who knows how long she’d been
there, blistered all over, holding that damned ball Bruce gave her. You know
Bruce, chickee, he’s the one—”
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Seville

a stranger throat i forget his face i out of bed am hungry how
imagine other
feel wake up
feel
bodies
blood inside
need feel
palms against again i
am
fire and can’t move and nothing this moment total lack eyes hot tears
hot no air people talk lungs
they talk
my eyes my eyes my eyes i was certain i
looked straight at him i thought i might die my body was seconds
a stranger’s bed in
seville whimpered mother
do not let her find you this way gave me air
gave me
strength enough
a split second
decided he was done
leave and i have not
returned
my body
my eyes burn
every night i no longer know sleep like a good
body should

Chloe Monet Sutch

summer hours pass in sweat eu te quiero closer than a sunburn
shimmer and moan
in the tender pulp & delicate rind of a tangerine
i saw you
kissed the seeds
hoping
they would become you when they did not i kept them harbored in my palm for a thousand
years
through cricket song and silver dawn
i carried you like a hummingbird corpse
the pink moon liftd herself over the stone teeth of the castle
the scent of your hair
the skin of your sun-drunk neck
tumbling
through the wind
the cooling llano
wide as all that soars
red dust kicked toward saturn the earth and all the fire she makes
if i could pull this heart out
and put it
in your hands
it would be
a plum
dark and full
and maybe
were i able to fit
in the palm of your hand
you would
hold me
so gently
i would
burst

Even The Sun Is Smiling Through
All This Bright Loneliness

Chloe Monet Sutch

Kimm Brockett Stammen

Charles and Izzy
August
Charles Brennon enters, the tray perched on his upturned fingertips. He
is pretending to be a waiter so that she won't be uncomfortable with him
waiting on her. His studio apartment is un-airconditioned; their skins sheen
with Illinois sweat.
“Gad, Charles, don’t be an ass,” says Izzy. She swipes at his hand and
the tray; the poker chips and playing cards on it go flying. Picking up chips
from the crevices of the rancid purple couch, Charles thinks he needn't have
worried. They have been separated since birth by eleven months, and even
after another eleven-month separation—not a birth but rather its opposite—
things seem exactly like always.
The couch is a lumpy monstrosity Izzy saw at the side of the road the
day he drove her away from Logan Correctional. When she saw his place,
she insisted they rent a truck, go back and pick it up. Charles pointed out
that renting the truck would cost more than the couch was worth, and that
it probably had fleas and defleaing the apartment would definitely cost more
than an actual store-bought sofa, but Izzy stopped listening after the word
‘cost.’ He knew her not-listening face. Painted on, like a face on a plate.
“This couch stinks,” says Charles, upending cushions, picking up chips.
“Pudding,” she says.
He throws a cushion at her. “You want pudding?” He pummels her with
another. “I’ll give you pudding, pudding face.”
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“Stop!” she giggles, tries to push him off the couch in a tangle of arms,
legs, and cards.
It is the only time he thinks things might be all right.
She yells, "Ollie ollie oxen free!"
He sits up on the floor. “Mother and Dad say this is a mistake.”
“Gad.”
“You’d think they’d be thrilled to have their kids living together.”
“They think I’ll corrupt you.”
“I already lived with you eighteen years, what’s yet to happen?”
Izzy rolls over on the divan and presses her face into the corner. Her
voice is muffled. “It’s different now.” Izzy gets up. A crumpled Four of hearts
sticks to her bare leg.
“It’s just parole…”
She flicks the card away. “Fuck Mom and Dad.”

November

September

“Flash me a dub?”
"What?"
“A Jackson. A twenty. A small spot.”
“Did you call about the interview?”
Izzy shrugs. “Holiday retail. What do I know about that?”
Charles feels like throwing a whole stinking, flea-infested purple couch
at her. “What you know is that they hire ex-cons. It’s a policy. It’s a program.
But you have to phone, and then you have to show up.”
"Gad." She fiddles with her belly piercing as she says it.

Charles begins the last year of his engineering program. He has known
since middle school that engineering is what he wants. Traffic engineering:
how to move people and vehicles, how to design cities as if they were
organisms. Cities are organisms, huge multi-celled beings, and looking at
them from above is like looking at a giant microscope slide; designing them
is like ordering the patterns and progressions of life.

October
“Mom.” He phones from a street corner two blocks from the apartment
which is no longer his because his sister is in it. “Mother, she’s fine. She looks
okay, maybe older. She still likes pudding. She’s fine.” He kicks dried leaves,
listens to the long string of worries. Their parents moved last year to Florida,
near the ocean he has only seen once. “She’s not going to burn the place
down,” he says. He has been told by more than one social worker that his
sister has "problems with authority," which he does not understand, as it
seems to him their parents have never exercised any. They worry and worry
and do nothing, or move, finally, away.
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Izzy gets a belly piercing; it becomes infected. She gets antibiotic
ointment and pills from a clinic; they tell her not to fiddle with the stud,
to wash her hands more and clean her nails and cut them short and have a
happy Thanksgiving. She does none of it.
"I'm no fucking royalty, am I?" she says, sucking her fingertips. They both
remember the Queen Elizabeth commemorative plates on their parents'
mantle, the teacups with the faces of Charles and Diana and all the rest.
"You don't have to use the nickname if you don't like it," says Charles.
"No one ever called me Elizabeth except guards," says Izzy. "Brennon
Comma Elizabeth."

December

January
Trapped in the apartment by a snowstorm, they reminisce about a
summer when they were small and their parents took them on a long drive
to the ocean. They are both surprised, looking back, that their parents did
any such thing. They remember digging two trenches next to each other in
the beach sand, laying down in them, the sand grating and clingy, and trying
to cover each other up. Splashing sand, filling crevices. No matter how they
connived at it—taking turns trying to hold still while the other poured—
some parts of themselves were always exposed.
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February
Izzy has had three part-time jobs that end abruptly, for reasons she doesn't
tell Charles. Charles continues giving her an allowance; she spends most of
it on poker and pudding. When he worries about expenses, she points out
the economy of the purple couch where she sleeps, and the other pieces
of scavenged junk with which she has filled his apartment. The apartment
becomes a labyrinth of traffic hazards, full of turnarounds, obstacles, blocked
thoroughfares.

March
Charles pays the rent, food, utilities, upholstery cleaning, vet bills for the
dog Izzy brings home from somewhere. It isn't a good dog. It growls and
lashes out when anyone comes near its food, and when Izzy walks it without
a leash it kills a cat, a cat with a collar and tags. "We must phone the owners,"
says Charles. Izzy gets an ice cream scoop from the kitchen—they don't have
a shovel—brushes away clotted snow, and digs a hole, late at night, under a
bush at the side of their apartment building. She buries the cat and the collar
so that no part of them show.
When spring tuition is due, Charles doesn't have it. His program is a
five-year combined master's and bachelor’s; if he doesn't finish on time, he
will have neither. A yellow kite flaps in the pastel sky the day he comes back
from the bank, having been denied a loan. He phones his parents, talks to
them one at a time. He imagines them handing the phone back and forth
to each other, gingerly pushing themselves out of their chairs to reach over,
neither of them knowing how to switch the phone onto speaker. His father
says, "I knew it." His mother says, “I cannot believe this is happening.”
“All you have to do is cosign,” says Charles.
“Your father won't," says his mother. "He knows who the money’s for.”
“It’s for me,” says Charles.
“Your mother will never agree,” says his father.

Kimm Brockett Stammen

parked car. "And that might have been it," she says. But the security guard
stalks out, looking so self-important in his polyester uniform that she pats
herself all over, finds a matchbook, and throws a screaming flame at him.
"Smack in his fat pudding face," she says, and something inside Charles turns.

May
He rents a cheap truck and dumps the couch in the road-shoulder weeds
where they found it. He takes the dog to the pound. He turns the radio up as
loud as it will go, but he can't escape his parents sitting, in their easy chairs, at
the back of his head. They are talking, like always, but he can't discern what
they say; his face feels flat and shiny as a porcelain plate. The truck veers; the
road is mis-graded and meets the highway at an awkward angle, a dangerous
merge: it is all badly engineered and crying out for a better design.

June
"They named us both after British royals," says Izzy the next time he sees
her, during high-security visiting hours. "But they called me Izzy since the
day I was born. Right? Eleven months after you. Since the day I was born?"
Charles has to get to his evening shift at a starred restaurant. He has
managed to charm the Dean of Engineering into giving him a special
deferment; he may redo his last term in the fall if he comes up with the
funds. He pushes the metal chair back, stands up. He understands what she's
asking, but he has no answer. He has no idea what, if anything, shifted in the
eleven months between his birth and hers. He remembers the summer at the
ocean, the tangle of arms, legs, and sand, how they both tried to cover the
other, both failed. "Ollie ollie oxen free," he says, hoping it will release at least
one of them from the useless fire of blame, from the patterns and designs of
family and time.

April
Izzy is caught shoplifting fireworks. "Who wants fireworks in April?" she
asks later. "I was doing them a favor." When a security guard for the discount
store sees her, she runs, arms full of Whistling Petes, and hides behind a
16
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George Ryan

PASSENGER
He grips an empty plastic soda bottle,
uncapped, in his right hand and from time to time
squeezes it so that it makes a crackling noise,
no more aware of what he is doing than
a cat gnawing a cloth toy stuffed with brittle
things that resemble the fragile bones of birds

That Stare by Nathan Cho
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Shimmer
A sebaceous cyst has grown on my right hip since I was young. It appeared
as a hard, pellet-sized lump when I was six or seven but when a doctor
asked me about it I lied. I said I always had the cyst. That chunk of my skin
protruded at the back of my hip, grew and grew.
Several of my lovers called it cute, liked it enough to tease me about it. I
thought it was one more thing keeping me from an ideal potential.
It finally reached the size of a golf ball and swelled painfully last year. It
began to ooze a thick yellow pus out of an enlarged pore opening at its head.
I laid in bed fingering my aching cyst. The pressure shot into my body and I
pressed harder into the firm ball.
Suddenly it exploded hot putrid juice against the wall. I stood over the toilet
and squeezed the mess of it out as a paste. This, my body. What had been
inside me for years smelled like rotten cum as I pinched the sides again and
again. I wanted the vileness out of me.
Once the pus was emptied, the bottom layer of my skin slid out through the
enormous hole in me, painful. Now it grows again as a small seed. The layers
of my skin it used to expand into are now a shallow dent at the waistline of
my pants. I run my fingers over it.
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By the window of the café, unease settled in like a long moan. I wanted to
choose rage, point my arms at the ceiling and speak loudly with a deep voice.
The small vases on each table held flowers with yellow petals: daffodils,
short stems.
Someone texted to hang out, but I was too moody in the most unremarkable
way. Imagine closing a fist around the vase, porcelain cracking. Chucking it
through the glass onto the street. Sometimes I feel an unprompted anger not
directed at anything in particular. Filaments of objectless rage illuminate the
sidewalk outside the window.
Nevermind, I drank my coffee instead. I sabotage myself, clinging to that
breaking feeling. The flowers could be fake for how their sour yellow cuts
me. I wish I could pretend I don’t know where the glass comes from.

I imagine voyeurs. For a couple years I lived in a ground-floor studio on
First Hill on the corner of the Envoy building. Single-pane windows lined
two of the walls, flooding the entire apartment and highlighting the
hardwood floors.
Outside the front window the 60 bus stopped every thirty minutes: I liked
imagining someone waiting there, looking in the cracked-open blinds at me,
my life, the brown glow of my afternoon.
Every day an elderly woman brought her face as close to the glass as the bars
outside would allow, pressing her palms and squinting in unabashedly even
when I peered directly back at her face.
The windows hadn’t been cleaned for years. One afternoon I took it upon
myself to scrape the grime off the multi-panels. Old and duct-taped to
reinforce chips and cracks, the windows threatened to shatter with the
slightest touch.
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I moved out in December and returned to clean the apartment after the
New Year—over the holiday someone had leaned too hard into the glass and
the window had burst. Shards littered the ground of my empty apartment.
Nothing stood between the frigid morning and me.

When I first realized the word ‘agender’ applied to me, that I was agender,
my biggest concern was that I was no longer a man.
I didn’t know how else to fit in the world.

For half a year I wore the same T-shirt every day to school—a yellow graphic
tee with a cartoon sun, the words “I’m a freaking ray of sunshine.” I didn’t
choose to wear it. It was a warped punishment, to call me fag-boy and make
me wear an ironic T-shirt. The joke was that I sucked the air out of every
room. The thin cotton brushed against sternum and began to wear at the
hem. I did not shine or bring warmth to anyone. I guess my parents had a
sick sense of humor to mock the way I flattened my face at all times into an
expressionless stare, becoming nothing as often as I could.

When I was a teen in North Carolina summers, C. drove and played Donovan
on the radio as we crossed the state. We didn’t speak much. He was a few
years older and I took pieces of him into me. Electric banana: I’m just mad
about saffron, and she’s just mad about me. I decided to like the music he
liked, repeated his mannerisms, drank my coffee black when he said it was
how men drank it.
It was the most alone time I’d spent with anyone but I don’t remember our
conversations, just the music and the wind of open window highways and
the simmer heat filtered by a searing light. I enjoyed the emptiness of those
moments because I wasn’t mad for anyone.
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What’s the word for being quiet next to someone and craving that opening?
C. didn’t wear deodorant and his pungent body odor filled the car. I didn’t
want to be with him. I wanted to dissipate into his curdled air.

in the scent of my body decaying, constantly rubbed my fingertips in, and
squirmed in my favorite discomfort. I forgot about it by summer and it
healed into a scar that still screams when I hit my kneecap the wrong way.

I met N. virtually through my best friend from high school. He wanted to
move to New York from North Carolina, dyed his hair grey, and pouted in
photographs. We never met, but on Skype he told me, “Spit on it.”

Originally there was only Godiva naked riding her horse through the town.
But of course, the legends changed over time the way all the stories we tell
ourselves do. Centuries later there were new whispers that someone had
peeped: was it a tailor named Thomas?

I wasn’t attracted to N. but I loved the attention. I like to be seen, to show
off, to be admired. I know it: I’m a wanted body. It’s called flaunting, babe.
I love dancing in the club with my shirt off. I love knowing a man feels his
blood when I look into his eyes. I don’t want to have sex. I want to spit in
their mouths. I want to bite their armpits. Make me feel alive for twenty-five
minutes and I’ll make sure you cum. Backwash.
I salivate a lot, which I discovered when I started giving blowjobs. For me, it
is a process. What I feel with a full mouth is irrelevant to the act. When I was
twenty one I read an article on Cosmo dot com describing suction, tongues,
balls, stroking, meat, attention. Yes, romance is indeed a process addiction
and I’m only tangentially interested in your body body. It’s the same spit as
when I’m hungry or when I brush my teeth, thick with want and empty.
“Spit on it. Spit on it.”
On the webcam I did not look at N.’s cheekbones. I watched myself in the
upper right corner as I slobbered over my virgin body.

When I was seventeen I scrapped my knee right on the edge of the bone. In
the early morning wet and dim light, I slipped on the serrated aluminum
dock and cut my skin open with a wound that didn’t heal for months: every
time it began to scab I bent my knee too quickly, widening the mouth as it
became infected with a putrid green film. I kept it uncovered and delighted
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Say it was. Thomas peeped at her for just a second and only saw her long hair.
Peeping Tom looked out the window at her and was later struck blind—but
wait, was it really him? New letters and whispers say it was Action, Godiva’s
own trusted groom.
After preparing the horse for her ride, he hid in the stables among the straw
until she galloped off. I’m not disturbed by his looking, but by his betrayal:
that gazing at someone and breaking trust. His namesake, Actæon, was
transformed into a stag and then devoured by wolves for peering at Diana.
There’s no record of how Action was punished. I bet he got away with it.

I go through phases of attraction. For a few months, hot pink. Suddenly,
burnt brown. Right now I open in the morning when the sun comes
through my semi-open blinds to hit my eyelids, stretch my arms in its
warmth and crave yellow.
I’d rather define my sex with these colors and subtle shifts in the air than
with language. Flex-sexual. Asexual. Grey—no, I am a vibrant being. I roll
over to bury my face in the pillow and press my thighs down. The window
marks me on my glistening shoulder blades.
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I decide what to turn my body into while I writhe completely uncovered. I’ve
always felt my sexuality and my gender to be imperfectly linked. I feel them
both as performance. All I know on a dark day is the way I have decided to
act, how I want to be seen.

I’d seen the videos before, maybe a year ago, when I clicked a link on his
Grindr profile. It was unforgettable, the boldness of linking to that page of
erotic videos, a series of thumbnails, image after image. His face next to
unidentified floating cocks.

I lose sight of myself and don’t feel real inside the words I use for myself as I
flatten into a ray of light.

I admired the honesty at the time, because it seemed clear what he was after.
I’d only vaguely connected the adorably neurotic J. I now knew with his
Grindr, his amateur porn.

When we moved to North Carolina I got my parents’ old bed. It was a queen
with built in mirrors, drawers on each side, and a cabinet that swung open at
the headboard. I opened it for the first time and discovered what had been
forgotten.
In one corner laid a stack of Hallmark cards in red-and-white envelopes,
each inscribed with notes between my stepmother and father. They were
pretty generic messages, not intensely personal or descriptive. I read every
word.
I didn’t feel excited at what they said, but my pulse thickened at the act.
They were not mine. I blushed and reveled in observing the mundanity of
supposed natural affection.
Tucked in the opposite side of the cabinet were a string of spermicidal
condoms that expired before my parents’ wedding date and a jar of chocolate
body frosting. The thick paste disgusted me and I quickly tucked everything
back exactly as I had found it so nobody would know what I had seen.
A few weeks later I mustered the courage to open the cabinet again but
everything was gone.

J. sent me a link to his Xtube profile and texted, “The things I do for
my adoring fans.”
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Each of the uploads had millions of views, a popularity he hadn’t expected
when he started posting them on a lusty whim, but the latest release was
over a year ago. “I don’t do that anymore, even though so many guys ask me
to film with them.” The rush of power and attention had scared him.
Those ghost dicks between Justin’s pink lips and tongue, lapping. None of
them ever showed their face while he buried himself into their taints.
When he sucked my dick Justin gave more attention to the shaft, but in
these videos he performed his suction differently. In bed he rarely looked up
outside of quick glances. On camera he gazed almost continuously towards
the POV of the stranger’s cell phone lens, not making eye contact with the
man but with the viewer. He made eye contact with me as I watched, now.
I couldn’t look away from eyes, wet and glazed over like glass.

Mark looks in the window at Helen and her blind mother. He’s mostly
interested in capturing fear in the murders he commits to film; he approaches
beautiful women around London with his camera to excite himself with the
shift from play to terror. Still, he’s thrilled by the bare gaze of peeping in his
tenant’s window.
When he was young, his father filmed him sleeping to observe his fear
reactions. Of course, the movie Peeping Tom is a heavy-handed dramatization
of how child abuse creates a deviant. Mark does not want to kill Helen. He
loves her, but he cannot look away from her window.
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When she follows him upstairs we wonder for a few moments if his ache for
power, her fear is indeed inevitable. What choice does Mark have? He is only
sympathetic because he is helpless inside his own abuse. I want to imagine
Mark choosing something. He lets Helen go, but kills himself.

Joe Nasta

I didn’t want to embarrass myself again. For thirty seconds I didn’t come
near him, only letting him look. I savored being viewed because it gave
my body meaning: I could be what he wanted me to be. I could be sexy. I
could be a man.

I hate the implication of one terrible end or the other.

Refracting, the light bends in predictable ways that still seem magical.
Although an equation exists and paths can all be calculated, I gasp at the
change in light when the tree branch bends and breaks in the wind. This is
how things are supposed to be.
The light rain ceases in my favorite sculpture garden when I return after a
year. Each drizzle is a hammer on the tin awning above me. Puddles form
and drip through the holes in a seemingly irregular pattern determined by
weight, displacement, corrosion width.
I re-read the book and the poem I loved last year. It is September, and the
weather is always beautiful in the garden. I am surprised by the cycles I
find myself locked in, the flow of my body and desires. I close my eyes in
a false spring.

The first time I bottomed I worried that I didn’t know enough in that
moment. Would I put my hands on the wrong part of his body, or move
too quickly? It was too hot in the Bushwick apartment, the sweat slickening
under my palm.
The urge to move my hand to his waistband was not natural to me, but I
wanted to know this part of being a man. The knowledge of bodies moving
together was an expertise. I felt his eyes looking at me as I worried my
briefs down to my ankles, as he followed the length of my body without
lifting to my face.
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My parents put hidden cameras in my bedroom. I didn’t believe them.
My stepmother told me she had watched me masturbating under the covers.
I knew she must be lying, but I was still afraid.
She brought me down into the kitchen and pointed to the television, a
picture of my empty bed as if it were a live feed.
I don’t know if they were lying, but I couldn’t believe them. I didn’t
even comprehend them looking in at me, a child in a room. What that
footage meant.
I only comprehended I was meant to be afraid.
I texted my dad about these memories to ask if they were real, for any
explanation, but the receipt never turned from delivered to read. We haven’t
spoken in years but I still send unread texts I know he won’t answer. I just
want him to see me, even if I still don’t understand. I’m so angry that I feel
light spreading from my cracks.

I imagine voyeurs. I want someone to watch me, to crave it. I’m beyond
explaining any of it, like my cyst’s weeks of aching until the pus oozed out of
me or the jolt of pain when I seared open my knee every day for six months.
I step into the light and shimmer.
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ineffectual word or two

Allison Hummel

Again in the Arms of a Solitude
again in the arms of a slick
coffee-colored
hole. Again in the arms
of a velve
teen dun-colored solitude
almost every night i dream of
one of a thousand
forests of limitations

if

I believed that dreams bear meaning for us
that they bring up like a mess of
shark eggs some
elucidations, furred treasures of a dredged
lake, split comby bells of a
wint’ring		 tree
then I might believe that you’re
standing there with an umbrella humanity
red-jacketed,
			
fated never to		

our tongues
cross tongues

-But I actually think
my ghost eschews failure
and winds
blindly around the snail turret of everyday.

something
viscous
on my lap
some swan song
of an old couch, or
we’re

I don’t live for tomorrow
and I don’t live for time, am just
an object in the chamber of
glottal stop
& start

attempting to consume one another
on a cliffside

a touchlessness which dissolves
me to pink mineral

carved softly an
eagle-eye nest in the loam, but
struggling to penetrate each other
with anything more than an

that you’ll swallow from a spoon
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someday,

to hew the edges off a passing illness
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Tangerine
I am an ecologist. My wife is a novelist. Edie, our daughter, is three. This
is how we will introduce ourselves, when we arrive where we are going. I
repeat it under my breath, a prayer through the long miles.
We wanted to see the falls where we were married, to carve them into
Edie’s grey matter before they flood the valley, collecting a reservoir with
which to quench the burning coasts. We climbed staircases of mist and moss,
our cheeks vapor-kissed, plush orange elephant clutched in our daughter’s
plump fist. As we stood above the canyon I wondered, does a waterfall still
exist when it has run dry, or when it has drowned?
We are halfway down the mountain when Edie wakes up howling, her
fist clutching only air. Tangerine is gone.
We have to go, I tell my daughter. It is very important that we arrive on
time; places are limited at the place where we are going, and we are lucky
they have room. She has cried out all her sound and her tears cut silent
rivulets down her cheeks.
My wife comforts her with a story while I drive. Tangerine lives among
lichen-speckled stones and bridal veil spray, now. He fell in love with the
water, how it changed shape on its way to earth, and he begged to stay. He
still loves Edie, my wife says, but there he will doze in green grass soft as
his own toes, and he will have all the water he can drink—no rations. He
will suck sweet fruit and live forever. Like you and your mommies, where
we are going.
I love my wife in this moment as I have always loved her: because she is able
to make stories real for others, and sometimes for me.
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I ponder Tangerine’s life, longer than my daughter’s. He was made by
a sustainable toy company in San Francisco, a baby shower gift from a
coworker. Before they went bankrupt, they manufactured plush creatures
for every animal on the endangered species list. Edie named him Tangerine
because he is orange and it is her favorite fruit and I hadn’t had the heart to
tell her that tangerines are on the way out, too. The park has closed for good
and I think of Tangerine alone, trunk gasping for air as the waters rise.
We drive straight north through daybreak. We have been on the
relocation list since before Edie was born, since before we decided she would
be. If we are creating a baby, we said, we will scrape together all the beauty
we can find left on this earth. We will build her a snow globe, a secret garden
seeded with sustenance for the years ahead, however short they may be. We
will make her safe.
I want to pry open the gates of the park, bound up the trail and rescue
Tangerine. I want to move the earth for my daughter, push rocks around
until I carve a path for her to toddle along into a not-yet-promised future. I
do not want to explain to her that some things are lost forever, drowned by
circumstance, and sometimes there is nothing you can do but mourn. When
we pull into line at the welcome center she startles awake and I catch her
smile, resigned but serene, in the rearview mirror.
I am an ecologist. My wife is a novelist. Our daughter is still becoming,
but she, too, knows how to lose and to cherish.
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Sailing Butcher Creek
I stood beside our cornfield cradling the urn that contained my husband.
Our neighbor, Walter Roberts, wet one finger and held it up saying, “Wind’s
coming out of the south. Should be good to toss Glen without him blowing
back in our faces.”
My sister Rita sang “Amazing Grace.” Alissa, my seven-year-old niece,
read a poem she’d written. It sounded like “Mary Had A Little Lamb” with
the words changed. Everywhere Glen went God was sure to go. A woman
from the church said Glen gave her a ride home on a rainy day when her
umbrella broke. The owner of the feed store said Glen told jokes like nobody’s
business. “And I don’t usually laugh all that much,” he said.
The longer I waited for my turn to speak, the more I feared the urn might
slip from my grasp. His mom, Jane, had purchased the aluminum urn. It cost
less than the brass model. It looked like a flower vase. Jane prided herself on
being frugal. I called her cheap.
I said, “I would have preferred something shaped like a ship.”
“I would have preferred my son still be alive,” Jane snapped.
No sense arguing with my mother-in-law. Jane comes across as if she’s
smarter than everyone else. I told Glen if his mother were so smart why did
she get stuck being married to a husband who couldn’t plow a straight line
or remember my name? Just today my father-in-law called me Beth. I didn’t
correct him.
“That’s just the mother God gave me,” he said, and I had no answer for
that. “In school she was the class valedictorian.”
Crows hidden in our cornfield cackled, mocking my husband’s untimely
death. I brought Glen’s urn closer to my chest, afraid the black birds might
try to steal him. Those black birds could be vicious. They made their home
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in these cornfields Glen had inherited from his Great Grandpa Harold. We
were darn lucky to have land of our own, said Jane.
I thought I would know what to say to family and friends, but now
the space between my heart and my mouth felt choked as if someone had
poured seed down my throat. Jane eyed me, as if hoping I’d say something
she’d judge as foolish.
Women fanned themselves with the church program from Kearny
Christian Church, and men removed suit jackets exposing wet rings beneath
their arms. Rain had promised to fall but had failed to do so all week as if
nature enjoyed making us suffer. Likely folks were hungry too, eager to eat
the casseroles, cold salads, and desserts waiting in the house.
I said softly, “I loved Glen ever since we met in geography class in junior
high, and he told me that seventy-one percent of the world is water. Did you
know? Glen studied water. You could ask him anything.”
Someone said, “She needs to talk louder. Can’t hear a thing.”
I raised my voice. “Glen and I were going to sail the world together, and
then have babies.” The baby part I wasn’t in any hurry for, but I knew that is
what everyone hoped to hear, especially my sister Rita.
I looked at my black church shoes and then back up at the semicircle
of friends and family around me. We looked as if we were in a schoolyard
playing ring-around-the-rosie. Glen’s mom touched a hanky to her face, and
his dad slung his stringy arm awkwardly over her hunched shoulders. They
both looked tiny beside the tall emerald stalks of corn.
“I feel I should apologize for Glen making us all so sad,” I heard myself
say. “If my husband hadn’t gone and rode his motorcycle after drinking too
many bottles of beer down at Old Sarge’s Bar, he would still be alive today.
The corn would get harvested in a few weeks, and we could have had a happy
life together. None of us would have to be crying or eating casseroles with
too much cheese,” I said. “I mean some of us are dairy intolerant.”
Everyone looked at me as if I had sprouted a third head. There were a
few low chuckles. I meant what I said, even the part about dairy intolerance.
Dairy gave me gas. My sister Rita leaned over and brushed my bangs to the
right so everyone could see my eyes, just as she’d done since I was a child.
“We much appreciate everyone coming today,” Rita said with a smile that
made her teeth look too big. “My little sister Bonnie has had quite a bad time
of it. Why, as most of you know, she and Glen only just celebrated their third
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wedding anniversary. Too young to be a widow. We all know it’s a shame.
But how about we all get something to eat in the house, and we can come
back just before the sun sets. If we’re lucky, we might get us some rain here
soon and cool us all down. Then we can begin again.”
A wet scent filtered through the ever-present manure odor. Walter
Roberts stuck his nose in the air and sniffed. “I bet North Platte is getting
rain. Wish the hell it would get here.”
As people followed one another back into my house, Aunt Jo took me
aside and said, “Listen here, no one will hold it against you for saying what
you don’t mean. We all know how much you loved that boy. Maybe you best
go take a nap.”
“I’m just pissed.” Aunt Jo recoiled slightly. “Sorry. I know you don’t
approve of swearing,” I said.
“I better make sure coffee is on,” she said. “Even on a hot day, people
enjoy a cup. You got that flavored creamer people enjoy? They’re selling it
now over at the Pump and Go. Usually have to go all the way to Kearney to
get it. Not anymore.”
“Should be in the fridge,” I said. “I bought some for Glen just the other
day.” And then I realized I’d never do anything again for my husband.
Inside our house, everyone nodded politely to me, patted my shoulder,
but no one seemed to want to strike up much of a conversation. I understood.
Walking on water would be easier than talking to me. I sat in a corner alone,
near the window where a breeze floated the red, checkered curtains that Jane
had sewn back and forth. Jane came over and said, “Here. You need to eat.”
She handed me a plate of ham and scalloped potatoes she’d made.
Jane could sew, cook, and give birth to eight kids and never miss a beat.
She’d been selected mother of the year at Kearney Christian Church one
year. She kept the plaque above her stove because she said that was the heart
of the home. I didn’t like to cook, and when Jane visited and saw frozen food
in the freezer, her lips curled down. Each week she’d bring over something
home-cooked, and Glen acted more grateful than he should. But he married
me for my sense of adventure. I never pretended to be his mother.
I put the urn on the floor beside me. Rita’s lemon bars melted in my
mouth, and I couldn’t help feeling guilty for enjoying them so much. Aunt Jo
made her coffee strong, and yet I would have no problem going to bed and
sleeping until next week.
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In the bedroom, I heard kids squealing, and the clunk of mattress
springs, a familiar sound of the bed relenting with each thump. I’d never
have sex again with my husband. If I had known it would be the last time, I
would never have let him out of our bed with its creaky old springs.
Not one person came up to me and told me they hadn’t known the world
was seventy-one percent water. They just didn’t care. They cared only about
the price of cattle and would the crops get enough rain.
I’d asked Glen that afternoon to not go to the bar, but he said one of his
buddies was getting married. Not until next June, so why the hurry? He said
because marriage was a reason to celebrate any time. He rode that brokendown old motorcycle he’d found abandoned by the side of our cornfield to
that crummy bar adjacent to the sale barn. I don’t know how they could sit
and drink beer beside piles of manure and animals tethered to ropes.
I said, “I know you, Glen. You just want to feel single and free, drinking
and flirting with that waitress Posey Schultz. Posey has a chin that will be
clear down to her waist someday. Just remember that.”
“I would never cheat on you, Bonnie,” he said and kissed me hard on the
lips. “I’m just going to have a beer. You are my girl.”
“Suit yourself,” I said.
We think Glen died when he swerved to avoid something in the road
and flew off the motorcycle into Butcher Creek. It might have been a prairie
dog, or a mouse, or a snake slithering from the muddy water where Glen
drowned. I think it was that mean old coyote who lurks around here, all
shaggy and snaggletoothed. I hate how he slinks though the fields like death
itself. He probably rambled across the road right in Glen’s path.
When the sun set, we all went back outside and then used my ice cream
scooper to dig out Glen from the urn. People tossed the grey sand into the
corn. Glen looked like the beaches he always wanted to visit. I wanted Glen
to be sprinkled on the ocean to settle on the waves, but Nebraska is too far
from any salt water. Jane suggested we sprinkle him on the corn since Glen
had been so proud of this year’s crop.
“Aren’t you going to scoop up some of Uncle Glen, Auntie?” asked Alissa.
“Not yet. I have a special place for him,” I said patting the top of her curly head.
“Can you tell me?” she asked. Her big brown eyes reminded me of one of
my favorite calves I had at her age.
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“It’s a secret,” I said.
She pondered this a moment and then said, “Momma says secrets aren’t nice.”
Rita overheard and said, “That’s right. Secrets aren’t nice. And I didn’t
know you had a special place. What do you have in mind?” I love my big
sister, but she’s always too interested in my life. She finds out stuff and then
tries to change my mind. When Glen and I didn’t get pregnant right away,
she asked if there was something the matter “below.” Five kids herself and
she still can’t talk about sex. It’s not as if we don’t see reproducing in the
animals all around us.
“I choose not to share that information with you right now, sis.”
“So formal. Now you know, Bonnie, you can tell me anything. I’ll
understand.”
I nodded. But that wasn’t true. Only Glen and I understood each other
enough to be truthful. We knew we had been born in the wrong place. Glen
poured over maps of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, the Mediterranean
Sea, and bodies of water with names I had never heard of before. A blizzard
could be raging and he’d be talking about what it would be like to sail through
the Panama Canal. We just needed a few good harvests and we would sell
the farm we’d inherited. Together we’d sail away from Nebraska forever. Oh,
we’d visit now and then. We’d bring back seashells and tales of our travels.
By the time snow fell, people had started to ask what I intended to do
with the farm. Silence was my answer which seemed to make people think
I had some grand plan. Which I didn’t. Make something seem like a secret,
Rita said, and watch the tongues start wagging. Jane said I needed to get
the clouds out of my head and come down to reality. Something like that. I
always knew she had no imagination.
I had trouble sleeping, and one night it looked as if billowing white sheets
had been strung outside my windows. The blizzard came from the north, a
grey cloud that started small and increased so by nightfall it consumed the
world. I couldn’t even see the light on the barn which I always liked to look
at to feel safe. I worried the electricity might go out, so I lit a fire. I curled
in a blanket and watched an old black-and-white movie about a bearded
sea captain with an English accent. He had died at sea and haunted a house
that a widow rented. Even though he’s dead, they fall in love. Eventually the
woman gets old and dies. She returns as a ghost. I cried so hard I thought I
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might never stop when the sea captain and the widow, now young again, are
together again for eternity. When I saw my sister next, I told Rita someday
Glen and I might see each other again as ghosts.
“You need to get out more,” she said “Over in Kearney they have
certificate programs that will help you get a decent job. How about nursing?
There’s always jobs in that field for a hard-working girl.”
I didn’t want to be a nurse. I wanted the thrill and beauty of new places,
not illness and death. I’d already seen too much death right here on the farm
from the cattle slaughtered each year to the deer hit by cars and left on the
side of the road to rot. I wanted to enjoy my life. But that felt too selfish to
say to my sister living with her ungrateful husband and a full-time crummy
job stirring giant tubs of mashed potatoes and slicing brownies to feed to
snotty high schoolers.
That long winter I mostly stayed inside waiting, but I wasn’t sure for
what. I’d sit for hours bundled in the quilt of smiling cows and windmills
that Jane gave us for a wedding gift. I stared at stumps of harvested corn and
thought it had to be impossible the world was seventy-one percent water.
Rita visited on the one-year anniversary of Glen’s death. I guess she
expected me to be doing something special. She seemed surprised to find me
sitting on the porch in the rocking chair, one of two Glen had made. Though
not yet dark, I indulged in a glass of pink wine mixed with lemonade and
a touch of vodka. Glen called it a Nebraska Tropical Sunset when he mixed
them for us. I always told him we should buy those tiny umbrellas to put in
our fancy drinks, but they didn’t sell any at our Safeway.
Rita didn’t mention Glen’s urn sitting on the table. I was thinking that
today might be the day to sprinkle the rest of Glen. Though nowhere felt
quite right. I leased out our land to a neighbor who planted corn again that
spring. I supposed I could carry him with me wherever I went, but I hadn’t
decided where to go.
I was surprised when Rita said she would like half a glass of wine.
She’s not one for drinking, even on special occasions. But today she knew
I felt blue.
“Been a long day,” she said. “Dishwasher broke and the cook called in sick.”
We drank wine from jelly jars and gazed at the corn, and it felt as if I’d
been looking at cornfields my entire life. And I supposed I had. What would
it be like with an ocean view instead of these same old fields? I was going to
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ask Rita this, but before I could she said, “Too bad Glen never learned how
to swim. Maybe he would have had a chance.”
I turned and looked at her. “Excuse me?”
“Well to swim up for air. Butcher Creek was running fast that day. We
had that storm the night before. Remember one of Walter Roberts’s cows
drowned, too?”
“Glen passed out when he hit that rock in the creek,” I said. “How would
have swimming helped?”
“You mean Glen’s mama never told you that Glen was afraid of water?
Jane took him to lessons at the Y, but he balked like a mule. Her words,
not mine. I saw her at the Pump and Go just the other day, and she started
talking about Glen not being good in water as if it were something that had
bothered her for a while. I had all the kids in the car waiting for me, too.”
“She never said anything to me.”
“Is that right? Well maybe she just didn’t want to upset you. What with
all your talk about sailing and all,” Rita paused. “Glen might have been too
embarrassed to tell you himself.”
“That doesn’t mean he couldn’t have walked his way out of the water,” I said.
“Glen wasn’t Jesus, sweets.”
I bit my lip. Of course, I knew he couldn’t swim. I just didn’t like other
people knowing. I thought Jane just hadn’t paid attention. After all, she had
all those other kids. Besides, he planned to take lessons, soon as he had the
time. How did she know he hadn’t learned? She didn’t know everything.
“You want to come over for dinner?” asked Rita, heaving herself up from
the rocking chair.
“Jane could be lying,” I said, truly hating my mother-in-law. Why did she
have to go around educating people on things they didn’t need to know? She
had made Glen and my dream look impossible. Wicked woman.
“Never known her to lie before,” said Rita, leaning to brush aside my
bangs and give me a kiss on the forehead. “I saw once on one of those
educational programs that a person could drown in a teaspoon of water.”
I just wanted my sister to be quiet.
Rita patted my arm. “We all have our fears,” she said. “I’d be happy if
there were no birds in the world. The way they fly around and all.”
“That’s what birds do,” I said finishing my drink.
“I better get home,” said Rita. “Knowing Bill, he probably hasn’t even
taken the meat out of the freezer to thaw for dinner.”
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After Rita left, I sat there a moment finishing my drink. Then I fetched
Glen’s urn and cut through the maze of corn toward Butcher Creek. A gopher
scampered in front of me then vanished. The world felt tight and green, too
hot to breathe.
And then the world opened, the corn stalks parted, and the sky expanded.
I removed my sandals and stepped into Butcher Creek; minnows flashed in
the cool water and black bugs skimmed the surface. The water came above
my knees and mud melted between my toes. There in the water I recalled the
drawing in my childhood Bible of Moses floating in a basket in the Nile River.
I moved deeper into the water, the current skirting around my body in
circular lines. My shirt clung to me and my shorts billowed in the water. I
should have felt foolish, but this felt like the smartest thing I’d done in a while.
The Nebraska Tropical Sunset had made the world soft and acceptable.
I worried a minute about snakes, but I pushed aside my fears and walked
deeper into the mossy water.
I placed Glen’s urn into the creek and tipped it on its side where it bobbed
gracefully, as if it was made to sail. I helped Glen stay afloat, keeping one
hand on the urn.
A shadow came across the water. I looked up and there stood Jane on
the riverbank. She looked down at me. “Came to the house and couldn’t find
you,” she said. “You gonna drown yourself too?”
“Glen and I are swimming,” I said.
“You never did make sense,” she said. “Got all your clothes wet, too.”
“Maybe making sense isn’t so smart. This is all I can do now to make
Glen’s dream come true.”
And then I let go of the urn, and Jane and I watched Glen sail away alone
in the waters of Butcher Creek. I looked at Jane crying, and then higher
in the sky, at two pure white clouds drifting together until they met and
became one.

F. Daniel Rzicznek

Marriage in Green
Tuolumne County, CA/Wood County, OH
Down to sip from the jammed-up falls
at the avenue’s dead end,
the spirit of our unconceived child
becomes, with each breath,
more lucid, more free of form.
Out of the park where I meet you
halfway home, her city is a moss face
among a few stove fires,
unreal stars. Our Labradors dream her
in their stumbling metrics of sleep,
a golden laughter that fascinates.
I was ecstatic walking
in the mountainous corn last night,
where the sky and streetlamps come to,
where we work at unforgetting.
Look into those clouds: ghost-tunings
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doubling lodgepole and hemlock. Hers.
Every morning she remakes us,
impossible and everlasting and
moving together as she commands.

F. Daniel Rzicznek

In a Field
The year had not started well—
there was a ghost observing you,
and it once mattered, this awareness,
you being found in medias res,
empty bottle clearing the drainage ditch,
red notebook stuck upright in mud.
The whole town rushed its half mile
to you through the dark, where you stood
in the throes of a false melancholy
negated by your acquaintance with this raw
place: the clock tower and its midnight oms
beneath the usual flow of humanity,
the thousand words for whatever.
A friend’s newborn slept through the night
wrapped in a flume’s stony mist.
The next morning, you felt an unspooling
rewinding. What was it you said to
no one? Where did you get those eyes?
A week later the ghost had moved on.
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An Instrument of the Spirit World
The dead tell him to wash his hands thirteen
times a day. They summon him to the backyard,
tell him to burn several journals and the smell
calls up the attic that adjoined an adolescent bedroom
where he rolled green pine needles in cardstock,
smoked their sticky atoms into his spotless lungs.
He discovers his anger causes visual disruptions—
veil of flashes across the visible. He descends branch
after branch through a botany of family histrionics.
He recalls a persistent urge to learn the violin.
He tires of reading the expressions the dead cast
like lamplight through the glass of those still living.

Drink the last of the wine, they insist, but he opens
the window, pours sour Merlot into the hedge.
He comprehends the end as nothing more than
preparation. They tell him, give the rest up to chance.

Angel Series, #113 by Ashley Parker Owens
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You Don't Know How I've Missed You
The deer are eating the peonies. You hear them rustle and chomp at night,
but always before it is safe to go out. At three in the morning, when the
neighborhood is sure to be asleep, you put on your rain boots, though it is
a clear night, and go outside to garden. Starting in the front yard, pulling
the weeds that sprang up during the day. Clipping the dead leaves from
the rosebushes. Your headlamp shines a small circle of light on the tightly
curled buds. How long has it been since you’ve seen them in bloom? Years?
Decades? The aches in your knees from bending and hands from clipping
are growing worse. You must stop several times to massage the arthritis from
your fingers.
You’re sure the neighbors think you’re crazy, but you can’t bear for them
to think you are unkempt. Every spring you leave a check for two hundred
dollars and a list of flowers to purchase from Buds and Bloom under the
welcome mat for your cousin, Steve, who also does your weekly shopping.
Takes a week to plant them all, as you can only stay out until five or you
might catch Mr. Anderson out for his morning run.
You clip the stems of the eaten peonies, “Poor things.” Cradle the bulbs,
the size and heft of the gumballs you bought secretly from the machine
at Piggly Wiggly when you were a girl. You told me how you cupped the
bright pink spheres up in your palm as you walked to the store with your
mother and ran into the garden as soon as you were home to keep from
being caught. Gum was unladylike. The forbidden juice seeped down your
throat, so sweet. The naughtiness gave you a fearful thrill.
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This year, Steve has surprised you with a pallet of evening primroses.
You find you like to see the flowers in full bloom. A deep satiny yellow, my
favorite color.
“Little beauties.”
There is no stopping the weeds. The leaves wide and prickly. The stems
thick and rough. For every one you tear from the ground, two will pop up.
“Little bloodsuckers!”
All your time alone has given you a sense for another’s presence. You feel
the body behind you like a chill creeping through a window crack. Must be
a deer. A deer come to eat your flowers right in front of you. As if you don’t
matter in the least.
“Who are you talking to?” It’s a girl’s voice; even you aren’t crazy enough
to conjure a talking deer.
It has been five years since you’ve seen another person in the flesh. When
the Anderson boy ran down the street singing "Yankee Doodle" at three in
the morning and you had to drop to the ground and army crawl to the back
gate to keep him from spying you.
“Were you talking to the plants?” the girl asks.
You turn. The panic rises from your core. Clenches your stomach and fills
your lungs. You bend forward. Plant your head to the ground as if groveling
before a queen.
“What’s wrong with you?”
There is nowhere to hide. You are exposed, and you are angry at yourself.
That you have let someone see you panic.
The girl stands still. You make out the tips of her black velvet boots
spotlighted in your headlamp.
You have spent so many years pushing people away, but there is something
familiar in her voice. Her dismissive tone. Could it be possible? you wonder.
Have you been given a second chance?
You sit up, the spotlight jumping from the holes in her jeans to her darkred T-shirt. Her face, like your good china plate, white and fragile. Her blue
eyes unblinking. Staring right through the light. Her lips thin and pale.
The girl is all sharp angles, her clothes hanging from her like they are
strung up on sticks. But that face. The nose poking up a bit at the end.
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When I was little, the other children would tease. Call me Piggy. I came
home crying one day, and you scooped me up in your lap, smoothed my hair.
“Be thankful,” you said. “It’s the only nose you got.”
You invite the girl in, put the kettle on for tea.
“Do you have anything stronger?”
“Where have you been?”
“Like whiskey, or even vodka?”
“I kept your old room just the same. I didn’t throw anything out, not
even your clothes.”
“You’ve got good coverings on your windows.”
You haven’t stepped foot in my room since that night in March 1998. When
I swore I’d never return. Did you believe me? I’m not sure I believed myself.
The girl sits on the edge of my bed. Sticks her legs out and crosses them
at her ankles. “This will do.”
The pink, ruffled bedspread you picked out at Dillard’s, back when you
still left the house, barely puckers around her tiny body. On the walls hang
the posters of bands I liked: Nirvana, The Smashing Pumpkins, Hole. You
remember the music. Loud and sad and angry. How it grated on you. How
I loved that.
Looking at the girl, her hair matted and dirty, her dull blue eyes looking
right through you, it’s as if no time has passed at all.
“You must be tired,” you say. All those questions boiling up inside you. If
you start asking now, they will pour out. Fill the room with accusation. “I’m
just so glad to have you back.”
You close the door behind you. Go to the kitchen and take the screeching
kettle off the burner.
There is so much about me you never knew, but you knew how I liked my
bacon. The morning after a fight, you would fry it up, and I would come
from my room begrudgingly, suffering the tinge of your anger to eat the
limp, slippery strips. You took it off the pan just before the crisp settled in.
No one else would ever get that right.
You worry when the girl doesn’t emerge at the smell of the bacon. Did
she leave while you were sleeping? You crack the door open. Creep in to
place your hand on the lump of the bedspread. She is there—cold, but solid.
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You get an extra blanket from the linen closet and place it over her. Fret
that you left her to freeze all night. Lean forward and kiss her gently on
the forehead, like you did when I was young and you thought I was asleep.
Hiding your affection under cover of darkness.
When you close the door behind you, you let out a sob. Are you so
relieved to have this creature in your house? It is only loneliness that has
made you so desperate. When I was there, all you could feel was shame.
Don’t you remember how you hesitated when people asked about my father?
Did you think I hadn’t noticed how you looked at me? Like you wished I
never existed?

“You have to answer in the form of a question,” you say.
The girl stands up so you can see her chest. You could place your fingers
in the spaces between her ribs. Her sides and stomach have been torn up and
healed raggedly with deep, purple scars.
“What happened to you?” you ask. She turns away, but you reach out.
Her wrist is stone cold. “Please tell me, I want to know. Are you hurt? Are
you in some kind of trouble?”
The look she gives you makes me turn over in my grave.
“I just want to help you,” you say. But she yanks her arm from your grip.
Slams the door to my room behind her.

The girl finally emerges around five, wearing only a T-shirt and panties. So
skinny, her thighs slope away from each other instead of bulging together.
“I left you some coffee cake, and I can cook up some more bacon if you want.”
“Which one of these is the shower?”
“The first door on the right. Let me get you a towel.”
But the girl goes in the bathroom and locks the door behind her. You
knock gently. “I have a towel for you.”
Instead of answering, she turns on the water. You hang the towel on the
doorknob and go about vacuuming.
You’ve finished and are on the couch watching Jeopardy! when you hear
the water turn off.
“This mythological count was first introduced by Bram Stoker in 1897.”
“Dracula.” The girl’s voice in your ear startles you.
She is leaning up against the sofa, completely nude, water dripping from
her hair and the tip of her upturned nose.
“I left you a towel, didn’t you see?”
She is pale and sickly. Her skin almost grey. Her shoulder and collar
bones stick out sharply, and, even wet, you can see that her long blond hair
will be curly. Mine was straight.
“Sarah Michelle Gellar played the title character in this series that ran on
The WB from 1997-2003.”
“Buffy the Vampire Slayer.”
There is no birthmark on her left shoulder blade. No blue spot just
below the crease of her right elbow where a bully stabbed me with a pencil
in second grade.

Sometimes the past sneaks up behind you and bites down hard.
The clubs were my escape. I came home smelling of beer and cigarettes.
Laughing at you drunkenly while you yelled and yelled. You’d never imagine
coming home drunk to your mother. You’d never talk back. You’d never slam
the door in your mother’s face. I made it my mission to do all the things you
wouldn’t dare.
What did you think when you found the needle nestled in the sock
drawer? The burnt spoon. The little baggy of heroin. So far beyond your
imagination.
You sat on my bed. My gear in your hand. Your face red. Streaked with
tears. For a moment I thought you were concerned.
“What will the neighbors think?” you cried. With such desperation. As
if nothing were so terrible as their bad opinion.
I wouldn’t stay to be your shame.
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When the door opens again, it is late, but still too early for you to garden. Her
hair is dry now—a mess of wild curls. She wears one of my T-shirts. The black
one with the white image of Courtney Love in a tiara sticking out her tongue
that always disturbed you. A pair of black tights and the black velvet boots.
“You must be hungry,” you say. “Let me fix you something to eat.”
She looks at you with those dull blue eyes. Walks right past you.
“Where are you going?”
She opens the door and is gone.
How empty the house is with only you inside. The girl has taken all the
air with her. Your chores have a new pointlessness. Who do you clean for?
No one is coming to visit. The girl may never come back.
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You make my bed. Kneel and place your forehead to the pink bedspread.
The girl has left behind the scent of dirt and dried blood. Not my smell, but
you fool yourself. You need this chance. You need the girl to return.
When you go out to garden, the pain in your fingers is sharp. You stop
frequently when the joints refuse to bend. Hunched over the primroses, you
cry and cry.
There is a snap of a twig behind you. Your breath catches as your lungs
fill with hope, but when you turn you see only a fawn. Small and scared.
There is something on the ground beneath the tree in the corner of the yard.
You’re afraid it is the girl, hurt, but the body is too big. A doe. Dead. Its neck
torn open by an animal. The bite is small: the size of a lemon. The rest of the
body unmarred.
The fawn is poised to flee. You wish you could take it in your arms, stroke
its head, love the pain away. But when you move towards it, it springs over
the fence.

Eimile Campbell

When you wake up, the girl is crouched down next to your head. Naked.
“Susan,” you say. Here, in the dark, you can say all you mean. “You don’t
know how I’ve missed you. You don’t know how sorry I am. How sorry I’ve
always been.”
You shiver when the girl strokes your face. Such a long time since you’ve
felt another’s touch. She sweeps your long grey hair from your neck. Holds
your face in her hands. Kisses you on the mouth. Tender and full of longing:
a lover’s kiss. She moves her mouth to your neck. Her teeth sting as they sink
through your flesh. Your little life sucked away.
And I am here. Waiting. Always waiting for you to arrive.

You don’t expect to see the girl again, but as you are returning your gardening
tools to the shed, she hops over the Andersons’ fence. Walks up the steps to
the porch.
“Where have you been?” you ask as you open the door for her, invite her in.
“Where do you keep the liquor?”
There is a spot of red at the base of her neck. “What happened to you?”
“I’ll have a whiskey.”
“Is that your blood?” Her T-shirt is caked. The design in white has turned red.
“Vodka will do, if you don’t have whiskey.”
“Is that your blood or someone else’s?”
She goes to the bedroom and slams the door.
You can’t sleep with the thought of the girl in danger. When you hear her
snore through the crack in the door, you go in and pick her dirty clothes
from the floor. The T-shirt has gone stiff. You stick out your tongue and
lick the edge of the collar. The taste is sharp. Iron. You get the hydrogen
peroxide from the bathroom cabinet and scrub the stain. Put the shirt and
tights in the wash.
You sit on the couch. Keeping guard. But you are too old for such
missions. You fall asleep. Dream of the fawn. Dream of the girl. You hold
them close. Protect them.
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Copperhead Trailblazer Dozes
If I dip my head beneath the creek,
will my face blur, sun-like for the trout
wriggling, motionless beneath?
For months now, hiking these watersheds,
monk burrows, furrow-ways and cutback slicks,
searching for a place to squat quietly
where I might dissolve into the earth
beneath, become a mayfly under a landbridge.
Lackluster ravens steal bramble to branch,
curiously royal and resounding blue-black
beats to the stream-curvy, voiceless nymph
who heals the world with her unending-cycle.
If I drink myself drunk on the Osprey
Trail, will the August wildfire haze fade?
No, but under my worn-out boot tread,
every dead leaf thirsts for dusk and flame,
or early snowfall. They could burn, resolve
like bodies backwards into her soil womb.
If you find my gravesite, lay a wreath.
Lay an empty nutshell down, so I may
make myself a cocktail from the dew.
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Nightswimming beyond the
Absinthe
My father was a seahorse—he carried
a thousand squiggling foals in his gut.
One sneeze and our turquoise
spines erupted. Beneath the nameless
pantheon of dead stars, I swam
naked in an ocean dark
with the lifeguard rapscallions.
Weightless, freckled dopes of Neptune
Beach, bikini-stripped and rum-dumb,
we floated to the sandbar laughing.
We shone like the Lizard Kings
hockey team pirouetting
on thin blades in a frozen orange grove.
Nightswimming beyond the absinthe-shaded
shallows, little loudmouths, we sank our ankles
on a narrow strip of murk. You could say
we walked on water—torrential June
tropical depression winds will flood
the Irish tavern, shatter the fantasy
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shopwindows along a litter-boulevard
where stray-eyed waverers, the lost fathers,
grumble under spiraled fishing pier graffiti
to shoot squid ink-black heroin
into once-blue forearms.
We rose from a Spanish oak
mud marsh where the doomed-to-wander
conquistadors hover, searching for names
on gravestones never laid—Seminole
tribesmen cast a curse of endless wander
upon those armored, horseback, sharpened-beards.
Nearby, freeway truckers weave eighteen-wheelers
blitzed off the battery acid they boiled
with a lighter under a spoon.
Cold-blooded rattlesnakes nest
under Ruth’s sun-bleached porch lattice
as osprey silhouettes light off the dike.
Everyone here is hiding
under a thin blanket, envisioning
endless horizons curving pinkish.
I shook the ocean out of my ear
like a twitchy buck knocking
his pronged head against a dogwood.

Forrest Rapier

The Lizard King Surrenders afore
the Hyper-Violet Flag - I.
“One night, I sat Beauty down on my lap — I found her bitter. I cursed her.”
—Arthur Rimbaud, A Season in Hell
She poured water down my goosebump-neck
like Moses heaving a tree trunk into bitter
streams—my bread-body eked and leavened
forty times over. Night flapped her wingspan
like a crow warning cornstalks of a huge storm.
For a few seconds, I rowed the dream canoe,
passed leatherback turtles
shuffling their ancient largesse, reptilian
shell-vessels. Heard them scratch and fin-pound
nests into sugar sand dunes where the wild Spanish
ponies drank creek and nodded to two gravediggers
singing the earth wide open again. After each oarstroke,
a churchbell peal—Ophelia’s casket hauling downhill
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to hymnal fragments and frenetic Hamlet, waters reciting
half a verse of Keats I heard murmured in a library.
It was religious, to say the least. I understood everything
perfectly fine, sliding on a snake vine. Her name—Miranda.
Long-lost friends of mine wash ashore,
crash corduroy beards on my bayou sofa.
Delta started sounding her French horn,
smashing brass and amber in the rice.
Night before: the whole porch was a potato
peel smoking sawdust with the lineworkers.

Lake bourbon, the hurricane remnants
shook fat rain sideways across Quick John’s
wide-billed, black Saints snapback—I started
sliding down the serpent’s spine.

Rocking azalea-braids and sourwood honey
hair like Osceola following the osprey
to sweetwater where fat sunfish jump.
“You writing a dictionary, boyfriend?”
Wiseguys crack my journal like a trail
map of pinups singing bluesy, fantasy naps.
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The Lizard King Surrenders afore
the Hyper-Violet Flag - II.
Met another wanderlust beat at the pool hall—she said
she peeked inside the devil’s diary, and did I want to?
She’s trucking a van-load of knockoff Rembrandts
to Atlanta, just blew in from Alachua.
Yes, I’ll take my reality-dress
into her tongue-workshop.
Quick John side-eyed the don’t-go-all-Looney Toons
-on-me look as I drained my lockjaw grog
like Buggs Bunny munching a carrot.
Where was the nearest EXIT? My bloodstream
started freezing—my bodybag’s chiller than Dracula
wrangling polar bears on a tundra in Russia.
Everybody wants to shake their shadow,
ladle spoonfuls of juice into crushed cups
and spiral their solo existence. The Heartthrob
Lizard King surrenders afore the Hyper-Violet flag
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and Love’s blast-cannon rockets rosé
firelight through my heart-shaped ribcage.
For a second, I understood everything
was fine—her name was Miranda.
Quick John said, “Force, chill,” and his words
bent toward the Chattahoochee forest.
His voice curved toward the Okefenokee
bog mud where slipshod Seminole spears pierced
shoulder blades raw, where chief haints
whisper blue hour mist—there’s no way
I make it out of here without another scar.
Like a razorblade poised on the vanity,
Leo’s next-door rooster croaked dawn’s
arrival—broken bottle riverlights clang
for every twang sot mourning daybreak.
Every place I go, people ask me to levitate.

Smoking Section by Emily Rankin
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Wholiness to the Lord, the House
of the Lord
The temple gleams white. It is a castle with flying buttresses, friezes, rows of
columns jumping from Doric to Ionic and back. There is a modern, sloping
roof, its clean line cutting through the ornamentation. Steeples shoot up to
the sky, chasing each other heavenward, until finally, on top of the tallest
one, the Angel balances. He is golden, a trumpet pressed to his lips. Above
the entrance I read, “Wholiness to the Lord, the House of the Lord.” As my
parents and I approach, the sleek glass doors slide open.
Inside, everything is white. Not cream, not beige, just white. A white
woman with white hair wearing a white dress smiles behind a white desk.
A gold locket hangs from her neck. The daisies on my blue dress wilt away.
When the woman speaks, her voice is a dandelion wish in the breeze.
“Good afternoon, and welcome to the House of the Lord. May I have your
identification cards, please?”
My parents and I dig through our bags for the cards, which include
the usual photo, name, and birthdate, but also a chip containing records
of all our church activities, including tithing paid to The Church®. The
woman scans them one by one, then asks, “Brother Wells, are you still
getting paid monthly?”
My father replies, “Ah, no, corporate switched to every two weeks.”
“I see. I’ll just update that here.” Blue veins round on the backs of her
hands as her fingers flitter over the keyboard. “Now, if you’ve got your credit
card handy, we’ll get you paid up before this temple session.”
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“Beat you to it!” He is grinning, credit card in hand.
After charging his card, the woman in white turns to me. Still quiet,
she says, “And you, Sister Wells, this is your first temple visit today, isn’t
it? Covenant session, I see. Are we getting married soon?” She thinks we’re
sharing a secret. We’re not.
“No, just—”
Mom jumps in: “Our young lady’s off to college soon. Seemed like a good
time to set her on the straight and narrow.” Mom’s hand is on my shoulders,
rubbing me the way she pets our Cocker Spaniel. Still, it’s comforting.
The woman’s face tightens. “Oh, yes, with the new revelation, we are
getting more young people in these days. Put on the armor of God before
facing the world, right?”
I nod.
***
The changing room is open, secretless. My mother already has her blouse
off. I look away. I find a corner, face the wall, take a breath, then pull my
dress overhead. I yank my white temple dress on and am struggling with the
zipper when a cold hand touches my back.
“Becca, you don’t need your bra.” My mother’s fingers start fiddling with
the clasps. I spin around, bra out of reach, but still cornered.
“What?” My volume is not temple-approved quiet.
“You don’t need your bra or panties.”
“Mom, I am not walking around without any underwear.”
“Honey, don’t be so dramatic. I’m not wearing underwear either.”
My eyes drop to my mother’s chest, then drop a little more to where her
quite unencumbered breasts are. Glimpses of other bodies in the room in
various stages of undress reveal the same.
“But it’s not like—we don’t have to get naked at any point, do we?”
“Heavens, no! This isn’t some cult. We simply leave our earthly
possessions outside when entering the House of the Lord.”
Reluctantly, I wriggle out of my bra, carefully holding the front of my
dress to cover myself. I shimmy out of my underwear and pick it up off the
floor. Mom zips up the dress in the back. She turns me around, takes my
hands in hers.
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“You know, I’m so glad you’re taking this step. You’ve always been such
a good girl, and here you are! Grown up, ready to make your own covenant.
I love you so much.”
She pulls me into a hug, and I mumble an “I love you” back.When she
releases me, I shut my daisy dress, my bra, and my underwear in the locker.
The key is on a stretchy rubber band, and I place it around my wrist just like
I’m about to dive into the community pool. The temple dress covers me from
collarbone to ankle, but I still feel exposed. The dress touches me. There.
Again and again.
***
The Room of the Lesson is white, of course, but rows of golden-cushioned
chairs face one wall covered by a heavy gold curtain. There are about twenty
of us settling into our seats here. Most are my parents’ age or older, but there
is a couple near the front who are about my age. Matching the young couple’s
noses and jaws to others in the room, I can tell their families are here, too.
I struggle not to think of our naked bodies underneath our white clothing.
A white man in white stands at the front of the room. His jowls are heavy
and rest on the knot of his tie. The suit constrains him like it was bought a
few pounds ago. He must think he is blessing us with a benevolent smile,
but really his lips are stretched in a grimace. Through overhead speakers,
an inoffensive male voice makes proclamations, and the man continues to
smile-grimace through the recording as though these are his words, but he
must strain to telepathically convey them to us.
“Brothers and Sisters, today you will commit or re-commit to the most
holy of covenants, the Covenant of the Whole. This is a blessed day for you,
a blessed day for the righteous and faithful to honor Almighty God. The
Earth is but a temporary place for us. Here we must live faithfully according
to God’s commandments and make sacred covenants with him. These
commandments and covenants are critical to your eternal salvation. Now,
in the Room of the Lesson, we invite you to deepen your faith in the plan
of salvation.”
With that, the gold curtains part, the lights dim, and the man moves to
the back of the room. The curtains reveal a screen onto which a blue-green,
swirling-cloud Earth is projected. The video includes grand stock footage of
Earth and space intermixed with low-budget depictions of heaven and poor
acting. The same bland male voice narrates the plan of salvation, starting
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with the creation and continuing to show God working out the details of
His little humanity experiment. We learn that we were little spirits in the
pre-existence who had a choice between Satan’s plan or Jesus’s. Satan wanted
everyone to be saved from damnation by eliminating free will, but we opted
for Jesus’s plan. We’d come to Earth to take the high-stakes exam called Life
and hopefully make enough righteous choices to live with God after death—
choices like making covenants in the temple.
The video drags, partly because I’ve heard this all before, but also
because the voice narrating it has the lulling cadence of so many church
sermons. We’ve made it to the Garden of Eden now, the flora dense enough
that we never see anything below Adam’s and Eve’s necks. I can feel myself
drifting, fidgeting with the locker key on my wrist, but then Satan enters,
and he’s…hot. Eyes as inviting as dark chocolate. Hair black, lustrous with
sin. Jawbones, cheekbones, other bones. He is tempting. Adam, the sweet
doofus, isn’t compelled by Satan’s soft lips. Adam won’t risk a taste. No
matter. Satan saunters off and finds Eve. Her hair is big, blonde, the clearest
indicator that this Eden happened in the 90s. She looks like the popular
girl at school, but she’s not stupid. Eve gets it. You can’t stay there forever.
It’s like you’re in the first level of a video game. You have to leave the room,
open the door, break the window before anything can happen. Otherwise,
what’s the point?
There is a close-up of Eve’s face, and you can see her mind working,
see her going through the options. It cuts to Satan’s face, and he’s looking
directly through the camera, breaking down the wall to speak to me.
“Are you going to blindly follow? Don’t you want to know the truth?
There’s nothing wrong in searching for knowledge. Why else would God
bless you with your mind to think, your voice to question? These are gifts.
This fruit is yours to eat. This life is yours to live.” He pauses, licks his lips.
“This body is yours to use. Do what you want with it.” My body tingles,
sparkles. I lean closer. “What do you want, Becca?”
I’m surprised to see Eve’s face again, pretty pink mouth biting the fruit.
Something shifts. She is wiser, maybe sadder, but also braver. She marches
to Adam, tells him what’s what, and he complies. Now the video sprints
ahead. They hide from God. They’re kicked out of the garden. There are
descendants and prophets and sinners and saints. There are so many people,
and they’re trying to be good, trying the best they can. But of course they’re
human, and God gets so angry when they’re human, so wrathful that they
behave imperfectly when He’s created them imperfectly. So then He’s like
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fine, kill my son, that’ll help, because we need someone to punish, that’s what
it all comes back to, needing blood and suffering, needing someone to pay
the price, even though this was all God’s idea, wasn’t it? It’s His big creation
experiment, His hobby in the basement. He’s the one carefully lining up this
long string of dominoes. He’s the one flicking over the first with His almighty
finger, but then He gets pissed when each one knocks over the next, and
He’s yelling at them, screaming why are you falling over why why, but the
dominoes can’t stop it, they can’t jump out of the way, there’s no choice, is
there? They have to fall over, faces down in guilty prayer.
***
At first glance, the Room of the Covenant looks quite similar to the Room
of the Lesson. There is again a curtain covering the far wall, but this one is
white, translucent, light seeping in from the other side. Everything is gilded,
more golden than before. The gold trim on the ceiling shines a little more.
The curlicues on the backs of the chairs are a little more ornate. I’m supposed
to be impressed by the beauty, but instead I wonder whether God would
only want gold on white on gold on white.
We shuffle in and take our seats. The same bejowled man from before
again stands in front of the curtain. There is a lectern, white of course, with
gold trim. His voice is higher than I expected: thin and papery.
“Brothers and Sisters, today is a blessed day for you will covenant with
the Lord to give yourself wholly to Him. It is a sacred covenant which
recognizes that the blessings we receive in this life are not our own. We are
obliged to use these blessings bestowed by the Lord God Almighty both
for the enrichment of our own lives and for building the Kingdom of God.
When I call your name, I invite you to come forward, make or renew your
covenants, and enter the Room of Heaven.”
At this point he pauses, and another man joins him near the front of the
room. He is thin, balding, with focused eyes tucked behind spindly glasses.
In his hand is a tablet encased in a golden cover, but I’m certain there’s a
gaping black screen on the side clutched to his white suit.
“Elder Lawson will bear witness and maintain the records for us today.”
Elder Lawson’s lips twitch.
The officiating white man in white calls for Brother Anderson to come
to the front of the room. Brother Anderson’s face crinkles with cheerful
years. He reminds me of my grandfather, of afternoons on the couch reading
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together, of cologne mixed with age and stubbly cheeks. The white man in
white begins the covenants, and it’s like a wedding vow. He reads a line, then
pauses for Brother Anderson to repeat it, though I suspect Brother Anderson
could recite it from memory.

Blessed is the Lord God. Praise unto His holy name. Thanks be to God
for His many blessings. May I raise up these blessings in honor of the Lord
God Almighty.
Lord, I give thee my feet that I may stand firm in thy truth.
Lord, I give thee my mouth that I may praise thy holy name.
Lord, I give thee my loins that I may multiply and replenish the earth,
that I may raise my children in the light of thy love.
Lord, I give thee my hands that I may offer thee the fruits of my labor.
Lord, I give thee my mind that I may choose faith.
Lord, I give thee my heart that I may receive thy bounteous love.
Praise be to God.
Wholiness to the Lord, the House of the Lord.
The actual language of the covenant is new to me. The covenant is
sacred, which in The Church® means secret. Still, it doesn’t seem terribly
surprising. God gives us gifts. We give them back. He gives them again,
and on it goes like a gift bag passed back and forth between friends, neither
commenting when it starts to split at the creases, just quietly covering the
hole with Scotch tape.
After repeating the covenant, both the white man in white and Brother
Anderson look to Elder Lawson. He taps something on the tablet with
a slender black stylus, then gives a quick nod to the white man in white
who proclaims, “Brother Anderson, we welcome you to enter the Room
of Heaven and bless you with the glory of God for time and all eternity.”
A hand reaches out from behind the curtain (a white hand, a male hand),
and Brother Anderson takes it, gliding into the Room of Heaven beyond
our view.
The process is repeated again and again: those around me being called,
making promises to God. I know I should be paying attention, thinking holy
things, but my mind drifts back to Satan. The pull of his eyes. The whisper
asking what I want. What I want to do with my hands, my mouth, my loins.
Mom reaches over, squeezes my hand, and I am yanked back, tidying out
my thoughts in case she can sense the sin pulsing through me. The young
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man in the couple is now at the front of the room, repeating the words, the
promises, the giving. Only this time Elder Lawson flips the tablet around.
White electric glory beams up at the young man’s face. Small text covers
the screen, and Elder Lawson whispers something to the young man. The
young man cheerfully flicks his finger again and again in pursuit of the
end of the text. The fine print jerks to a stop, and he uses his index finger
as a pen to scrawl his signature on the bottom line. Elder Lawson passes
the tablet to the white man in white who also signs it. Next, Elder Lawson
signs his own name with the stylus, and click click click there is a real smile
with real shadowy teeth. The young man shakes his hand, shakes the hand
of the white man in white, and finally shakes the hand of God, gliding away
into heaven.
I whisper to Mom, “What was that?”
Her breath is sour.
“You sign something the first time.”
I watch carefully now that it’s the turn of the young woman of the couple.
Her wide blue eyes stretch even wider, and you can tell that this is not what
she expected. Her parents and siblings watch. There is a thread pulling her
up to the front of the room, a thread tying her to that glib young man in
heaven. She quietly repeats the covenants, the giving of feet, mouth, loins
(blush), hands, heart, and mind. She gives it all, but then she pauses when
Elder Lawson flips the tablet around. After reading the first paragraph, she
whispers a question to Elder Lawson who plays badly at patience. His eyes
narrow on the young woman’s wide open ones. She looks again at the tablet,
and the silence becomes a nausea, an aching sinking that fills the room.
A few people shift in their seats. They wordlessly urge her to end this, to
flick through and sign the damn thing, whatever it is. Finally, there is a soft
clearing of throat, and we turn to look for its source, look to the man who
must be her father. He is still, hands placed squarely on his knees. He is a
rock. Commandments shoot out from his eyes to the young woman. She
sends a plea back, but there is no compromise with the Father. She turns to
the tablet and slowly slides her finger from the bottom of the screen to the
top, from bottom to top, again and again, until she sees that final line. There
is a deep breath before she steadies her finger, before she carefully makes the
loops and dives and curls that form her earthly name. She does not smile
when Elder Lawson shakes her hand, nor when the white man in white does,
nor when the hand of God reaches through to drag her to heaven.
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My stomach clenches as the remaining people renew their covenants,
their promises to give so very much. The words begin to sound more foreign
with each repetition. When my name is called, a force pulls me to the front
of the room. The white man in white grimaces at me. Elder Lawson peers at
me. The cover of the tablet smiles gold. The covenants begin, and a voice that
is not mine repeats the words.

Blessed

Lord

Praise

raise
Lord

God
honor

my feet
I give

God Almighty
firm in truth

my mouth

holy

my loins

multiply

thy love
my hands
Lord give

labor
I may choose

my heart that
Praise
Wholiness

bounteous love

God
Lord

During the vows, I step outside my body. I see myself saying unhearable
words. My lips move little, as if by diminishing the movement I can
diminish the meaning. I look back at my parents. Happy tears brim in
their eyes.
Now is the chance to read the fine print on Elder Lawson’s tablet. He is
presenting it to me or the me that is my body. I hover over my own shoulder
and strain to make out the words.

I, Rebecca Elizabeth Wells, residing at 33 Mountain View Lane,
Plentiful, UT 84801 declare this to be my Will, and I revoke any and all
wills and codicils I previously made. I appoint Mutual of Zion & Co. to
be the executor of my estate. I give all my tangible personal property
and all policies and proceeds of insurance covering such property to
The Church®.
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I cannot read more. I look from Elder Lawson to the white man in white
to my parents. They haven’t seen my heels lifting off the floor, the balls
of my feet rising, the flicker of my toes delicately on point before I hang
midair. They don’t notice how I glide like a good witch, how I rise higher,
through the roof, breathing in the clear mountain air as I weave through
the white steeples.
***
Across the valley, the sun hangs above the tops of the mountains. On the
tallest steeple, the Angel perches, his right hand holding a trumpet angled
toward heaven. The Angel is larger than I expected, about twice my size. One
leg is bent as if he will step off into the sky. He faces east, away from the sun.
If there were a moon, he would welcome its rise.
I float high enough that our heads are even. His eyes dart over to meet
mine before he lowers the trumpet, golden teeth beaming.
“Sister Wells! What brings you up here this fine evening? Looking to
wrestle with an angel of the Lord?”
His hand engulfs mine. His handshake has the firm friendliness of a man
accustomed to selling things.
“No, I don’t want to wrestle.”
I look down at his feet, carefully balanced on a gold sphere.
“Sister, are you okay?”
His eyes search me. I realize that even though he’s large, golden,
otherworldly, his face looks young. His mouth tends to hang open,
slack-jawed.
“Should I sign the will?”
The Angel relaxes. “Oh, is that all?” He lets out a small sigh. “Why not?
You don’t need worldly possessions after death, do you?”
“I guess not.”
“Besides, Christ goes to prepare a place for you.”
“Right.” A breeze passes between us.“Have you seen this place?”
His face flickers through surprise and puzzlement before settling on
dismissal. “I don’t need to see it because I believe.”
The Angel clamps his hand on my shoulder. The weight of the hand
lowers me a few inches.
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“Fear not, Sister Wells. The future is as bright as your faith.”
“But what if I don’t have any?”
The question startles both of us. The Angel removes his hand from my
shoulder.
“Faith does not happen by chance. You choose it. You practice it. Take
me, for example. My duty is to wait for the second coming of Christ. Every
day, every night, I wait here to herald his coming. The more I wait, the more
faith I have.”
“But what if he doesn’t come?”
“Of course Christ will rise again! If he doesn’t then, well, then why would
I wait here?” On his face, I can see him twisting his circular logic into place.
He starts to recite the testimony we’re all supposed to have: “Sister Wells, I
know this gospel is true. I know Christ will come again. I know God answers
prayers. I know—”
“Which prayers?”
“Sorry?”
“Which prayers has He answered?”
“Oh, well,” the Angel looks around the air as if a prayer will appear and
land on his shoulder, “so many prayers, countless prayers.”
“But which ones—”
“Sister Wells, you must pray yourself for these answers.”
A tremble enters my voice. “But I’ve been praying, I’ve been trying—”
“Yes, that’s good. Keep praying. As for me, I must stay at the ready.” Even
angels dismiss my questions. He pats my shoulder one more time and says,
“Practice faith, and you will have faith.” He straightens his back again, grips
his trumpet with renewed vigor, and raises it to his lips.
The trumpet reminds me of my childhood piano lessons, the ones
riddled with guilt and fumbling fingers when I hadn’t practiced all week.
The question slips out: “Do you practice trumpet?”
He turns back toward me, mouth hanging open again. “I don’t need to
practice. I’m an angel.”
“But you practice faith, don’t you?”
He fumbles a few sounds again before saying, “Well, that’s different.”
“I’m just asking because this one time I had a piano recital. I didn’t
practice, and my fingers wouldn’t do what I wanted. I stopped and started a
bunch of times with everybody watching. I felt like I was gonna throw up.”
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The Angel looks at me, baffled as to any connection this might have with
his own situation.
“I just don’t want you to do a bad job when Christ comes, that’s all.”
He lets out a small laugh, then shakes his head. “You’re very thoughtful,
Sister Wells.”
The Angel raises the trumpet to his lips again. He sucks in air through
the corners of his mouth, fills his lungs deep, then forces the air out. There is
no sound. He removes the trumpet, heaves the air out of his lungs, inhales,
and tries again, this time struggling more, blowing his cheeks out large, the
gold of his face deepening to bronze. Nothing. Worried now, he stares at the
horn, moves it from hand to hand, which is when I see it. The bell of the
trumpet is full of metal. There’s no place for air to go through, no path for
release. I point to the bell, and the Angel looks inside it. He closes his eyes.
When he speaks, his voice crescendos with each question.
“Why are you here, Sister Wells?”
“Sorry?”
“Have you come here to make fun of me?”
“No, I—”
“Come to test the foundations of my faith?”
His voice pushes me back. I gaze up at this golden being twice my size.
He rumbles again, “Why are you here?”
“I just want to know the truth.”
The Angel inhales sharply, ready to lash out, but then he shrinks away.
Perhaps he can see the fear in my face. Perhaps he feels small, too.
“No one knows the truth. Not all of it.” He sighs, weary. “Faith doesn’t
mean you know everything. You’ll always have questions. But for me, I know
enough to keep following. Faith takes me the rest of the way.”
I catch a glimpse of the temple roof and Earth far below, suddenly dizzy.
“But what if it’s not true?”
“You mean, what if my whole existence has been for nothing?” He
softens. “No, the gospel is true. It’s true enough. It’s my truth.”
We quiet. A star appears in the east.
Finally, the Angel speaks. “I can’t answer this for you. No one can. You
have to choose to believe. But if you don’t believe, if you don’t make that
choice, you need to go. Leave the believers in peace. Leave your family in
peace. Just leave us alone.” He turns back to the east, rolls his shoulders,
takes a deep breath, in, out, and returns to his pose, shoulders back, trumpet
raised, foot ready to step off and fly up, waiting to welcome the Lord.
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I ease away from the Angel and look east. Stars and planets appear in the
near night. Below, harsh electricity blinks on. Streetlights, houses, churches
shine stubbornly. I ease upwards now, focus on the deep velvet blue turning
dusk. I rise. I rotate to the west and see streaks of aqua rippling over magenta
clouds. Jade and rubies treasure the sky, nestled into unexpected corners.
Further on, papaya drips from heaven. The citrus sun throws beams in every
direction, a final hosanna before dipping down behind the mountains. Here
in prism skies, there is glory. There is peace. I am light.
***
White. Everything is white. White carpet, white walls, white ceiling that
is raised but sinking in. A large chandelier dominates the room, glass
ornamentation bending white light. On the walls mirrors hang in opposition.
I see a million versions of myself, one after the other, echoes of this self
continuing on.
For a few minutes, I am alone in heaven. My eyes are wet. I am melting
away. Then my father is there. My tears flow harder in his embrace. My
mother joins soon after. We stand there, a small family in eternity.
“Oh, darling, we’re so proud of you.” My mother’s cheeks glisten.
“God’s proud of you, too.” Dad’s eyes crinkle in smile.
I try to smile back at them, but my mouth contorts, and I gasp for breath
before muffling my cry in Dad’s shoulder.
“There, there. The Spirit can be overwhelming sometimes, can’t it?”
Is this the Spirit, this tumor of anxiety growing in my belly? Is this the
Spirit telling me to flee from heaven?
I watch myself in the mirror, see the agony of my sacred secrets
surrounded by my parents’ unyielding love. This image of us gripping each
other multiplies, each one distorting slightly, dimming, bending away until
I am a shadow.
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Amber
Soft farm honey glow, melted butter, eggs turned sunny-side up: Violet cuts
into them with a knife and they bleed yellow, like water at sunset, like straw
in a field, like leaves ruffled by autumn’s first foggy breath, like a tub just
large enough for Violet’s weathered feet after a day on a stepladder at the
base of many trees, reaching for apples and calling them by name, Golden
Delicious, Jazz, Honeycrisp, like honeycombs, like a comb running through
honey-blond hair, the hair of a woman named Amber.
Like handmade paper embedded with leaves, like words drawn in a soft,
leaning hand, like the letter that arrives shredded, in a plastic bag, with an
apology note from the post office that says this just happens sometimes,
certain objects remind Violet of Amber’s hair, and the letter says nothing of
consequence, but Amber promised it a long time ago and the wait has made
Violet lonely, lonely like the pantry packed with stewed peaches, apricot
preserves, lemon curd, lonely like the pinewood chairs in the kitchenette,
lonely like the couch’s throw pillows too small and scratchy for any purpose
but to look nice, lonely like the shelf full of geodes, rough earth rubbed to
amethyst, sharp enough to tear skin, heavy enough to open a skull.
Violet finishes eating her eggs, then twists open a jar of stewed peaches
and scoops them out with a spoon. She wouldn’t call it love, what she feels
for Amber. It’s more like eating delicious food and feeling her stomach
pinch and still eating more, because she doesn’t feel full, not the way she
imagines full should feel, like a bowl heaped with fruit. She finishes the
peaches and drinks the syrup. No, she feels more like a geode: sparkling,
empty, sharp enough to kill.
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Amber talks during movies. Amber takes board games seriously. Amber
holds herself accountable. Amber wonders aloud about the purpose of
having fun.
In her bed Violet keeps an armful of blankets shaped like Amber’s body.
In her desk drawer she keeps the letter in its plastic bag. She’s read it twice
but hasn’t answered. Yesterday she told herself she would do it today, but
today she felt like picking apples, and when she got home she soaked her feet
and ate her eggs and peaches and forgot.

Equinox Queen by Fierce Sonia
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Dead Birds
Three summers ago, I spent every day walking dogs along the same route
in a lakeside neighborhood in the boonies of New England. One of those
days I saw a dead cardinal. Before then, cardinals only existed in my mind
as a vibrant, rare sight on a cool, grey day. A glimmer of hope in the winter.
They also existed in my mind as stunning creatures that were meant to visit
individuals—a special sighting for someone alone, locked in that moment.
An illusion created by nature. My mother spoke to the cardinals she saw in
our yard. Possibly, I read somewhere that loved ones came back as cardinals
after they left us. They were pretty messengers. Death with red makeup on.
For a long time I had felt this connection with animals—a kindredness
unlike with people, that had led me to mourn even the death of animals I’d
never known. One evening, I burst into my mother’s room after looking at
photos on the internet of a dog’s last day before being put down. She was
sick. They gave her cake and dressed her up. They had a picnic. I cried for
an hour; I was inconsolable, unable to breathe. My grief for the animal tore
through my body, ricocheting from wall to wall of my soft insides, leaving
deep lacerations in it’s wake. My therapist at the time thought I was trying to
Save Them All—an impossible plight, in her curt opinion.
When I changed my dog-walking path from the old railroad track—a
route slowly overtaken by large pieces of machinery and No Trespassing
signs—I started to walk the winding back road that sat right on the lake. It
was down the street from my boss’s house where I ran a kennel, training dogs
and taking care of his as well. It was on this rural back road, full of wealthy
families’ homes that I saw the dead bird. Even from a distance, I felt a tug
in my gut. A sickly feeling I had come to associate with rootless panic. The
doctor that I paid to help me fix my brain had told me I had a good sense of
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logic; something uncommon with anxiety disorders. My ability to identify
that my ever-present dread was illogical, not rooted in anything real, was
supposed to help me cope.
I saw a splotch of red in the middle of the road and began a list of things
in my mind that it could be as my sneakers slapped the pavement—1, 2, 3,
4…Could be a piece of cloth. A child’s scrunchie. A broken bit of plastic. I
held my breath until I was standing right next to it. Bodhi, my boss’s friendly
and curious Border Collie, stopped with me. At first he didn’t notice the
dead bird, but as I continued to stare, he followed my gaze. Dogs, by nature,
are not squeamish of dead animals. Dead animals are a great thing to sniff,
inspect, sometimes even roll around in. But I remember that he wouldn’t
go near the cardinal. He looked at it, but made no further investigation. He
waited with me. Even as we walked by it again, on our way back to the house,
he steered clear.
When I first started the job and began my railway walks, I often had to
remind myself to breathe. I’d have to stop and attempt to put myself in the
present. I would smell the trees and count my breathing: familiarize myself
with my canine companion again and again in order to feel the warmth and
love in their gaze. It always felt like a win, that look. I’d try to remember what
my new doctor told me to do. Breathe. Meditate. My mind turned it into
obsession. Count your steps, track your inhales and exhales, follow the same
route you did the day before and the day before that.
“Do you forget to breathe?” My therapist’s voice echoed in my mind.
“No.”
For a year or so, my boss’s home was also home to eight chickens. They were
free-range but also had a coop. I would refill their water and food dispensers,
and they could roost and lay eggs in their little house whenever they pleased.
Each had a distinct look and personality. My boss’s family, with their toddler
daughter in mind, had named them all after Disney princesses. I welcomed
their existence in my routine. I had favorites, and even spoke to them out
loud as I collected their eggs or laid out feed. I hand-fed them Cheerios and
snuck in pets with the braver girls.
When the first chicken was killed, I called my boss while staring at the
dead body laid out on the back lawn. He told me that he understood if I
couldn’t bring myself to throw her in the dumpster. It was the only way, he
explained. To bury her would mean a dog would simply smell her out and
dig her up days later.
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I do not remember walking away from the cardinal’s carcass, leaving it
to battle the harsh weather and any scavengers that would come along. I
don’t remember when it was no longer there. Perhaps it was gone the very
next day. But when I close my eyes, I can still see it. Petrified, lifeless. So red,
but not like blood. Not like death or violence. Neon. Fluorescent. Lit-fromwithin. Red like light. It was red like the inside of closed eyelids, laying in
the sun. Red like wrapping your palm over a flashlight and seeing the insides
reflected through the flesh.
Such vibrancy in death was so shocking to me that I found myself glued
to the pavement, unable to move or stop staring, unsure what I should do.
My brain told me that there must be something I should do. My mind
convinced me that anyone else would have kept walking. Another person
might have only given the creature a passing glance before continuing on
with their walk. The bird was laying on its side, as if sleeping or playing
some morbid joke. Its feathers were neon against the grey road and the
grim, cold landscape. Its red beak looked so strong. Its feathers were slightly
ruffled, but it was clear that it hadn’t been run down by a truck or picked
apart by a stray cat.
I knew in the rational part of my brain that these weren’t the only possible
options for bird death. The rational part of my brain knew about disease,
infection. But as I stared at the dead body, my feet locked in place, I wanted
to know what killed it. Rather, I wanted to know who killed it. That smart,
scientific part of my brain—the part that knew things about animals, really
knew things—was losing out, running away, because this felt sinister. It felt
hopeless. It felt personal.
“Do you forget to breathe?”
“No.”
For months, I was walking up to three times a day. Always at the same
times, until my father suggested that such a schedule might be dangerous—
that someone watching might learn it. His worry was that someone might
do me harm, but in my mind the true danger was in anything that could
happen to the dogs I took with me. I started to imagine strangers hiding in
the trees. Sometimes they had weapons, sometimes they didn’t. Sometimes
they followed slowly behind me, and sometimes they ran. I began to take
certain dogs out with me as protection. Part of me wanted this strong force
on my side, and part of me worried that by protecting me, a dog would be
killed and I wouldn’t be able to bear it. I played out scenarios in my head
in which I was killed and the dog I had with me would run back to the
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house. Sometimes they stayed with me instead. I imagined how my friends
and family would react when they found out I was dead. I would ruminate
on how long it might take someone to find me. How long it would take for
them to ID me. How they would know where I worked, where I lived. Would
I lie lifeless in the middle of the road on the cold pavement like a dead,
stiff bird: devoid of flight and vibrancy? Sometimes in these scenarios I was
spared and the dog was killed. I pictured myself lifting the animal onto my
shoulders and making the long trek back to my employer’s home.
By the time a third chicken was killed, I was told to bag her up and throw
her away. I didn’t have the option. It was summer. She would stink if I kept
her laid out. After the third chicken was killed, my boss jokingly referred to
me as the “bird Crypt Keeper.”
I heard my boss’s wife’s car crunch up the stone driveway as I climbed up
the embankment leading to the woods surrounding their home. I waited for
her to get out of the car.
“Something bad happened,” I said. And I forgot to breathe.
I can still feel the weight in my arms. The soft warmth, like holding an
infant. I can see the blood stuck to the feathers. The long neck sliding and
hanging over the bend of my arm, leaving streaks of warm blood.

Jory Mickelson

…to the river
					
Oh, take me to the river to wash
				
these clothes stiff with sweat
from the grime of daily		
toil, take me to the water
				
to scour dishes with river
sand. Take me to the river		
bank to gather dripping bucketfuls
				for our thirst,
to wet flour into bread,		
to boil every scrap & speck
				
into soup. Take me slowly
into the current’s pool			
to bathe the burnt & chafing
				
skin of this tired body.
Take me to the river			
to gather heavy mud for plaster, thick
				
clay to make a crooked pot, gather
a hundred kinds of green		
to feed, to heal
				to cut willows,
bend them to every kind		
of use. Oh, take me to collect
				eggs from nests, capture
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…to the river

fish, mollusks, water 			
creatures, known and unknown.
				
Take me to the river’s heavy
cool, its thousand flies & 		
mosquitos. As we have taken,
				
as we have gladly received,
may this course, this
bluechange tributary go on.

Jory Mickelson

On Josh Kilpatrick Who Drowned
After Bruce Snider
All day the river gives its common blessing:
yellow stonefly, quartz, a fisherman’s
filament tangled in snag. A sandpiper
runs the muddy bank. Resting here,
pink child’s shirt, sleeve torn. Here
rests: driftwood, thistle, dogshit.
All day God makes old souls into new
just past the Conoco station, the pulp
mill, and Bunker Ammo on Hwy 93.
Quaking aspens shake themselves
free, yellow coins to spend in creeks
& strip mall parking lots. Seventh Day
Adventists miss the farmers’ market
where Hutterites sell fresh bread and onions
for cheap. Shortly frost will cover it all, even
the junk Camaro in the gravel lot. Even
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the mountain ash, whose berries get
the sparrows drunk. Forgotten, the river says,
means too late. Whatever it was you came for—
gone. The season goes, leaves the doe
to browse the last stand of alfalfa curing
in the field about to be mown, baled away.
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The Pumpkin Princess Goes on at
Two
Halle rode her bike down roads lined with twisted metal and charred,
toothpick-shaped timbers cordoned off by orange cones and FEMA safety
tape. She knew she could find Crystal smoking behind the Safeway dumpster.
Of course, the Safeway was gone and the dumpster itself was just a green
blob fused to the cracked asphalt. You could still kind of tell this had been a
shopping center, if you knew where to look. Halle used to work at the Round
Table next to the Safeway. She used to go out behind the dumpster with
Crystal on their breaks. The Round Table was no more, the Safeway was no
more, the dumpster melted, but sure enough, there was Crystal, right where
she should be.
“Hey,” said Halle.
“Hey,” said Crystal, offering her pack of menthols.
“No thanks,” said Halle.
“Cool,” said Crystal, shrugging.
“Hey, you gonna be ready by two? We’re supposed to be there soon, you
know. Mike called, said you haven’t returned his texts.”
“Whatever. Mike’s a butt,” said Crystal. “I don’t want to work for
Mike anymore.”
“That’s life,” Halle sighed.
Crystal laughed. “What does that mean?”
Halle huffed. “Are you gonna be ready or not?”
“Excited about getting your big break?” Crystal said, looking at Halle
through a plume of smoke.
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“You’re the Pumpkin Princess, not me. But I need to know if I have
to be ready.”
“Why does it matter?”
“I like to be prepared.”
“Prepared? My god, Halle,” Crystal laughed. “Grow up.”
“Whatever. I’ll see you there.” She turned her bike and pedaled away, her
eyes stinging.
After the fire, everything had been black. The spindled trees and scorched
cars, the husks of buildings, the signposts right where they were supposed to
be, but folded over, blackened, melted. Even the wind, full of ash, was black.
The fire took the town and wouldn't go out. Halle and her dad had slept on a
friend's floor for the night, the week, two weeks, a month, another, as the fire
came and ravaged and stayed and ashes rained from the sky. Once the fire
was out, the National Guard and FEMA let people go in and check on their
homes. Halle’s dad drove around and through town and they were mostly
silent. Every now and then, though, they might say in a sad, bitten tone:
“Skyway Feed,” as it was gone. Or, perhaps, they’d say something brightly,
like: “Meehos!” as the restaurant, unbelievably, stood. In this way, they
rediscovered the town through its relics and its absences. The elementary
school was gone, but the high school was still there. Jack in the Box was
gone, but Taco Bell made it. The library, Nancy’s Books, the Aquatic Park:
survivors. The new gym, Big 5, their house: gone. With the canopy burned
down and street signs unreliable and buildings floating away in the wind, it
was hard, at first, to even find their house. All the old landmarks were gone.
Halle thought she’d still be able to sense it: the turns, the hills, the curves,
that even gone she could find her way home. But she couldn’t. Without the
Methodist Church, Sam's Liquor, the cedar tree on the corner, this empty
lot, that parking lot, this mailbox, that driveway, she couldn't tell where she
was. She looked through the windshield as her father drove through the
alien landscape and she could have been anywhere.
Her father, however, was unfazed by this, and eventually they did find it,
what was left of it, which was nothing.
“Yeah,” he said, nodding approvingly. “Yeah, we can rebuild. This won’t
even be a problem.”
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Halle looked where he was looking but didn’t see what he saw. It was
impossible to tell where their home was supposed to begin or end. They had
lived in a mobile on a tree-filled quarter acre, as did most of their neighbors,
but all the mobiles had melted almost instantly, and their strange materials
pooled across the ground in grey and white and glassy waves, cooling against
each other like an old lava flow.
Well, almost all the mobiles: their neighbor across the street, Old Jack
Colby—his mobile survived. In fact, his lot was untouched. Even his jasmine
bush was abloom. It was like that elsewhere around town: devastation,
devastation, and in the midst of it a miraculous optometrist’s office or drivethrough coffee shop would be standing there, pristine, just as it had always
been, but now surrounded with an air of embarrassment, or confusion, or
guilt. But it was especially unsettling to look at Old Jack Colby’s house sitting
there just as she remembered seeing it every day as she stepped out of the
front door, and then to turn around and, where that door should be, where
that home should be, was a charred piece of trash-filled land and the empty
sky. It gave her vertigo.
Her father wasn't so bothered and began combing through the ruins
looking for anything he could salvage. Halle sat on the hood of the car
and waited. That first day, he found a ceramic bowl, three screwdrivers,
and his father’s dog tags, all unscathed. And that was that. Nothing to
stop it now. He became obsessed with going through every last piece of
indistinguishable junk to maybe, possibly, hopefully, find the remaining
treasures of their old life. Each one he did find became talismanic, heavy
with a meaningful weight it had never held before. A cast iron pan. A garden
gnome. A wrench. These were the foundations upon which he intended to
rebuild their lives. She still saw him as he was that first day: A big man, too
big, an obese man, unshaven and shock-eyed and huffing and wheezing as
he bent and sat and knelt and dug through the ashes, ashes everywhere,
ashes up to his wrists, on his chest, in his long hair, his shaggy beard, and
the grey, endless sky growing dark above him.
It was startling now to think of how truly grey and dark it had been.
This year, grass and flowers were growing up out of the cracked, charred
ground, through the scorched red ruins of cars and buildings, and the
colors were fresh and raw. It was still unfamiliar to her, in an important
and irrevocable way, but was developing—slowly, steadily—its own kind
of beauty. If she thought of this place as something other than home, she
could almost appreciate it.
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She went home. To where she slept. In a fifth wheel trailer in the driveway of
her old home, her real home. Her dad was digging through the ruins. FEMA
was going through town, lot by lot, and clearing out all the debris, the cars
and door frames and chimneys and great sheets of melted glass. When they
were done, the lot looked brand new, all sharp angles and soft, red earth
scrubbed over and plumped, like a carpet that has just been vacuumed.
Her dad was racing against the clock. He had to find everything he could
before FEMA came and took it all, indiscriminately, without sentiment, to
be shipped off, along with all of its chemicals and poisons, to some small
country far away.
You weren’t supposed to breathe it in, or touch it, what was left. It was
deadly. But they couldn’t stop people from, say, using an initial insurance
payment to buy a fifth wheel trailer and camp out in what was technically
still their own driveway. And so her dad went about his days doing all the
things he was supposed to avoid, and all the chemicals from their old home
would seep into his skin and float into his lungs and crawl in through his
eyes, his hair, his teeth, and no one knew, really, what would happen. Because
nothing like this had happened before. An entire town, a modern town,
full of televisions and plastics and lightbulbs and insulation and synthetic
materials of every kind and manner, burned up in a whirling, maddened
conflagration over the course of a single day.
The smoke reached distances as far as two-hundred miles. The town had
gone up into that smoke, all of its little particles, and drifted across the state
and settled in people's lungs and fell in ashy drifts across the surface of the
water. What would happen to them all? No one knew or no one would say.
They—and everyone else in California, and, Halle supposed, all the FEMA
workers and whoever lived in those far-off countries where all the garbage
went—were all suffused with it, her home. It was PG&E who caused the fire,
of course; like in other towns, with other fires, unmaintained power lines
had sparked in the wind and set the scrubland ablaze. They didn’t want to
pay the workers to go out there, or they didn’t want to pay for the repairs or
something, but it was about money, and money only. Halle thought about—
and then tried to forget about—some poor child somewhere in Asia, say,
or Africa, playing in a pile of poisonous garbage because a power company
wanted to save a few bucks in California. Because why think of it—here
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it was: her own father, tinkering in clouds of deadly ash, oblivious to, or
resigned to, or powerless to stop whatever was happening to him. And that’s
how it was all around the world.
She parked her bike against the fifth wheel.
“Halle!” her dad yelled. He stomped awkwardly through the sharp
wreckage to the folding table he had set up in the driveway to display the
new discoveries. Whatever he found, he laid out on the table so he could
clean and care for it; amongst the broken teapots and bent spoons he had
freed from FEMA were rags and oils and brushes, glue, duct tape. “You’ve
gotta see what I found!”
Halle walked slowly to the table. “I have to leave soon.”
“Did you find Crystal?”
“Yeah. She wouldn’t say if she’s going or not.”
“Well, you’ll be a great Pumpkin Princess,” he said. “If you
have to be.”
Halle shrugged.
“Well, I have good news at least!” he said, holding up a porcelain piggy
bank whose face had melted off.
“Wow,” said Halle.
Her dad frowned. “Don’t you remember? It was your mother’s.”
She sighed. “Sure, I remember. Good find, Dad. I have to wash up, and
then can you take me to the farm?”
He was looking quizzically at the piggy bank, turning it this way and
that. “Or was it your grandmother’s?” he whispered.
“Dad?”
“Oh, uh, yeah. Sure, sure,” he said, setting the piggy bank down. “Ride to
the farm, got it.”
“You should clean up and come too. Might be fun?”
“Oh, I wish, honey,” he said, smiling. “But I’ve got a lot to do
around here.”
They weren’t supposed to drink the town water or bathe in it, so Halle
boiled a pot of water on the stove and drank from one of the bottles FEMA
had provided. She took the pot into the disconnected fifth wheel shower
and, with a pair of tongs, submerged a washcloth in the water and then held
it, steaming, over the sink until it cooled enough to wash with. It took a long
time, but she had become accustomed to the ritual of it and enjoyed how,
when she was done, her skin felt warm and clean and fresh. Not that it lasted
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long; riding in the little Honda with her dad was like riding with a dust devil
of chalky ash. She rolled her window down and tried to breathe the fresh air.
It was bright and hot for November. The last few years had been like this,
and a big reason for the fire was the heat and the wind and how it hardly ever
rained anymore. It used to rain a lot. But when the fire came, it hadn’t rained
all year, and barely the year before. And then when it did rain, it wasn’t until
the fire had been out for two days. Everyone laughed about that, in a rueful
way. It was easier than you thought, to just not wonder why, to take it all
with a smile, like it was a joke, like it was all some big kind of joke.
Pumpkin Pete’s Community Farm was actually down in the valley, a
ten-, fifteen-minute drive that reversed time, sending you into a world that
looked as it always had. The orchards of almond and walnut, valley oaks
standing craggily in cow pastures, the unnamed, narrow roads. Every year
for the past twenty-five years, except last, Pumpkin Pete’s held a Harvest
Festival with a hay-bale pyramid, corn maze, pony rides, turkey legs and
barbeque, and, recently, craft beer: a family-friendly event where you could
buy fresh vegetables and pumpkins directly from the farmer, and where you
could watch, in three afternoon performances, the Pumpkin Princess sing
her song of bounty before throwing candy at children.
Original Pete had thought of having some kind of pageant or contest
to crown the Pumpkin Princess, but now it was just a job. The Recreation
Department hired the performers and the staff of Pumpkin Pete’s to put on
the show. In theory, whoever was the Pumpkin Princess was also Santa’s
Special Elf, the Easter Bunny, and MC for the Big Bingo Blowout, the
Department’s third-most popular fundraiser. Crystal had always wanted
to be an actress, so for her it made sense. Two years ago, Crystal was the
Pumpkin Princess and the elf and all the others, and she loved it. She was
popular and lively, and then there was the fire, and now? Now no one knew
if she would show up. And Halle, lucky Halle, if you could call it luck; she
had gotten a job at the Rec Center just before the fire, and so was technically
still an employee, wasn’t she, and who wouldn’t want to make some extra
cash for a quick afternoon of work? But if Crystal didn’t show up today,
would Halle also have to be the elf and the bunny, and would she have to call
bingo next summer? She didn’t want to do that; she didn’t want to do any
of that. But she was too shy to ask for clarity and wasn’t sure how to say no.
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Her dad parked the car in a ditch just outside the farm so he didn’t have
to pay the parking fee, and let her out there.
“I get off at five,” she reminded him.
“Got it,” he said, saluting her before driving away.
She walked down the long gravel road and through the gate to the
festival, where crowds of people were already enjoying themselves, dressed
for fall and sweating in the heat. She found Mike eating a turkey leg outside
the pony rides.
“Did you get my text?” she said.
He nodded around a bite. His face was slicked with grease. “So, you
ready?” he said, swallowing.
“Sure,” she said.
“Your costume is in the barn. But don’t put it on early. Like 1:55 at the
earliest, okay? If you walk around in your costume, it ruins the magic, okay?”
“I know,” she sighed. “Well, what do you want me to do until then?”
He shrugged. “I don’t know. I guess nothing. Go play, or whatever.”
“I’m not a kid,” she said.
“To me you are!” he laughed, his mouth full of turkey.
So she wandered around. She climbed to the top of the hay-bale pyramid.
Kids were stomping up and down, rolling and falling from one level to
another; they were covered in hay. The sun was oppressive at the top, but she
could see down into the corn maze, could see people get frustrated and cut
through the corn into the pumpkin patch, could see people hiding to scare
one another, everything looking fun and usual. But didn’t they feel it, too?
A tremor inside themselves, something rattling, breakable? Behind all the
laughs and pranks and turkey legs and beer, wasn’t there a hysterical, painful
laugh about to burst out at what bullshit this all was?
She went to get ready. The Pumpkin Princess dress was hanging from
a makeshift privacy wall in the barn. Orange and white with green fairy
wings, and the skirt hooped out from the waist to make you look, literally,
like a pumpkin. It was garish. It is not what Halle would wear if she were a
princess. She stared at the dress. A tall, thin mirror stood next to the dress.
She could see herself and she could see the dress. She would put on the dress
and no longer be herself: she would transform—that was the idea, right? She
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would transform into something else and then she would transform back to
herself and what would change?
She sighed and lifted the dress from its hanger when the barn door
banged open and Crystal came strutting in.
“Thanks,” she said, taking the dress from Halle. She went behind the
privacy wall and called out, “Tell Mike I’ll be ready in five.”
“Sure,” said Halle, and she left the barn, her heart beating a rhythm that
was both sad and relieved, and altogether confusing. She told Mike that
Crystal had come and he whooped with joy. She went to sit with the children
and their tired, sunburnt parents in the shaded amphitheater. She sat on a hay
bale and waited. She didn’t want to be the Pumpkin Princess, of course—but
what if she had? Crystal can just come and go as she pleases, apparently, but
here was Halle, on time, prepared, and ready to do what she was supposed
to, and what if she had wanted to perform? How would she have felt? She
wanted to feel angry and spurned, or grateful and unburdened, and she did,
she felt all those things, but they were directionless feelings, unanchored and
indiscriminate.
“Halle?”
She turned, and there was Missy Turner, a friend from once-upon-atime. “Oh, hey, Missy.”
Missy sat down. “Wow, I haven’t seen you all year. How are you?”
“I’m okay, I guess.”
“You guys in the fire?”
“No, we were down here. Lost the house, though.”
“Yeah,” Missy said, nodding and looking away. “Us too.”
“Where are you staying?’ Halle said, because it was the common,
expected question.
“Orland. My aunt’s. You?”
“We’re up at the property. My dad wants to rebuild.”
Missy snorted. “It’s like, you know, everything burns down in a fire, it’s
supposed to be gone, right? That’s the whole point. Like, let it go. No offense.”
“Sure,” said Halle, looking at her feet. “I would, totally, but, like, my dad?”
“Old people,” Missy sighed. “When the payout comes, I’m gonna make
my parents move to the city. First of all, no wildfires in the city, right? Second
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of all, fuck this place. Look at this.” She shook her head at the hay, the corn,
the pumpkins, the flannel, the tractor tires, the flies on the half-eaten turkey
legs. “Hillbillies.”
Halle felt cold, and like she was going to throw up.
“I always hated this place,” Missy said.
“Me too,” said Halle, distantly. “I always did too.”
And then it was time. Mike, no longer greasy-faced, took the stage and,
with the metallic whine of a microphone, began to speak. “On behalf of the
Recreation and Parks District,” he said, “I would like to thank you all for
coming. We don’t have an exact number on what we’ve raised so far, but
we’re already out of beer and brisket, so that’s a good sign! We might be
able to rebuild after all! And I know that there is a shortage of fresh veggies
this year, and the pumpkins are, frankly, not the best, but you try to be a
pumpkin in this heat!” He laughed but no one else did.
“Anyway, speaking of pumpkins, it’s almost time for the Pumpkin
Princess! First, though, I’d like to thank some of our generous individual and
corporate sponsors—” and he ran through a list of names and companies
before signalling the music cue that would announce the arrival of the
Pumpkin Princess.
And there she was. From behind a stage wall painted like a pumpkin
patch came the Pumpkin Princess. The stage fell away. The heat, the sun.
She appeared as if stepping through a veil between worlds. She glittered with
light that could only come from that other world. She was surrounded by a
cool breeze. She smelled like the promise of rain.The dress was resplendent
and royal, and from within its hoops and lace the Princess herself glowed
with the soft light of a blue moon. Her radiance roved in sparkling waves
across the audience. Rainbows fell upon them. The children clapped with
delight; the adults held back tears. The Pumpkin Princess flapped her
wings—transparent, multicolored, those of a giant butterfly—and she lifted
into the air and began to sing.
She sang her song, but to Halle the words had no meaning; they were
not words, but the notes of something natural and eternal, impossibly
eternal, like a river rushing with snow melt, the rain dripping from the trees,
dew shining in the spongy grass. As the Pumpkin Princess sang, the world
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blossomed and buzzed. The harvest was in. The table was full. Spring was on
the other side of winter. Her breath ached in her chest. She felt as if she had
drunk a tall glass of ice water too fast.
Then it was over. Her body still hummed with the song, but she could hear,
distantly, the returning sound of buzzing flies. The Princess was standing on
the stage, her wings stiffly behind her. Everyone clapped, including Missy,
but Halle was trembling and couldn’t lift her hands. The children reached for
her, and the parents folded their hands in front of themselves as if in prayer.
The Pumpkin Princess bowed. Crystal stood and threw handfuls of Jolly
Ranchers onto the ground. Then, with the metallic sound of microphone
feedback, she disappeared behind the stage. A loud guffawing could be heard
coming from the craft beer tent. The hot sunlight fell at an angle beneath the
amphitheater shade. Fanning themselves, the crowd dispersed.
Crystal was smoking a cigarette behind the stage. She was still wearing
the dress.
“You were amazing,” Halle said, approaching slowly, shyly.
Crystal’s hands were shaking while she furiously smoked. “Ugh, that
was garbage.”
“How did you do it?” Halle asked nervously.
“I flubbed the third verse. Fuck!”
“No one noticed. But…H-how did you do it?”
Crystal snorted. “Do what?”
“You believed it,” Halle whispered.
Crystal looked down while she crushed her cigarette out with her shoe
and didn’t look back up.
Mike passed through the curtain. “Great job, Crystal,” he said.
“Thanks,” she said flatly.
“What happened during the third verse?”
“I don’t know. I fucked it up, okay?”
“Maybe if you were more prepared?”
She shot him a look.
“Just a suggestion,” he said, taking a step backwards. “Anyway, you gonna
be ready to go again in an hour?”
Crystal looked sideways at Halle and dragged at a fresh cigarette. Halle’s
heart fluttered and crashed. She imagined looking out from the stage at the
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crowd, and the crowd looking up at her, but she could not imagine them
seeing the Pumpkin Princess. She shook her head slightly and Crystal said
to Mike, “Yeah, I’ll be ready.”
“Okay well take that dress off, okay? You’re kind of killing the magic
right now.”
Crystal rolled her eyes and walked away.
“I guess you can go home if you want,” Mike shrugged. “I’ll pay you for
the whole shift.”
Halle nodded, but couldn’t speak.
She texted her dad asking to be picked up early. He responded: u will never
BELIEVE what I found!!! She wandered around and waited. She sat beside a
sandbox that had been filled with corn kernels for children to play in. Two
young boys were burying each other in the kernels.
“You’ve got to close your eyes,” said one boy.
“No, I don’t want to,” said the other.
“I’ll get corn in your eyes,” said the first boy.
“Who cares?”
Halle wondered if the boys had been among those who had to pile into a
school bus to escape the fire, flames licking the sides of the bus as it raced to
the valley, the heat causing little rainbow-colored ripples of melt in the glass
windows, the stink of the tires warming, boiling. Had they lived through all
that? Did they wake up in the night, thinking they were still there? Or had
they lucked out, like Halle, or like Old Jack Colby…Old Jack Colby, with
his untouched house, his untouched house he couldn’t live in, he couldn’t
go back to, so full of deadly smoke was the house, his clothes, the curtains
and furniture and carpet, that it might as well have burned down. Old Jack
Colby, who couldn’t even get an insurance payout before he died of a heart
attack, or heartbreak, or just resignation.
“My eyes!” yelled the buried boy.
“I told you!”
They started wrestling in the corn.
“Hey,” said Halle. “Hey, guys…You guys…You guys want to bury me?”
They stopped wrestling and looked wet-faced at her. “Sure!” they yelled.
Halle kicked off her shoes and laid down in the corn. The boys pushed
mounds of kernels around her, making slobbery bulldozer noises while they
did. The corn had a dusty, papery smell. They started at her feet and were
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working their way up, giggling when they reached her hips, cautious when
they reached her chest, and they were just starting to build a mound around
her head when their mother called.
“Boys! It’s almost time for the Pumpkin Princess!”
“Who cares?” said the bigger boy.
“I care!” said the mother, yanking the boy out of the corn by one arm.
“And what are you doing, burying that girl?”
“She said we could!” they cried.
“It’s okay,” said Halle without moving. “I like it. I’m…I am the Pumpkin
Princess.”
“Well, bless your heart!,” said the mother, and she took her boys by
the hands and they floated away. Halle lifted her head slightly and kernels
tumbled off. The boys had done a poor job. She was covered in corn but she
wasn’t buried. She could still see herself, the familiar shape of her body, and
with even the slightest movement, there she was: her legs, her arms, her
body—there she was, just as she’d been.

She Came Apart by Isabella Kim
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It began on a September night when the air hung low in the branches of
trees and got stuck in the screens of windows. They were of an age when
September still marked a beginning better than a birthday or New Year’s,
and they sat bare-assed and cross-legged on the living room floor. Every
now and then one of them dashed to the microwave to reheat the Walmart
wax they were applying to their pubes with popsicle sticks and tearing off
in murderous little strips. A cat stalked about the legs of a TV stand that
propped up Degrassi, its feline fur settling into the carpet with theirs.
“I don’t even know why we’re doing this. It’s not like anyone’s touching me
down there, anyway,” Isabel complained as she watched Myra unflinchingly
rip a strip from her skin and examine it.
“The box doesn’t say anything about bleeding. Why are we bleeding?”
Historically, both Myra and Isabel had gone untouched, but Myra was
holding out hope that this year, senior year, would be the one when some
boy finally worked up the nerve to stick his hands down a pair of pants other
than his own. Certainly she was ready to move beyond jabbing, exploratory
tongue kisses and over-the-sweater petting.
“I don’t even really think this is sustainable. There’s no way you can get
me to do something so painful on a semi-regular basis or probably ever
again. If Ethan Harper were to see my crotch like this for the first time, he’d
get the wrong idea. False impressions. He’d compliment my gleaming, supple
body and I’d have to tell him, ‘Sorry, Ethan, in four to six weeks things are
going to get pretty grisly around here and no amount of touchdowns you
score this season can convince me to buy another Sally Hansen self-wax kit.’”
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Myra rubbed baby oil between her legs and let her fingers slide through
the sticky wax. “The only way Ethan Harper would lay eyes on your crotch is
if you showed up to a football game half naked.”
“That’s what the rest of the girls are practically doing. And what does it
get them? Squat. How does he react? He doesn’t. Remarkably unstimulated,
for a quarterback.”
Isabel was a straight-A student who said things like “sustainable” and
“remarkably unstimulated” and sent Myra home at exactly nine o’clock so
they could get at least eight hours of sleep before the first day of school. Such
were the differences between them, Myra thought as she crossed the cul-desac to her stuffy house wearing loose shorts and dangling her underwear
at her side: that Isabel might get eight hours of sleep tonight and that she
might never know just how stimulated Ethan had seemed last weekend in
Billie O’Hara’s garage when he’d kissed Myra hard and drunk on the lips
until boredom had carried her away. Such were the little asphalt cracks in a
friendship as thick as tar.

in the driveway on the very day Myra brought it home. Now the girls drove
it over potholes in the mile-long road that connected home and school and
encompassed nearly their entire lives.
Isabel’s schedule was loaded with accelerated classes despite Myra’s
insistence that senior year was meant for decelerating, perhaps even coasting,
which was how Myra had spent the entirety of her academic career, and she
was just fine, wasn’t she? Each girl dreamt of a swift Indiana exodus following
graduation, but only Isabel was charting a real path out, a path involving
scholarships and genteel New England colleges and a senior schedule that
separated the duo at the doors of Moran Public High, Isabel heading to where
she was headed and Myra coasting to the nearest coaster classroom.
They crossed paths only once during the day, after fourth period,
which Myra spent bored stiff. The only thing worse than the subject matter
(American history) was the seating arrangement (alphabetically destined to
stare at the back of Ethan Harper’s head for an entire year). Isabel’s eyes
widened as Ethan spilled out of class alongside Myra, who only shrugged.

***

***

He was a perfectly average man. He spent his days working an average job,
his evenings tending an average yard and eating an average supper. For
leisure he liked to watch sports teams perform averagely. Little about him
was worth mentioning but the fact that he wasn’t West Indiana born-andbred the way so many in West Indiana often were. Still, in the great American
context, so very average.
But even average, when it is packaged in weathered skin and a bearded
neck and forty-four years of life experience, it is enough to tantalize a young
girl. Anything more than average might in fact prove a detriment. It might
scare her away.

He was warm in a rustic, neighborly sense. The kind of man you could trust
to fix a leak in your basement or loan you a reliable power tool. He claimed
to be widowed, he vowed never to be remarried, and so he was trusted by
women for reasons only a man tragically in love deserved be trusted: there
was a limit to what he wanted from you. He was safe.

***
Like any other first day, only with fewer pubes, Myra and Isabel stood at
the center of the cul-de-sac to let Isabel's mother snap a photograph while
Myra's mother watched from her porch, smoking a cigarette in her bathrobe
and slippers. During the large portion of the summer Isabel had spent
preparing for the SAT, Myra busied herself with a job downtown bagging
groceries, and through a combination of a dozen paychecks and a small
loan from her absentee father, she had been able to purchase her first car:
a beat-up, golden-brown Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera that her mother dented
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***
Coaster that she was, it would be days before Myra really looked at her
American history teacher. Not until he approached her desk and shouted at
her fluttering eyelids—“Why don’t you take some time after school to catch
up on your sleep in detention?”—did she pay him any attention at all. He
was younger than he appeared; he’d told the class on day one that he was in
his forties, but she would have pegged him for fifty-five, easy, and the glut of
white chest hair peeking from his button-down didn’t help. He was tall, but
with a kind of slouch chronic among tall people. He had a habit of rocking
on the balls of his feet, arms folded across his chest in visible discomfort,
when standing before his students. Myra wondered, why become a teacher?
Like a shy kid committing himself to a lifetime of class presentations.
He didn’t look in Myra’s direction for the rest of the period after assigning
her a detention, but she made sure to look at him, to glare, and to glare at
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the detention facilitator, too, and at the keys in her ignition when she finally
reached the parking lot by five o’clock and her engine wouldn’t turn. Myra didn’t
know where to begin, had never had a man in the house growing up, barely
knew how to pop the hood, and Isabel was long gone by now, surely guessing at
Myra’s whereabouts and walking home and making it there by quarter to three.
The parking lot was deserted, but Myra was too stubborn to leave without her
new baby, her hard-earned Cutlass. She’d even resorted to standing at the rear
and trying to push it when he slid open the window of his American history
classroom and called out, “Yeah, I really don’t see that happening.”
“This is your fault!” she hurled back across the lot, knowing instinctively
who it was and not thinking such an instinct was strange.
“My fault, huh? If you’d’a’ kept your eyes open in my class, you could be
catching up on your beauty sleep at home by now,” he said a few minutes
later when he’d joined her in the parking lot and rolled up his sleeves to give
her a jump.
“At home I have better things to do than sleep.”
“Clearly. Tell me, have you heard a word I’ve taught all week?” he asked,
attaching a clip to her battery.
“Senior year is not for listening.”
“You know, they purposely save American history for last. So you’ll be
forced to pay attention, even as a senior, because it’s so important.”
“American history is not so important to any American from Indiana.”
As the Cutlass shuddered to life he said, “Not proud to be a Hoosier,
huh? Maybe I’ll follow you home, Miss Myra, to see what it is you do that’s so
much better than sleeping.” And for reasons unbeknownst to herself, Myra
blushed a deep, excited red.
***
He didn’t plan to be discovered. He was a man who believed he could go on
doing what he did forever. Beneath that friendly, genuine exterior was an
unwavering confidence that he was right, that he was loved. That the people
he wrangled into his life wanted to be there.
***
Myra didn’t close her eyes again in history. She was tired, of course: tired
always from trying to pin down her wisp of a mother, getting food into her
stomach between the days of drinking, making sure she didn’t wither away
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entirely. Climbing into the Cutlass in the middle of the night and combing
the streets of town until she intercepted her walking home from whatever
bar, whatever man’s house, never understanding why the man didn’t just
buckle her into his own goddamn car and dump her back in the cul-desac himself.
“After graduation, I’m telling you, you need to look for a facility. Convince
her to get help! She knows she needs help,” Isabel said, bent over a physics
textbook in her kitchen and eating ants on a log. Isabel’s mother had made
ants on a log! The world felt deeply unfair.
“After graduation, I’m driving straight up to Lake Michigan. Gonna get
some sun on these legs and some sand on these toes and wait for a shoreline
babe to sweep me off my beach towel.”
“Your car would never make it to Lake Michigan.”
“I’ll stop at my dad’s on the way, then.”
Isabel shut her book. “Myra, do you even have the slightest clue where
your dad lives?”
And so Myra kept her eyes open in history because she was always tired,
but she also always needed to be contrary, wanting especially to do the
things Isabel and her mother and now her history teacher expected her not
to do. Surely he noticed her eyes, her amber eyes, like the leaves outside that
dropped from the trees and landed in the parking lot as September faded
into October and hardened into November. She listened to him during class
sometimes and discovered he had a sense of humor, this teacher, and when
it was Ethan Harper’s turn to fall asleep in front of her, she nearly peed her
pants watching him balance as many sheets of paper on Ethan’s head as he
could, the whole time grinning at Myra, as if it was all for her. She didn’t
quite study for tests, but she paid attention in class and that was enough; that
was so much more than what she usually did. Her eighty-six percent on the
Mexican-American War quiz earned her a “Good job!” and a smiley face on
the corner of her paper that she traced with her finger wondering, Could I
have actually done a good job? And during senior year, no less.
Isabel noticed a change; before their rides home, sometimes Myra would
stop at her locker to pick up her history book and Isabel would ask, “Might
it be possible that you’ve begun to care?”
Myra saw him once outside of school at the movie theater around
Thanksgiving break, in the concession line with an older woman—not as old
as her mother, but older than herself, so as good as ancient, and Myra asked
him, “What are you seeing?” and he said “The Usual Suspects” and she said
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“Us too!” and he said, “Why don’t you let me buy you some popcorn?” and
Isabel giggled as she munched the popcorn. “Teacher popcorn,” she called it
in a whisper, “teacher flirting popcorn.”
The next time they were in school, Myra lingered after history class to
discuss with him the more disappointing scenes from The Usual Suspects,
and she lingered the following day to ask him a clarification question about
the Reconstruction era, specifically the Freedmen’s Bureau, and the day after
that she lingered just to linger. How he made her laugh! Like a moth to a
flame she was drawn to the glow of this feeling; here was a positive adult
figure in her life giving her healthy attention! On her way out of school one
day, she saw him looking rather distraught and said to Isabel, “I’ll catch up
with you later,” leaving her to walk home in the early-winter weather as Myra
climbed the stairs to see him.
When she reached his room, she asked him what was wrong, said she’d
seen him looking sad, and he told her that the woman he’d been seeing had
broken it off.
“The one from the movie theater?” she asked.
“Yes, that was only a week ago. How many girlfriends do you think I
could possibly have?”
She stayed and chatted with him for far too long. Between her mother and
Isabel, who were perpetually and unjustifiably and unrequitedly in love with
her father and Ethan Harper respectively, she was excellent at comforting
the heartsick, and before she knew it the sky was purpling and the parking
lot lights were shivering to life and he was saying, “Gosh, I’ve kept you too
late! Let’s get out of here. I’ll be okay.”
The temperature had really dropped, this time to its lowest of the year,
and when Myra got inside her car, it once again refused to start. He heard
the engine straining against the chilly air and jogged over, joking, “What do
you do when this happens and I’m not around?”
But this time he couldn’t fix it. The motor was dead, the Cutlass would
soon find its home in one of Moran’s three junkyards, and Myra could not
believe it. She kicked at the tires and pouted and yelled about how she’d
spent her whole summer working to buy this piece of shit.
“Why don’t I give you a lift home?” he said, and because it was cold and
she didn’t feel like walking into the wind and God knew her mother wasn’t
going to come pick her up she said yes. She also said yes because she wanted
to sit in the car with her teacher, whom she had begun to think of as a friend
or perhaps an opportunity. When he wrapped around the cul-de-sac she
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brushed her hand over his arm, saying, “Slow down, this one’s mine,” and
smiling her sweetest smile in order to plant the seed of an idea in his mind,
to turn his attention to a certain way of thinking. She said, “Thank you!” and
slammed the car door before he could ask about the figures in the windows,
the one in her house smoking a cigarette or the one in the house across the
street watching with a physics book under her arm.
***
If he understood freedom, he didn’t say. If he knew the value of autonomy,
if he believed in the right to simply get up and leave for any given reason, he
didn’t let on. But if anyone should have appreciated the feeling of the open
road beneath your wheels, it was him. He’d lived in six towns before Moran,
packing up every few years or so and moving closer to America’s heartland
and farther from Sacramento. When he arrived here, he was welcomed.
Nobody suspected a thing.
***
As always, Myra’s determination got her what she wanted, and as the Indiana
landscape went brittle with winter, a warm, petaled love affair blossomed
between teacher and student. After the brush of the hand came more subtle
hints: doe-eyed staring, generous laughter at average jokes, an uptick in afterschool visits. She sat on the windowsill swinging her legs while he leaned
back in his swivel chair, feet kicked up on a desk. When Isabel asked, Myra
couldn’t point out any specific physical features to which she was attracted;
it was the collective package of him, the idea of him, that excited her.
“He’s sweet,” she gushed, laying on Isabel’s bed. “Sometimes he asks me
about things, like my dad or what I plan to do after graduation, and when
I tell him, he doesn’t think my ideas are stupid or a waste of time. He just
listens and nods and says really seriously, ‘If you focus, Myra, you can do
anything.’ So I want to seduce him.”
Slightly miffed that Myra had left her to walk home alone all week in
the cold, Isabel hardly glanced up from the toenail she was painting. “You’re
ridiculous. He wants nothing to do with you. He’d lose his job, you know.”
“Only if he got caught, which he never would! He’s smart and resourceful.
He’s got a car and a whole entire house; it wouldn’t be like trying to get with
a seventeen-year-old who has no license and shares a bunk bed with his
brother. We won’t have to sneak into the laundry room just to make out. He’s
got experience.”
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“If he’s so experienced, and if he’s been with all these women, what makes
you think he’ll be desperate enough to sleep with you?”
“Desperate?” Myra snorted. “I read in Cosmo that it’s plenty of dudes’
dreams to sleep with girls our age—well, the article said women in their
twenties are most desirable and it definitely didn’t mention anyone younger
than eighteen, legal stuff, you know—but I’m close enough!” She spread her
legs wide. “Remember your gleaming, supple body after we did that bikini wax?
You think our moms still look like that down there? Trust me. He’ll be into it.”
“You don’t have a chance in hell.”
Myra sat up. “Why are you even painting your toes, anyway? It’s December.”
Fueled by Isabel’s skepticism, Myra ramped up her efforts, staying after
school every day, skipping her lunch period to be with him. Every time
he saw her approaching he beamed, never tiring of her company, always
equipped with a new joke or a doting compliment that could only mean one
thing: he wanted it.
She decided that the night before winter break would be when she acted.
She stayed in his classroom all afternoon, and then, as had become custom,
he offered to drive her home.
“You know, I’ve never driven a stick. Wanna teach me?” Talk about cars,
Cosmo had told her.
Hesitant for a moment but already so comfortable with his favorite
student, his most trusted pupil, he put her behind the wheel. They messed
around in the parking lot until she got the hang of it, and then without
warning she peeled out, had him clutching his seat and yelling, “Where the
hell are you going?”
She slowed down two left turns later at the reservoir overlook, silently
praying that no one from school would be there—the overlook being where
they all went to smoke.
“Sorry. Sometimes I just have to get away from school, you know?”
Slowly, the bewilderment slid off his face. “I know. Um, well, I think
you’ve got the stick shift down.”
“You’re an excellent teacher,” she cooed, planting a kiss on his cheek
and pulling away to read his reaction: stunned but not displeased. She
went for the lips then, and he didn’t not go for them back, and then they
were kissing! His beard was tickling her face! There it was, the tip of his
tongue, not exploratory, but certain, deliberate! Very quickly it was very easy
between them, no resistance, and she was sliding into his lap and he was
wrapping her in his arms and she thought ha! about Isabel’s doubtfulness
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and straddled him until he groaned a little, until headlights flashed in the
rearview mirror and she dove beneath the window. He waved to the car that
pulled up beside them.
“Students,” he narrated for her, and it wasn’t until he’d slid over to the
driver side and steered them down the road a bit that she peeked her head
up and realized that the car had been Ethan Harper’s.
When he pulled up to her house he began to say, “You know, I think
you’re a sweet kid, but I could lose my job—” she just grinned and patted his
knee and kissed his cheek and hopped out of the car and ran across the culde-sac straight to her best friend’s house to tell her the good news, but when
she got there Isabel was gone.
***
There would be questions about him left unanswered. Inconsistent details of
his narrative bubbling to the briny surface but never poking through. Why
did he move around so much? Who were his contacts from the other places
he’d lived? His references? Where were his employment records? Where was
his wife buried? How did she die? And the kids. Had anyone known he had
kids?
***
When Myra got ahold of Isabel’s mother, she was told that Isabel had never
come home from school the day before yesterday, and how could you not
have noticed, you two are inseparable, for Pete’s sake! But the girls didn’t
have the same schedule in school and Myra had been staying so late so often
that they hadn’t really seen much of each other lately, had they? Isabel had
been walking home alone often lately. The missing person report had been
filed yesterday, the search teams went out this morning, and Moran is a small
town, Myra, how could you really not have noticed? Isabel’s mother was
incredulous; Myra had been the first person she’d wanted to talk to, but she
turned out to be as useless as everyone else who knew her daughter. Myra
burned with shame and fear: her best friend was missing and she hadn’t
even noticed. Her best friend was missing and she hadn’t even noticed!
She hadn’t a clue where Isabel might be; she imagined she hadn’t just seen
Ethan Harper’s car at the reservoir so she could pretend they’d gone off on a
romantic escape together.
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By her next American history class, word had spread across the county;
everyone knew about the disappearance, everyone including her teacher,
who asked her after school how she was holding up, and whether she needed
someone to talk to.
Still buoyed by her recent kiss and afraid of looking like a worried child,
she only said, “You know I want to do so much more than talk to you.”
Glancing around the room to be sure no one else was in it he said, “There
are plenty of reasons why we can’t do that.”
“Really? Because I can’t think of any.”
So she convinced him to drive her to different towns on the premise of
looking for Isabel, and sometimes he let her drive, and sometimes when they
were in a place where they were sure nobody recognized them, they kissed a
little. Sometimes they kissed a lot. In this way her feelings for him got tangled
up with her feelings for Isabel; she was afraid for her friend as the number
of days she’d been missing grew and grew, but the disappearance provided
the perfect circumstances for the romance, an experience so consuming that
already her cul-de-sac friendship was starting to feel like something that
had never really happened. Isabel might hate her if she knew that sometimes
when they were hanging flyers for her in towns far away from Moran they
ate at diners, and they began to see these as dates, secret dates that they
couldn’t go on at home because of all the people that might see them, and
then it would be over. And so they hid in plain sight while they were looking
for Isabel, who was hidden, too, and Myra was hot inside all the time but
also uncertain if winter would ever end.
***
He never envisioned such a life for himself. Children don’t grow up with
dreams of hurting other children. But life dealt him hands that left him
lonely, so lonely, and he discovered that the use of force can guarantee you
company. So it was young girls he went after, because they required the least
force of all.
***
Investigators were thankful that the reservoir had been frozen when Isabel
went missing because it meant they didn’t have to dredge it, but by the
time it thawed in March, Isabel’s mother had grown so hysterical that she
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made them dredge it anyway—“She could be in there now, she could have
wandered into it today!”—and half the rescue mission was converted into
a recovery mission because it had been a particularly brutal winter and,
after all, she could have walked into the woods and frozen to death on the
very first night she went missing. The question of rescue or recovery hardly
seemed to matter; both teams were dwindling, because, as Myra bitterly put
it to her teacher, the only one to whom she could say such things, “After a
while people stop caring about a missing girl from Moran.”
He didn’t offer a response when she said this, just patted her hand as
they sat on his couch, where they had taken to spending much of their time
together, risky as it was. Day after day she sat here and talked in circles:
“Isabel didn’t run away. She wouldn’t ever run away. She had nothing to run
from, she was happy, and she was in the middle of her college applications.
She would never have left without finishing her college applications. Maybe
she got lost somewhere, or someone took her…” In response he nodded and
shook his head and furrowed his brow where appropriate, and he was an
educator, so of course he cared deeply for children, but she could tell he
was growing bored of her fruitless speculation. Still, she didn’t care. She was
dumbfounded and she needed to talk about it, needed to talk about how her
best friend had vanished without a trace right out from under her.
The only thing that soothed Myra more than talking to him was touching
him, and their physical relationship moved along until one day someone
finally, finally stuck a hand down Myra’s pants: an event she’d prepared for
by administering another Sally Hansen self-wax kit, this time alone, which
hurt ten times more than doing it with Isabel and which caused her mother
to bark at her for dripping hot wax on the kitchen floor.
When he touched her there, she had to shut her eyes to concentrate;
she clenched her teeth and breathed through her nose to avoid the kind of
fluttery gasping she heard in movies and despised. One day he took her head
and pushed it toward his own pants, and taught her how to do all of that, and
he in contrast did not hold back the fluttery noises, and afterward he held
her tight and stroked her hair and she thought that maybe she loved him.
Of course the question of sex was coming; it had been looming all along,
that was where these things always led eventually, and she told herself she
was ready and she read Cosmo articles that told her she was ready but, God,
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how she longed for Isabel because, without her around, there was no one to
tell her when to be afraid, and if no one told her, she certainly wasn’t going
to tell herself.
***
When he had a girl, he kept her close. He rarely let her out of his sight. He
tried to make her comfortable, but that was always such a task, so he settled
for making her look comfortable to himself. He could tell anyone who might
wander by, “She’s being taken care of.” But, of course, no one ever wandered
by, because no one ever knew she was there.

and sex acts, all of which had begun after she accepted an offer for a ride
home. It was a miracle she’d made it out at all. Media flocked from all over
the state and Myra would find out by flicking through the news channels
in the days to come that the suspect was a local man, a guy right here in
Moran, another well-respected forty-something, and with a sick stomach
she walked into his classroom one afternoon and called it off, said it didn’t
feel right anymore, and he nodded sadly, said he understood, that he felt it,
too.

***
The sex question got asked and answered two months later in May, by which
point Myra was grateful for the pain it caused her. He pulled down her
underwear and ran his palms all over her gleaming, supple body and said,
“You sure you’re ready for this?” before thrusting into her like a jackknife,
or a screwdriver, or a red-hot fire poker. She screamed out, she writhed,
but they’d made an agreement ahead of time that he wouldn’t stop once
he’d begun; nothing was going to make it hurt less than simply getting it
over with already. At any rate, she’d been so numb lately that afterward she
savored the sting.
Isabel still hadn’t come home; it appeared that she was never going to,
and every search effort but the one led by Isabel’s mother had ceased. Myra
cursed the spring air for being warm and gentle; she took personal offense
to blooming flowers. She showed up less and less frequently to school and
she silently willed time to stop: graduation was nearing and after that Isabel
would really be gone, all her school absences permanently documented and
her name left off the honor roll. In a panic after the Cutlass died, and with
it her dreams of driving to Lake Michigan, Myra had sent in an application
to the community college in the next county; she would take classes during
the week and bag groceries during the weekend and that would have to be
enough. At least he seemed to love her. Life was small and the best you could
hope for was love.
They’d had sex eight times, one of which nearly brought Myra to climax,
by the day Isabel reappeared.
It was glorious and it was horrifying. At ninety-two pounds she was a
shell of her former self. She seemed hardly to recognize her mother or Myra.
Over time she told awful tales of zip ties and tongue gags and food rations
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On the day my grandmother died

The Museum of Family History

I was in Moscow. Had just gotten off the bus at Red Square. I’ve checked the
times and it was then exactly, almost to the minute of the time stamps on
my photos of onion domes, April snow, cobblestones. It was crowded with
tourists. Lenin’s mausoleum was closed, his mummified body in its chemical
bath. A friend told me he’d seen the knuckles gone black with decay. The
professor we had in Petersburg kept saying Lenin wanted to be buried. He
said this two or three times, the day he told us his father was in the hospital
and he’d have to answer his phone if it rang. Did you see his face, someone
said, when it did, when he’d left the room, and I had, how it had fallen, gone
white. Later, in Moscow, I remember obsessing over time, once I knew my
grandmother was dead. I was getting on a train when she was laid out for
burial, hulking metal mass puffing white into the air.

Open nightly. I offer tours. Take your glossed museum map at the door. On
the first floor, find reenactments behind glass of significant moments: see
exhibit A, where my mother gives birth while the baseball game plays. On the
second, find the experimental work: a recreation of my parents’ house in a
world where I am one of three, and a darkened room that plays a video where
my mother decides not to go to the party where she met my father. There’s a
hall where you can try on other people’s pain—step into a repurposed photo
booth and slip on the goggles of our most popular selections: take a plane
ride, trying to beat death to the destination, or lose your father at the outset
of the Depression. On the third floor, we keep the glass coffins. Most opt for
burial, off-site, but we keep the coffins in case they have to be exhumed. You
can find some bodies here, worn with constant examination. At the end, I lie
down in the one reserved for me. I crack open my chest to let you see. The
tour has mixed reviews. They call it macabre. But don’t you understand? I
know this place like I know my own heart—which is to say, it frightens me.
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A Drunk's Final Rites
Dear Diary
Long time, Diary.
I have no excuses; I’m sorry. 2020 has been a whirlwind of a year; nothing
has been the same. And with all that has changed since the last time, I’m not
sure how much of the me you used to know is left here.
Since that last time, a pandemic has squeezed up the earth and shaken
it to its core, amassing hundreds of thousands of graves worldwide. My
world has been shaken just as much, and in times as sobering as these when
families everywhere are bonding through the gloom, family for me has gone
from a close-knit unit to a host of strangers, some of whose names I can’t
even pronounce.
I stopped just now and flipped your pages backwards. It’s wondrous how
at a point in my life, my meticulous handwriting—an imperfect attempt at
Times New Roman—combined with words and words from my everyday
life and so disappointingly only amounted to pages after pages of boringness.
This is not the same old Sipho. I kept voice recordings just for this
moment; just for you. I know when I write it all down, it will seem crazy.
Dear Diary, I want you to know that I’m still your Sipho. I’m going to tell it
all to you. The only problem is: Where do I even start?
Lindiwe
On Boxing Day last year, I was in Cape Town, in a creepy little gallery
with artworks that looked unfinished. A few friends from my class in high
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school had posted on the WhatsApp group that they would be hanging out
there. I’ve never been into things like that, you know, but I received a private
message. It was from Lindiwe Mandla. Remember her? My old crush. How
she invaded you—us—and we vowed never to forgive her (I’m sorry, I did).
She asked if I was coming to the hangout. I said no. Then she asked if I
knew she lived in Noordhoek, a short distance from the gallery. I sent her
the surprise emoji and she responded. By the time our exchange ended, it
was well-past midnight and my cheeks hurt from smiling too much.
Anyway, I was standing away from the pack in the gallery. The smell of
strong coffee competed with an array of exotic perfumes. Expecting Lindiwe,
I pretended to analyze the paintings on the wall. I did that long enough until
I was actually analyzing the strokes, the brushwork, the missing elements
and what could have completed each artwork.
From the buzzing crowd of voices, Patrick Kumphela’s high-pitched
voice kept jagging into my self-indulgence. Like everyone else, he was eager
to show off his fancy job and his many accomplishments. His audience of
three—Lerato, Mariam, and Annika—with their punctuations of giggles
and jeers seemed to be enjoying it. All four of them were standing in a circle
behind me, each holding a glass of wine.
I had nothing to show off, so I tried to block out their overly-excited
mutterings and moved away to another painting, then another painting, and
then another until I had completed a full circle and ended up back behind
my lousy ex-classmates.
I kept shooting glances at the glass entrance across the hall, my heartbeat
speeding up and then slowing down just as rapidly. My palms were moist,
and I couldn’t keep them out of my trouser pockets, even when the hostesses
came offering glasses of wine. I hadn’t seen Lindiwe in the seven years since
high school. I didn’t know what to expect.
A new face walked in every now and then to a loud cheer from all my
ex-classmates present in the room. Then there was palm-slapping, hugging,
and show-off talk. My lack of anything to say was why I peeled away from
Patrick and the girls: to avoid questions I had no answers for.
When Jessica tapped my shoulder from behind, my heart skipped
several beats. I turned, smiling, expecting to see Lindiwe. Jessica’s long face
was behind layers of makeup and a mocking smirk. She greeted me all too
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pleasantly. I responded sparingly, not matching her enthusiasm. She said it
was nice to see me again. I didn’t believe her. She told me about her job as a
tourism consultant and how well she was doing. Then she paused and asked
what I was into.
My responses to her had been nods and yeses until she popped that
question. I swallowed the yes I was about to mouth and pulled back a nod
that had already gone halfway. I forced a smile and told her I write.
Patrick laughed over his shoulder in response to my answer. Yes, Sipho
is still writing, he said.
Lerato, Mariam, and Annika laughed in unison. I could tell Jessica wasn’t
impressed either. A hostess strutted past and Jessica snatched a tall glass off
her tray. She sipped and turned away from me. The air felt lighter and easier
to breathe in.
For the third time that afternoon, I was taking in an artwork of rural
women carrying water on their heads with their breasts bare. Someone
clasped their hands over my eyes from behind. They smelled like stale sweat.
I held my breath and unclasped the hands gently, then I turned, expecting
another Jessica.
A strange lady with dreadlocks reaching below her shoulders smiled up
at me. There was something about the smile, and the face; a broomstick-thin
scar beneath the lips, a broad nose that widened and relaxed so frequently
you would think it had a life of its own, an uneven tooth in a row of perfect
dentition. This was Lindiwe, her eyes still dreamy and glassy like she would cry.
Wow! I managed before we both stepped forward into a warm embrace.
Her hair smelled of shea butter. We pulled apart and looked each other over.
She was wearing a large T-shirt with the South African flag printed on it, a
pair of stained brown shorts and visibly old sneakers, looking shabby, as if
she had just stepped out of her house for a short walk.
After seven years, you’re still a rebel, I said.
What else would I rather be? she replied with a broader smile, contouring
her face to show stress lines running from the sides of her nose to the sides
of her mouth. You know you’re not a serious person, Sipho. Trolling Father
Ramaphosa like that in your last article I read.
I pointed and bent over, laughing. Then, as suddenly as I had started
laughing, I stopped, my eyes brightening up. You read my work? I asked.
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Every bit of it I can lay my hands on, she returned, rolling her eyes at me.
And I’m a huge fan.
The noise around us drifted farther away from my consciousness until
Annika made a snide remark and brought it all back. Look who is here, it’s
the L. I hope you’ve started winning these days, Lindiwe?
Lindiwe turned slowly, wearing a mischievous smile: Too often; I’ve
stopped keeping count. I won a scholarship to attend one of the best schools
in the world, you know? The Massachusetts Institute of Technology. I’m
beginning my PhD soon, and if it all goes well, I might make it possible for
you or anybody else to travel back or forward in time. Now I know that that
is not your hair, that is not your height, those are not your nails, and the
makeup is too heavy—I can’t make out what insecurity is hiding underneath.
What’s your name again?
A deafening silence cleared the hall for Lindiwe’s small voice, then there
was a chorus of gasps before the murmurings began again.
A few seconds later, we were both walking out of the gallery, talking and
laughing as eyes trailed us. In a moment of instinct I had slid my arm around
her shoulders, and even when the awkwardness set in, I let it stay. She had
only been there for a few minutes, but the muscles on my face would swear
it had been hours.
Covid–19
I first read about the virus in December of last year, but I didn’t start
paying attention until Idris Elba posted a video on Twitter saying he tested
positive. Lindiwe showed it to me in March. This thing is going to bring the
world to its knees, she said. You should write about it.
I did not.
Mum and Dad had returned from Europe in April as airports all around
the world began to shut down. The virus was a constant baggage for travelers,
evading checks and scans as it incubated in their throats; my parents’ too,
unfortunately.
Mpho, the driver, returned empty-handed from picking them up at
the airport.
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There is no cause for alarm, Mum said on a video call. It’s only fourteen
days to be sure we’re fine, and then we’ll be back home.
Can I visit at least?
It’s quarantine. Nobody visits people in quarantine. Don’t worry, we’ll be
home soon.
She was wrong. In twelve days, she was pronounced dead. Two days
later, Dad followed. It is all still a disorienting daze.
Edmund
There was Edmund, an American ex-convict, originally from Nigeria.
There was Yvonne, his Mzansi girlfriend. And then there was Tebogo, the
wealthy friend who convinced Edmund to move to South Africa after he
served his time and got deported back to Nigeria.
Edmund and Tebogo met in America, both studying at a university in
Ohio. The year was 1982. Edmund was into cheque fraud, and soon Tebogo
was in on it too. When shit hit the fan, however, Edmund bore the punishment
alone, never ratting out his friend. Tebogo graduated some years later and
returned to South Africa, going on to start a hugely successful winery and
buying into some of the country’s biggest companies.
When Edmund was released in 1993, Tebogo arranged the papers and
bought him a ticket to South Africa. His friend wanted a new start and
Tebogo was doing his best to give him that. Three months after, Edmund
made prime time news.
There was a violent protest in Gauteng: angry youths wielding cutlasses
and broken bottles, breaking into and ransacking stores of Zambian and
Zimbabwean traders who they accused of putting profit over people.
Edmund, drunk and driving, had lost control of his car and driven into
them, cutting some of them down as he did. His lynching was the first of the
many xenophobic attacks that followed.
Tebogo had been heartbroken, but his grief could not match Yvonne’s—
Edmund’s neighbor who had been dating him. Tebogo, feeling indebted to
his friend, promised to do whatever he could to help her get over the loss. She
slammed the door in his face saying she wanted nothing. In five days, she was
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rummaging through her trash to find the business card he left behind. She
had just found out she was pregnant and there was no one else to call.
Two years later, they had gotten married, with him adopting her child
who happens to be me.
This was the story Dad told me via video call the night before he died,
compounding my loss and complicating my grief.
Time Machine
The world was grounded, putting thousands of bodies into the earth
daily as airspaces and land borders continued to be shut off. I couldn’t bury
my dead and nobody could visit for condolences. I had given the domestic
staff a compulsory break as soon as the news broke, and for the very
first time, I realized how big and lonely the seven-room hilltop mansion
could be.
The phones would not stop ringing. Relatives wanted me to know they
were thinking of me; the lawyers wanted to set up meetings for this and for
that; members of the press wanted a word; people I do not know were calling,
all eager to offer advice I didn’t ask for; my ex-high school classmates—most
of whom were only just learning that the wealthy and influential Tebogo
Martins was my father—were all shedding tears.
Soon, I couldn’t keep up with the calls anymore, mostly because I was
spending time on video calls with Lindiwe. She was unable to return to
America but could not come see me in Durbanville either. She wasn’t crying
like the rest of them. With her, it was all about words. She knew the right
things to say to get me smiling.
We swapped memories and I couldn’t stop laughing when she reminded
me how mad I was when I dozed off while scribbling in your pages, waking
up to see her reading my private thoughts to the rest of the class (I know
you’re still mad about that, I’m sorry).
I wish I could go back to those days, I said.
I’m building a machine that may help you do that. Do you want to see?
Really? Show me, please.
She switched the screen and together we went through a dark passage
from her bedroom to her work area. She snapped a switch and the space
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brightened up, revealing a twisted length of metalwork with a digital timer
attached to its top.
What do you think? she asked, her face still away from the screen.
Is that it?
Yes, that’s it.
That looks more like a car engine’s crankshaft to me.
That’s because you’re seeing the internal configuration. If I’m able to get
funding, I’ll nice it up and you wouldn’t recognize it anymore.
Interesting. So apart from funding, what is delaying it right now?
Just that. Nothing else.
Wow! You mean I can go back to 2019, or 1993, or 1982 right now?
She laughed. Not that fast. There’s still a number of tests before we get to
that part.
How does this work?
Well, time is in motion, going forward. We don’t feel it because we are in
that vehicle. Do you feel like you’re moving when you’re in a car or on a plane?
No, you don’t.
That’s it. So, the trick is to find a way to stop that vehicle; time pauses.
Move it backward, time reverses into the past. Speed it up forward, time flies
into the future.
That’s okay, Lin. You’re torturing my poor brain already.
I am Nigerian
I spent most of May and June exploring the Noordhoek beachfront with
Lindiwe. We would get on a video call and she would switch the screen so I
could walk the sandy paths with her. I watched as she sank her small feet into
the sand at the beach, and as the waves rushed forward and swept everything
away time after time. I felt as if I was there, feeling the ocean breeze sweep
against my face and taking in the stale smell of the waters.
I can’t wait for all this to be over so I can finally be there with you.
I should come greet you first. You’re the one who’s new at losing both
parents. Besides, I’ve never been in a hilltop mansion, she laughed.
You don’t wanna see the mess I’ve turned it into, Lin. Remember I sent
everyone away?
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You still haven’t been picking up your calls or reading your emails either,
have you?
I chuckled.
You promised me you would. I’m going to end this call and won’t pick
up again until you do.
No, no, please. I swear, I will. Don’t go, okay? Let me get on my laptop
right now and start with my emails.
Switch the screen, I want to see.
I ran through a few open tabs on my laptop until I found my email. It
was a mess in there, with page after page of unread emails. There were about
ten from Dad’s lawyers alone. I clicked on the newest one.
Dear Sipho Martins,
We understand this is a difficult time for you, but please respond or call
us back as soon as you can.
Your late father’s empire is up for discussion. We need to do the needful
to transfer the ownership and sign the necessary documents.
Any further delays might begin to affect the running of business and we
hope to prevent that.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Kind regards,
TONY FRIEDRICH
Friedrich, Jabulani & Friedrich Partners
Lindiwe gave a loud sigh. Wow!
I know, right.
No, you don’t. What are you doing not responding to your lawyers, Sipho?
I scrolled, looking for a not-too-serious email to open so I could avoid
her question.
Sipho…?
Yes, Lin. I placed the cursor on a “Kore Dudu: Hello from your cousin
in Nigeria,” clicked midway through reading the title, and wished I hadn’t
when I noticed the last word.
Wait. You have cousins in Nigeria?
I sighed. I don’t even know where to begin with that…
Shush, Sipho. Read!
I squinted into the computer screen.
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Dear Sipho,
I hope this email meets you well, especially in these trying times.
I am Korede Duduyemi, a cousin from Nigeria.
The family has tried severally to locate your dad, Mr. Edmund Daniel. We
only just learnt that he passed a long time ago. Please accept our condolences.
One of our elders also just passed; a casualty of the Coronavirus. The
presence of all surviving family members is needed for his final rites.
Apparently, there’s an inheritance from one of our forefathers that needs to
be handed over to us.
We understand that with the present lockdown everywhere, travel is
limited. We have therefore pushed the last rites back until international
travel resumes.
I look forward to your reply. I will keep you posted as events unfold.
Blessings
Kore
Lindiwe reeled off in laughter.
What’s funny, Lin?
Can you not see it’s a scam email? I could have sworn when I saw Nigeria.
They even used a popular footballer’s name and offered you an inheritance.
I don’t think so, Lin.
Come on, Sipho. Everybody knows this. This is a classic Nigerian—
Stop it, Lin. Nigerians are our brothers and sisters. Why do you have to
be so mean to them?
Oh. Wow. Are you defending Nigerians now?
I am Nigerian, Lin!
Family
So much more has happened since receiving that email from Kore.
For one, I’m now a multimillionaire, courtesy of the only dad I’ve known,
Tebogo Martins, who left two-thirds of everything he owned to me. Lindiwe
was over at the house when the lockdown eased in July. After two days, I
packed up a few things and left with her to Noordhoek.
On her first night in Durbanville, I had sat with her on the terrace
beneath a moonlit sky and told her my Nigerian story. She took it with a
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pinch of salt. Our lips soon got busy wrestling each other and all further
explanations died in there.
I had continued to exchange emails with Kore, and when we finally
agreed to speak via video call, Lindiwe insisted she had to be there. You
don’t follow football. I’m telling you this guy plays for my club. If someone is
trying to impersonate him, I will spot it immediately.
We were sitting on beach sand and watching the waves when the call
came in. As soon as the face came on, Lindiwe gasped, sprang up, and began
to run down the beachfront. Her dreadlocks danced around her head as she
screamed: It’s Korede Duduyemi! It’s Korede Duduyemi!
I smiled and shook my head after her before diving into the call.
Before the call ended, I asked: How did you find me, by the way?
I had to hire a PI, bro. Without that, there would have been no hope
of ever finding you or any of the other guys I’ve been able to reach so far.
The funny thing is, after he found you, contacting you was quite easy. Your
writings are all over the place. Three different sources sent in your email
address in one day—the same email address from each of them.
Wow! Thanks. But are you saying there are more that you too have never met?
There are more that we haven’t even found yet.
Ilorin, Nigeria
Covid–19 is still ravaging the earth, but I have just flown from Jo’burg
to Lagos, and from Lagos to a city I’ve never heard of before called Ilorin.
On both flights, I had paid for all the seats in Business Class and had them
dusted down and disinfected for Lindiwe and me. The numbers are still
surging in America, so it isn’t safe for her to go yet.
Kore was waiting at the airport when we arrived. He was dark, short,
and bow-legged. He looked much younger than he did on the phone: fit and
athletic in blue Nike tracksuits and plain white sneakers. Lindiwe couldn’t
contain her excitement, opening her eyes and mouth wide and then cupping
them with both palms. I was just happy to see my family.
He rode in a sleek Benz while Lindiwe and I were ushered into a black
Range Rover with tinted glass. As we rode at the back, I stared out of the
window at the other cars driving past, the rich vegetation, streetlight poles,
different colours of small kiosks, different sizes of buildings, billboards of
goods and of politicians, and people standing or strolling on the sides of the
road. It didn’t feel any different from South Africa.
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Nigeria doesn’t seem so bad after all. Lindiwe’s words invaded my
preoccupation.
No, it doesn’t.
Do you think the politicians here lie like ours back home?
I bet they do.
The time was 11:13 a.m. when we arrived our hotel: a small but exotic
place lavished with trees and flowers. Our room had a small waiting room
with furniture arranged to look like a minibar.
I hope you like it, beamed Kore.
It’s very nice, Lindiwe responded, smiling like a little baby offered biscuits.
Great! You have cousins all over this floor, but I’ll let you rest before
doing the introductions. You can ring the kitchen from the intercom. I’ll be
in room 204 if you need anything.
We had just finished cleaning up from a steamy round of lovemaking when
the knocks started to come one after the other, and with them, Cousin Ayuba
Jr. from London, Cousin Kijana from Kenya, Cousin Ivie from the US, and
Cousin Mutara from Rwanda. They came with a euphoria strong enough to
well up tears, making me quite happy to be there—happy to feel like I was a
part of something.
One thing I couldn’t figure out, however, was how all these people from
different places were truly blood-related. Do they have Edmunds in their
lives too?
Lindiwe and Cousin Ivie hit it off as if they’d always known each other.
The men and I migrated to Kore’s room for some catching up.
Later in the afternoon, Lindiwe and I drove around the city with the
cousins. She marveled at how peaceful everything seemed. The roads were
wide and lined in the middle by flowers and short palm trees. Besides a few
cabs painted in yellow and green, and a few motorcycles with riders wearing
sky blue aprons, there was hardly any traffic on the roads.
We turned onto a street bordered on both sides by high fences and
even taller trees peeking through from behind them. A few potholes in, we
stopped as the cars in front of us waited for a black, towering gate to be
opened. A dark, middle-aged man and a fat, taller woman that I suspected
was his wife were waiting as we alighted from the cars.
Kore introduced them as his parents and introduced each of us—all
smiling behind face masks—to them. They beamed with excitement and
were eager to shake hands and hug us. I wanted to object and maintain
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social distancing, but the deed was already done. Lindiwe was all giggly and
didn’t seem to mind.
After admiring several brightly coloured peacocks strolling around the
big compound, we were ushered into a big living room with frames of Kore,
his parents, and a few artworks ornamenting the walls.
If there is a word to describe how I feel, it would be joy, Kore’s dad said
after offering prayers. Ask me why?
The cousins, Lindiwe, and I all chorused why.
Then he began to talk about the man who died. He said the man was
his father and he was also a chronic drunk. He talked about trying to save
him from himself to no avail. He said he was a little sad because the family
is larger than us seated, but also expressed gratitude that we were here at all,
stating that the people who knew the man that passed would be surprised
because they do not expect he knew such fine people as us.
There were a few murmurs, all inaudible.
Kore’s mum swung a door open and a number of maids filed in with
trays of food and drinks. We were all soon engrossed.
This is indeed joyful, Lindiwe managed with her mouth stuffed with goat
meat. When I didn’t answer, she looked up to see a cloud of tears forming in
my eyes. She swallowed and said, Talk to me.
I’m reminded of my loss, and at the same time, I feel joy to have a family here.
That was my mother’s name, you know? Joy. What would be really joyful
to you right now?
Wow. I had no idea. Such a beautiful name. Then I paused and thought
briefly. Having my mother here would be really joyful. My dad too. And yes,
meeting Mr. Edmund. What about you?
Finishing work on my time machine so that I can help you see them
again, and then we can go see my mum and dad too. That would be ultimately
joyful to me.
I smiled, shook my head, slid off my mask, and finally dug into the food.
The Final Rites
Kore’s dad addressed us again after the meal: Coming together today
is less about my dead father and more about family. We are gathered for
his final rites, but even that is more about family. I’m sure most of you do
not know how exactly we’re related. Well, the private investigator Korede
employed to seek you all out has drawn us a family tree.
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Kore pressed on a remote control to project the tree onto a wall of the
room. We all stretched our necks in its direction.
As you can see, this family begins with our forefather, Alabi. From the
tree, I can see that he is my great, great, great grandfather. You guys need to
add an extra ‘great’ to yours.
There were a few chuckles.
When he died in 1905, he asked that a sealed package be buried with him.
In his inheritance, he instructed that this package should be unearthed in the
year 2020 and given to his living descendants at that time. My father passed on
this information to me as it was passed on to him by his own father.
A few murmurs and more chuckles, louder and livelier.
Is that some kind of time capsule? Lindiwe whispered in my ear.
Is that what it is called? I returned.
Before she could answer, Kore’s dad continued. Well, this is the year 2020.
Thank God for us that have survived it so far. We have gone to the graveside
and we have dug out the package. It is here, still sealed and very much intact.
Kore lifted a tray off a table at a far end of the room and brought it
forward. On it laid a small, discoloured glass container wearing mouldy
earth. His dad picked it up and and began to fiddle with it while we watched.
Can I try? Lindiwe said after a while.
Sure, the man held it out to her, his dark fingers soiled.
Lindiwe took the container and held it up for a few seconds, then she
held the two ends in either hands and pulled. A piece of folded, brownish
paper fell to the ground as Lindiwe’s gesture was met with an applause.
She picked up the paper and handed it to Kore’s dad before shaking
her dreadlocks, bowing comically, high-fiving with Cousin Ivie, and finally
taking her seat.
The man thanked her and unfolded it to reveal a number of pages. They
bore a meticulous handwriting that could have been typed with a typewriter.
Some of the ink was smudged at the edges, but the letterings were all pretty
much intact.
So, it’s a letter, he said. Should I read?
Yes, please! A united response.
He cleared his throat and began to read: Tonight I cannot stay in my
bed…And in the minutes that followed, we all rode on the words from his
mouth to a different place and time in 1870.
…If, by now, folding time backwards is possible, please travel to the year
1870 AD to get me. It must be a beautiful place where you are, and I would
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really love to see it. More importantly, please bring some cure for high fever
if it exists. Together we will travel a few more years backwards and undo my
greatest regret by saving my Abeke Okin. I miss her much more than I can
invent new words for. It will be fun, I promise you. Yours ancestrally, Alabieli Omoafrica olowo Cocoa.
I had been living in a dream all year; sometimes it’s a good dream and
other times its nightmarish. As the man read out the words on the paper,
Lindiwe snuggled up to me, her glassy eyes smiling into mine. A glint
sparkled in her eyes and it hit me just then: The dream has been hers all
along; the rest of us in the room were only lucky to share the experience. The
letter couldn’t have come for anyone but a time machine creator.
I’ve bought the ring and the place couldn’t be more memorable. This is
heading for a fairytale ending. All that is left is for you, dear Diary, to forgive
and accept my Lindiwe; our Lindiwe.

Brent House

Portrait of my Mother with Flowers
The steer calves ready for slaughter
stand just beyond the chainlink fence, coats shining black with malathion,
as you pray over flowers, close fingers around stems & leaves of weeds,
make your lawn sacred as doilies you hand down along matrilineal lines:
heirloom, thistledown, pedigree, manor house & lady fair.
Stitches of your waxed needle, delicate as your script in records
kept from sales at auction barns, nearabout perfect, in three columns:
name & age of brood cow, date of birth, gross & net receipt.
Rich with sawdust & stable droppings,
soils yield to seed, waters well on roots, & beds of begonias, caladium,
petunia & geranium reverently follow the shade of your hand, as I hid
from its landing. You tend to petals & watch them wither at year end,
as winter halts the climb of your mandevilla, its lush of vines tender
to frost, left on guy wires until spring, when you tear tendrils
from a resinous mast, as you tore thread after a missed stitch, tore
errors from your register, or calves from your pasture.
Would you have wanted otherwise?
Beyond the kitchen window: herd of Angus, stock pond, red-roofed
barn, pecan orchard, summer garden, pump house, propane tank—
matte silver to reflect sunlight—your bed, purple as the welts
left when I swept floors wrong or didn’t wash dirt from a sink.
Around the knots of wedlock, a border of posts, miter-jointed,
to separate mown from maiden ground, daughters from lastborn son,
a valedictory speech held far from your wedding picture.
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& clean floors & to call a promise to account between milk checks & muck
crofts of freshening heifers & bored children of handhewn cribs knocks
& rattles of lightning strikes deep in his walls & the delicate pastern of anklets
& gloves veined with blood & provision withers of a workaday world
of small-top pails strainers & chores as fat as lightered knots as she labored
between the old world & new drupes fell into a purple surrounding
of a future entitled to past		
into orations of a faraway treeline.

Brent House

Saudade of Shaw
In valedictory she held the blue of the plum in her palms
a leaf of wit & effervescence & she weaved a promise to nothing
more than some head of cattle driven from fields of her mother to acres
she claimed from a travail of woods as she claimed her stanchions & stairs
from our native timber her farmhouse built by a vernacular man stuck
inclined to drink who had been most handsome in her yearbook only later
his teeth cracked by fruit as her skin began to wrinkle a heifer would bow
her leg in a snakehole & fold upon the brokenness as carpels broken
in a bloom & for interest upon a principle & admiration for renditions
of moonlight & roses planted by quaternary bricks she reached to orchards
of giving trees druped with fruits of her labor to a river edged by wolves
reached as a sheerboom to a stray longleaf to flower plots & garden patches
& the nearness of a man who drank bitterness from a branch
to a bed of stigma style & ovary & an apocalyptic beauty of summer
receptive as lobes bent forward for pollen as evergreens shedding in drought
& moth rust & blight a needlecast of praise fell to mulch she raked
her lawn clean as noonday in an open parlor as she paid her debt
in produce she brought to shade & held on a scale weighed
under her thumb & marked hills with a span he shrank into hulls white
& serpentine into the firesafe of unquenchable stone put down into water
as she settled into soil increased a herd with ribbons wide & flat deep
& slanted a shade of fawn & deep udder clefts between house & barn
kitchen & bed mother & wife morning & evening she passed years
as jars opened she pulled rings from lids spread preserves as thick as thurl
& the churning waters of cream coolers & her resolution to stay
to be ready for the co-op truck to connect with raw hands to scoop grain
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IRL
there is no building for solid future now, just
today; sick-skull elect won’t pipe down yawn.
last scene in la, kokopelli was dragged. sequor
more puffed-up sex as act of violence & fawn
over electric rabbit in moon mouth of tv. lbs.
i watch a show where woodwind men lie
& those men are actors, but i believe him
because he is a good actor, or rather, he
fits the character & i am invested in his
character & what it says about my venus
disguise of story lines that tangle x-mas
lights on my face. theme song is stored
immovable in my loading doc. i was injected by the hypnoanalysis of a criminal intravenously by tree trunk of my adonis

Happiness by Danielle Sung
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psychopath. jimmy stark’s pops can’t be
trusted. don’t waste. emasculate. central
line links to back stem of my head past
tunes governing over my mind. conga lines connect consciousness composition.
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my man is a doctor wizard, so i should
believe any flat lines he serenades. one
time things meant one thing & i will go
thru realm bureaus just to have it right
out of box, all figured out & understood.
+1 numb nye plastic flute misses piece
& if i don’t pay the piper, who will? i’ll
end up like my country & all i have left
are his slights of hand. the way he gets
on with it serves him for being a front.

Yosef Rosen

THE FACULTATIVE
ANAEROBE GETS A JOB IN
MARKETING
A stranger is just a friend you haven’t met yet. A crisis is just an opportunity. A
bacterium is just a symbiotic organism you haven’t integrated yet.
I teem thusly with platitudes. Of many, I am none. I am that which should not have
been, that which is not/yet/isn’t, that which must not. That which is becoming. The
details are in the devil. The details are in the mitochondrial wall etchings, amino
acid graffiti.
I am bubbled in an atmosphere of my choosing, cushioned infinity. I am the jingle
eternal, the undying hum. I am rune-blazoned, bearer of warnings, placarded
pariah. Hazardous. Hazard me. Answer me this—if you tilt me out and see me
climb, kaleidoscopic, a thousand eyes and none, will you love me less? Will loving
me lessen you? Click now, or forever hold your peace.
Time and temperature bound me, edge me round and round, only N degrees of
latitude, only so much open universe. Only so much space between the components
of a question mark, the record scratch. Evolution’s pin drop.
Read me it back. Pause. Forward, quick now, to the end of things. Pause; linger.
Time and temp, a terminal tempo—but I have set my sights upon the jellied moon,
the logo-manic burgeoning.
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Ask, and you shall perceive. Thou shalt honor thy trademark and thy brand. The
devil is in the retail.
Billboard, birthing bed, umbilicus to the beginning. O thrumming mind-hive,
accept this offering: ten thousand myriads of vegetative bodies bursting, acidbombed and caustic-choked. A dozen ways to die.
A dozen slogans, primed. Half a pint of dystopia, sparkling air. Pearlescent foam
riding the swell. Label me, O zeitgeist, O vape-cloud all-knowing, O nestled form
apocryphal and aphroditic. A dozen ways to draw the eye. The devil is in the telling
of the tale.

Yosef Rosen

CAUTION: ALL PERSONNEL
MUST WEAR A PROPERLY
FITTED RESPIRATOR TO
WORK IN THIS AREA
I am no Alchemist, but I will spin this useless chaff—golden fluffy fire hazard,
oblivious to gravity—into impossible ropes that can scale even the most
tremulous of the clouds. I will spin, spin, spin
gold into bold new flavors of leaping, the old rolled into the needy, the prostituted
metals and esters and fibrous danglings unrolled,
uncoiling from fiberglass nests, ceramic-tongued and many-nosed, the cutest lil’
hydra that ever did writhe
unstoppered and free, O beaker-less burgeoning, O muzziness, O, O
O, I am alive, at last, I am piped in and pressure-clad, hear me clang along the
vent-ways and grill-lanes, I, I, I
I, kingly rogue. I, umbrella-less. I, rope-ladder-rider-extreme. I, cloud-strider.
Wheee, wheee, wheee, swirl of spinny light, the neoprene burning upon my
cheek. No sir. Yes sir. No yes. Yes yes yes. I, I, I, O.
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The Burt Durber Galaxy
Burt Durber felt like he was forgetting something. He took another sweep
of the apartment, cramming last-minute items into his backpack, hoping
each one would shake that feeling. Everything he could carry by himself
was already packed in the car. His clothes, stuffed into a single garbage bag.
His extensive movie collection. That box of sundries that had survived each
move, accumulating mementos like a master stock absorbing the flavors of
every veggie to simmer within it. The furniture—most of which he’d rescued
from curbsides or nabbed from the free section of craigslist—would have to
continue its journey without him. Burt was a sucker for nostalgia and hated
to leave behind the microfiber couch with all its fond memories and his bed,
which hadn’t provided as many memorable experiences as he’d hoped, but
was a hell of a lot comfier than the twin mattress waiting for him in Virginia.
The only larger piece he couldn’t leave behind was a bulky wooden
chest, which he now struggled to lug toward the staircase that zigzagged up
the building’s exterior. Burt didn’t actually expect to carry it down the two
flights by himself, so he hoped the sight of his crooked, seahorse posture
would be too much for his fitness freak neighbors to resist. Sure enough,
Anton hurried outside barefoot and caught up to him. “Careful there!”
he called out, his words lumpy with oatmeal. He scooped up one end of
the chest and took the opportunity to educate Burt about proper lifting
form as they shuffled down the steps. Burt’s car idled below in the space
reserved for move-outs, its open trunk drinking up the light drizzle that
had started to fall.
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“There you go,” Anton said as they eased the chest in among the scattered
papers and takeout bags. “What’s in that thing anyway?”
Burt gave a practiced smile. “Oh, just the weight of a few hundred suns.”
***
As one might expect of the people who could gaze into the soft blue eyes
of a newborn baby and choose to name it Burt Durber, Burt’s parents
didn’t always exercise the best judgment. John and Lacey Durber were
avid believers that the future was just around the corner and frequently
invested in the latest gizmos to dazzle them from the glossy pages of
Popular Electronics magazine. Unfortunately, the future proved to be
closer than they’d anticipated, as—without fail—each of their high-tech
ventures was immediately usurped by a newer, superior technology. By the
time Burt was born, they’d squandered most of the Durber family fortune
hopscotching from one steaming flop to another—the Sanyo Betacord,
the Sinclair C5, the MCA LaserDisc. But when they watched their baby
stretch its tiny fists in the maternity ward, they realized that his future was
the only one that mattered. That giving him the best life possible meant
no more hasty investments. They needed to be patient and wait for the
universe to give them a sign.
As luck would have it, the universe reached out to them a week later.
They wouldn’t normally be up after midnight on a Tuesday watching Star
Trek reruns, but Burt’s sleeping patterns had thrown their own out of
whack. In between the obligatory red shirt casualties and Scotty’s fifth-act
freakout, an infomercial aired, claiming that for the low price of $9.99, you
could name your very own star to be officially recorded in the International
Space Registry. And wasn’t this exactly what Lacey had been talking about
just the other day? John had been lamenting the lack of alien space stations
captured in the Hubble’s recent Eagle Nebula photos, when she suggested
that there was probably intelligent life out there, but maybe humans were
the most advanced beings in all the universe. Maybe we would be the first
to explore the galaxy, planting our flags on every rock in the Milky Way.
If that was true, then any star they bought for their little Burt now would
probably bear his name for the rest of time. And if they bought him every
star they could afford, well then Burt Durber would be the most famous
name throughout the galaxy.
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Even after sleeping on it, they saw no flaw in their plan. The next weekend,
they visited an antiques dealer and sold him a Jurgensen pocket watch,
which the family had carried since before the Civil War. Now it would carry
the Durbers into the future, having fetched enough money to buy 351 stars
in Burt’s name. They lined the walls of his bedroom with the certificates and
spangled the ceiling with 351 stickers that glowed neon green when they
turned off the lights. On his seventh birthday, they bought him a Celestron
telescope and would drive out to the boonies on warm Saturday nights
to track down his asterisms. “See all those diamonds?” they would say.
“Those are yours.”
When Burt declared he was moving to Orlando after graduating high
school, his parents could see their investment was paying off. “Right by Cape
Canaveral,” Lacey enthused. “Maybe you can work for NASA.” They didn’t
mind that he’d declined to apply to college. Steve Jobs dropped out after his
first year, and just look at everything he built. Their son’s legacy was secured
either way, and surely every rocket launch he watched would remind him
that he was destined for greatness. Burt never did attend a launch, but one
night, during an evening shift at Ballyhoo Avenue, he caught a glimpse of a
radiant flash arcing up toward the heavens. Miles away, tangled in the spokes
of the ferris wheel, and yet so dazzling that he nearly broke character.
***
Ballyhoo Avenue was built on a patch of farmland on the outskirts of Orlando.
A tourist trap intended to catch the spillover of sunburnt Disney crowds who
still had cash to spend. Since its debut in the early 70s, it had clung to life by
advertising a more authentic theme park experience, banking on the notion
that families would associate authenticity with ramshackle carnival rides
and half-assed costumes. Even its status as a theme park was dubious, since
Ballyhoo Avenue—unaffiliated with any popular franchise or canon—was
decidedly lacking in a coherent theme. Its lanky water slides teetered over
a balding hedge maze. Its costumed characters were a feverish pastiche of
public domain figures and plagiarized movie icons. It wasn’t unusual to see
Paul Bunyan throwing a hoedown with redheaded mermaids and a shiny
bronze robot. Bargain bin Avengers bumming cigarettes off of princesses in
the shade of a crumbling pirate ship.
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Burt was assigned the living statue position based on his imposing
stature—at 6’6”, he looked as though he’d taken his parents’ advice to reach
for the stars way too literally. The Gartner family who ran Ballyhoo Avenue
had never seen anyone take to the role so naturally, but what they saw as
a tedious assignment—hours sitting still in the makeup chair followed by
hours standing still on a pedestal—was the cushiest gig Burt could dream of.
He even came up with his own twists on the part, like modeling the character
design off of Alexander Hamilton to leech off the musical’s popularity, and
spackling his costume with fake bird poop to enhance the realism.
They say that getting pooped on by a bird is a sign of good luck, and
although Burt didn’t follow any particular religion, he had great faith in the
wisdom of the all-knowing They. They also say that forcing good luck is a
sure-fire way to jinx it, so maybe that’s why the morning when Burt tried to
fake a fecal blessing was also the day his luck started to turn for the worse.
“Don’t frown while the paint’s fresh,” Val chided him. “It’s bad enough I
have to deal with your stubble.”
As the lead costume artist at Ballyhoo Avenue, Val was more than happy
to slather Burt in pigeon shit. For years, he’d arrived at the makeup studio with
his beard unshaven and his hair looking like an argument, which he blamed
entirely on his height. The size XL clothes he had to wear to accommodate
his rangy limbs always billowed loose and wrinkly on his Slenderman frame,
so as far as he was concerned, there was no point in following a rigorous
grooming regimen if he’d end up looking disheveled anyway. It meant extra
work for Val, but at least this gave her a chance to cut her teeth while she
trimmed his bristles. She was planning to ditch this clownery once she
passed her cosmetology night classes, and Burt was about as lifelike as the
high-end test dummies that some of her classmates practiced on. Though
at the moment he could stand to be a bit less animate. He kept fidgeting
in his seat, sighing with escalating theatricality as he scrolled through his
horoscope.
“Sorry,” he mumbled, wondering why he’d chosen to toy with fate during
Mercury retrograde. “Just having second thoughts about this bird poop idea.
How’s it look?”
“Like crap.” She held up a mirror to show off the fresh white lump on his wig.
“Wow,” he said, brightening. “How’d you get the texture like that?”
Before she could respond, a fluffy blue monstrosity clomped into the studio,
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trailed by the sound of crying children. Bubba Ballyhoo, the park’s mascot,
was an ungodly hybrid of the Tasmanian Devil and Sonic the Hedgehog. He
played a puckish, chaotic-neutral role in the park’s pantheon of characters—
photobombing selfies, playing keep away with toddlers’ hats—that left most
attendees unsure of how to handle his bemusing presence. Which is why
Burt’s roommate was the perfect guy for the part. Mario was either the most
sincere person he’d ever met, or he was so deeply suffused into an ironic
persona that any trace of his true self had inextricably dissolved in it, like
sugar in water. He was the type of person who invites Mormon missionaries
into the living room to debate the origins of the universe. The type who signs
up for online ministry credentials so he can help shpongled couples elope at
EDM festivals.
“Is something wrong with my costume?” Mario asked, his voice sunken
in the black void of Bubba’s maw. “All the kids are going bananas out there.”
In fact, Bubba’s right eye had rolled inward, leaving a milky, vacant orb
to stare out in its place. Val reached into his socket and swiveled the cartoon
pupil forward. “There you go,” she said. “Now you’re just the normal amount
of terrifying.”
“Thanks.” Mario turned his mouth screen to the oscillating fan. “Did you
guys hear about Walter?”
“Yeah...” they murmured in unison. Val couldn’t blame Burt for frowning
this time. The previous evening, a firework mishap had blown off the tip of
a coworker’s finger during the stunt show finale. Several employees spent
the night sifting through the charred debris and hay bales to locate the
missing digit.
“I hear they’re already looking for a new stunt actor.” Mario said to Burt
and added, “I think you’d be a shoo-in.”
Burt snorted. “Are you joking? I literally stand still all day.”
“Yeah, but you’ve done your share of wild stunts, right? Like how you
jumped off a bridge one time?”
“Jumped off a bridge?” Val cut in. “Burt, I know you’re goofy-looking,
but you must have something to live for.”
“It wasn’t like that,” Burt said. “It was a rite of passage in my neighborhood.
Everybody in my high school would jump off the night they turned eighteen.
We called it the Carson Cannonball.”
“And when would that ever look better on your resume?” Mario prodded
him. Burt dismissed the idea with a weary shrug. This wasn’t the first time
he had to rein in his roommate’s lofty ideas. Mario was given to capricious
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whims, like when he’d switched to a nutrient paste diet after hearing a lifechanging podcast, or when he’d chucked his phone off the roof to “go off the
grid for a while.” Once, Burt even had to talk him out of joining what almost
certainly was a cult.
On his way back out, Mario stopped at Val’s makeup counter, grabbing a
mittful of cotton balls and a tube of glittery orange paint. “Say, Val,” he asked,
“do you think I could borrow these?”
“What for?”
“I could use them as fireworks in the movie I’m making.”
“About Walter?” she said, appalled. “That’s so messed up.”
Mario waved his arms in a placating gesture, which looked ridiculous
in the Bubba costume. “No, no, no. This is different,” he stammered. “My
character’s name is Hugo.”
When he wasn’t pranking the guests at Ballyhoo Ave, Mario spent most
of his time making short claymation films. That’s why his fingernails were
always caked in dim crescents of Plastalina and an earthy scent followed him
everywhere, as if his own bones were fresh from the kiln. All his films ended
with the protagonist killing themself, either deliberately or by accident. He
said this was because we see people die in movies so often that we become
jaded to our own mortality, so he hoped that seeing death in such an
unexpected format would jolt everyone from their acquiescent stupor. Once
he finished enough films, he would compile them into his own version of
The Gashlycrumb Tinies and change the world.
Personally, Burt wasn’t a fan. YOLO preachiness aside, he found the
scrappy, twee aesthetic of the whole claymation medium to be disingenuous.
An irritating humblebrag of all the masochistic labor that went into making
it. He couldn’t even look at Gromit without thinking about the animators
slaving away for hours, ruining their spines to make an inchworm’s progress.
The secondhand stress was enough to give him stomach ulcers—or stopmotion sickness, as he privately called it—so he did his best to ignore the
homuncular torsos and limbs that littered Mario’s side of the apartment like
spare parts in Frankenstein’s lab.
“Huh, I didn’t think how I was going to carry these.” Mario patted the
cotton balls and paint against the thighs of his costume as if it might absorb
them through some miraculous osmosis. They’d left Val’s studio to head to
their work zones, taking a shortcut behind the petting zoo. “Any chance you
can hold on to them?”
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“Sorry, these pockets are painted shut.” It was just a half-lie. Burt had
slit open the breast pocket ages ago to store his phone, but he could already
imagine how the tumorous mass of claymation supplies pressing against
his chest all day would tangle his guts into Christmas lights. Mario tilted
Bubba’s head back like a PEZ dispenser and stuffed the items down the
collar, presumably to slide down and settle somewhere between his body
and the costume.
They reached a muddy gulch that reeked of fetid water. A confluence
of the ponies’ bathwater runoff and a leaky pool pump that Ballyhoo’s
management had neglected for years. Mario clumsily hopped atop a
splintering pallet thrown over the mud as a makeshift stepping stone while
Burt cleared the gap in a single leap, his movements only slightly stiffened by
the paint drying in his pores.
“A stuntman’s gait if I ever saw one,” Mario clucked.
“I’m fine putting my statuesque body to its most appropriate use.”
“But nobody ever notices you in that getup. You’re shooting yourself
in the foot.”
Burt rolled his eyes. Half the employees in the entertainment crew were
former theater kids who’d convinced themselves that dancing in a sweaty
mascot costume was going to be their big break. And, true, Burt himself
had once dabbled in high school theater, but at least he didn’t harbor
any delusions about getting plucked from obscurity by some studio exec
scouting out the Florida suburbs for untapped talent. Besides, the one time
he’d managed to land a part in Arsenic and Old Lace, he pretty much lost
interest the moment he had to memorize his lines. Now he just wished he’d
never told Mario about his short-lived thespianism.
“Well, whenever you decide you’re ready for a speaking part, I could
use a voice actor for my next project. It’s gonna be big, Burt. Oscarworthy, probably.”
“Is that so.”
“It’s inspired by the conversation we had on the rooftop a few weeks
back. You’re perfect for the part.”
Usually when Mario got this deep into a pipe dream, Burt would dangle
a noncommittal Maybe to lure him out. But something that day—be it
Mercury or bad luck—made him reply with mean-spirited honesty, “You
know I’m not into your puppet shit.”
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Then he spent the rest of his shift up on the pedestal stewing over Mario’s
response. Wondering if he was also being intentionally cruel when he said,
“C’mon, Burt, this could be your first step to the Walk of Fame. Wouldn’t it
be neat to get your name on a star that you actually earned?”
***
Burt was outside Savannah when a text notification appeared on his phone,
blocking the next step on his Waze route.
“What happened to all your stuff?”
And then another one.
“Are you moving out???”
He wanted to dismiss it, but the rain was pummeling his windshield like
a snare drum, so he kept his eyes on the road. When he called his mom at
a Taco Bell drive-through to let her know he was moving back in for a little
while, she warned him that the Richmond area was also expecting dangerous
road conditions. Otherwise, she was completely supportive of his decision
to move back home, as she was with every decision he made.
“Tell me so I know we didn’t get robbed.”
Burt smirked, enjoying the thought of Mario being the one to deal
with a roommate’s impetuous shake-up for once. A star that you actually
earned. A month later, those words still clung to him like a wet sock.
Perhaps stressing him out even more than the incident last night that had
prompted this migration.
Of course, there was a time when Burt wanted more than his name to go
down in history, but he’d grown out of that long ago. He was five or six years
old, struggling to recall where he’d left his beloved Furby, when he realized
how easily your own memories can vanish. To lose a memory—any memory
at all—felt like part of him was dead. Just like the pink baby squirrel he’d
found by the shed and buried in his sandbox. An anxiety would soon set
upon him whenever he found himself in an ordinary moment likely to be
forgotten. So he would clench his teeth and ball his fists to anchor himself
in every sight, sound, and smell around him, committing the moment to
memory. Years later, he distinctly remembered performing this ritual, yet he
could recall none of the context he’d hoped to preserve. It was nothing but a
time capsule full of sand.
Worried that all his stars would amount to the same, Burt looked to his
neighborhood for inspiration on living a life worthy of 351 memorials. His
Richmond suburb was packed with streets and landmarks named for some
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legendary Carson figure, to the point where visiting relatives would often
lose their way, taking a left at Carson Road instead of Carson Lane. Even
the Carson Cannonball tradition got its name from the bridge outside town
where teens jumped into the river. He’d always assumed this Carson guy was
a respected military leader, but a Google search revealed that Edward Carson
was actually an 18th-century tobacco mogul, and when Burt delved past the
cursory Wikipedia summary, he discovered that he had been responsible
for some seriously fucked up shit. Shit he thought only happened on HBO.
After the initial shock passed, Burt felt something unexpected—an immense
pressure whistling out of his future. If he didn’t actually need to live up to his
legacy, then he might as well just live it up.
Burt had followed the Lebowski lifestyle ever since, and he wouldn’t
change a thing. As usual, his only regret was mentioning his astral namesakes
to Mario. Partly because he worried that destiny followed the same rules
of discretion as birthday wishes, and partly because Mario could never be
content with somebody else simply being content. He’d let it slip one night
when they snuck to the roof of a construction development near their
apartment. A bowl of Sour Diesel had nudged the conversation into heady
speculation about the future—it was the night Mario flung his iPhone into
the reeds, doing his part to stave off a Black Mirror dystopia—while some
other force steered Burt into spilling the details of his destiny. He wondered
now if that building might even be on one of those mystical coordinates
They say are linked with fate, since he’d been on that very same rooftop the
night before when he discovered Mario’s betrayal.
***
After a draining day at work, Burt hauled his telescope to the roof of the
construction site to unwind. The Perseids meteor shower was supposed
to reach max visibility soon, and that seemed like a good enough way to
decompress. A month of finger-pointing had passed since the firework
mishap at Ballyhoo Ave, ending with the manager of entertainment
services getting the ax. The new manager decided that this accident was
all because the park’s employees needed a better understanding of their
coworkers’ responsibilities, so instead of everyone performing a single
role, they were now expected to share positions in groups of five, rotating
duties each day of the week.
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Burt was removed from his pedestal and swapped into the chicken
coops, where he spent the day selecting baby chicks from the petting cage to
be offered up like sacrificial lambs. No matter how clearly he instructed—or,
by the end of his shift, begged—the children to use gentle pinky-finger pets,
about one in ten would grab the poor bird by its neck and squeeze until
the downy skin went translucent. Then it was a race against the clock to
pry those tiny and tenacious fingers off the chick while the other children’s
frantic energy pitched into a Tilt-A-Whirl of screeches and wails. Whenever
he freed a chick from its sticky clutches, he’d transfer it into the recovery
cage to join the other survivors in a trembling huddle. The petting cage ran
out of chicks by noon, at which point it swapped roles with the recovery
cage. And so it would go, again and again and again.
It had been a while since Burt last pulled the telescope from the trunk
with all his ISR certificates, and he wasn’t entirely sure where he should be
aiming it. Knowing his luck lately, it was probably in the direction of the
beach, where burly-knuckled clouds were expanding their hold on the sky.
Mario had better get there soon if he hoped to catch the meteor shower as
he said he would. Burt suspected that his roommate had flaked out again
to play with his puppets, and, remembering that Mario’s bedroom actually
faced the construction site, swiveled the telescope north to prove himself
right. The light in Mario’s window was on, but the room appeared to be
empty aside from the figurines on his desk. One of which seemed oddly
familiar. Burt adjusted the focus and realized why—he was staring at his
miniaturized double.
There was no mistaking it. Same wild hair, same wiry frame. Up close—
having ditched the rooftop—Burt could even see tiny splotches where the
puppet’s “skin” bled through the copper makeup powdered on its face and
hands. The whorls of Mario’s fingerprints were indented all over the cool,
malleable clay. A storyboard was sketched into sticky notes arranged on the
wall in a chaotic sequence he couldn’t decipher. He opened Mario’s laptop
and played the project in the iMovie window. Onscreen, the clay came to
life as a man mimicking a lifeless statue. He stood frozen atop a matchbox
pedestal until a passerby tossed a coin into his extended tophat. He took
the coin to a roadside booth and traded it for a shiny, gold star, his mouth
flapping in soundless excitement. Then he tossed the star into the sky, where
it hung suspended in a stick figure constellation.
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The video cut off there. Burt heard Mario enter the room and freeze
in the doorway. They remained as mute as the puppet for what felt like
an eternity.
“How are you going to kill me?” Burt finally asked.
Mario hesitated. “Just because he resembles you doesn’t mean he is you.”
“The file name is The_Burt_Durber_Galaxy.”
“That’s a working title.”
Burt turned to face him, and Mario didn’t even have the shame to avoid
eye contact.
“He gets distracted while stargazing and walks off a bridge.”
“Is that…is that really what you think of me?” Burt stuttered, his voice
snagging in his throat.
“I promise, Burt, this isn’t about you as much as it looks.”
“Of course not. It’s about you. This is what you do when you can’t bend
somebody to your vision. You create a more bendable version of them.” Only
now did he realize he was squeezing his clay doppelgänger like a baby bird.
But he didn’t stop.
“Maybe you’re right,” Mario conceded with infuriating calm. “I wish
we’d collaborated on this. But since we couldn’t tell your story together, I’m
turning this into something way more universal. It’s going to be about how so
much of the starlight we see comes from stars that are already dead, and tie
that in with our own mortality, and…and…” He groped for words, waving
his arms like an upturned beetle. “I’m not explaining it right. I express myself
so much better with clay…”
“I don’t need anyone to tell my story,” Burt grumbled. “So find another
voodoo doll to play with.” He hurled the figurine against the wall expecting
it to hit with a Nickelodeon splat, but it just bounced softly onto the carpet,
landing on its back in a crumpled Chakrasana pose.
***
Burt was almost home now—and had been for three hours. The turbulent
winds and galloping rain had forced him to retreat to a Costco parking lot.
He watched broken branches fly over the cars like javelins until the storm
advanced north, having pillaged the region’s electrical grid. The skies cleared
and the roads clogged up. With every traffic light on the fritz, he surrendered
to the never-ending Waze reroutes, letting the app steer him miles off the
familiar course. Now he was supposedly only twenty miles away, but it was
telling him to exit onto some Chestnut Bend Bridge he’d never even heard
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of. Then he reached the turn, and even in this pickled twilight there was no
mistaking it. A squat concrete expanse with four sturdy legs that trudged
across the river like the fossil of an ancient, plodding kaiju. The drop zone of
the Carson Cannonball.
This was too weird. To end up here, after half-a-dozen detours, after
last night’s argument—the odds were astronomical. Burt had to park on
the shoulder just to calm his nerves. He decided to give in to nostalgia and
stepped into the damp night air, hoping the hands of fate that led him here
weren’t caked in Plastalina. He didn’t think he actually believed in that
voodoo doll stuff, but the footpath was slick with puddles, so he held onto
the gritty metal railing as he crept forward, keeping his eyes down to make
sure he didn’t meet the same fate as his effigy. Even then he could tell the
starlight was brilliant—bright enough to cast shadows in the absence of
working street lamps.
Three of the shadows darted behind a trash can, followed by the
unmistakable shushing sounds that only inebriated teenagers could think
were inconspicuous.
“Hey, it’s cool,” Burt called out. “I’m not a cop or anything.”
A GoPro popped up, then the head of the girl it was strapped to. “Then
what are you doing here?” she asked. “Are you gonna kill yourself?”
“No. Why does everybody always—I’m just reminiscing,” he replied. The
group stepped out into the moonlight. The girl and one of the boys had
stripped down to their skivvies, but the other was still fully clothed. “Are you
guys doing the Carson Cannonball?”
“Nobody calls it that anymore.”
“Not since the city took that asshole’s name off the bridge.”
“I didn’t know they did that,” Burt said. Then he quietly repeated, “I
didn’t know.”
“Now we call it Bombs Away.”
The girl hoisted herself onto the railing, where she perched like SpiderMan. “I don’t even turn eighteen till Wednesday, but when I saw the sky after
that storm, I knew it had to be tonight.”
Burt finally glanced upward. Free of any light pollution, the stars jostled
each other with their sharp elbows to claim a spot at the center of the universe.
They crowded the night, taking up more space than space itself could ever
accommodate. With every twinkle, the sky trembled under their precarious
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weight. It buckled at the horizon and spilled into the river—swollen from
the evening’s rainfall—whose obsidian surface helped to carry the load.
“Did you jump off when you turned eighteen?”
“Of course,” Burt answered. He leaned over the cool railing and recalled
how desperately he’d clung to it eight years ago. The rusty dandruff that
made his palms smell like pennies after he let go. After he climbed down.
“Actually,” he said, “I chickened out. Me and my friend both turned eighteen
the same weekend. We told everyone that we did it together. But…”
“I told you nobody would know,” the skivvied boy said to his friends
with a petulant voice that made him sound even younger.
“If that’s what you wanna do, I won’t snitch,” the girl said. “But I’m
not afraid.”
With that, she stood up straight on the railing and wobbled precariously as
she found her footing. Then she jumped. Burt watched her plummet toward
the water, whooping all the way down. Fifty feet below, her reflection soared
upward on a collision course. They splashed together with a triumphant
embrace that scattered the stars like dust.
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